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four-month flight.through space, landed on Venus and iransmitted
imporlant informafion about the surface and atmosphere of fhe
planei Homer referred to as ''loveliest of all the stars of heaven."
This information. aboui ihe planef Venus becomes now an indispensable part of man's knowledge of the universe. Just as
here, on the planet Earlh, knowledge and understanding of the
development of socialism in the Soviel Union and the other socialist countries musl become a, basic part of man's long quest for a

truly human society.
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their great October* Socialist Revolution.
Nothing can be more important at the present troubled moment
in world afiairs than the recognition of the full scope and grandeur
of this great turning point in hrrman history urd itr leions for
today. The Russian Revolution inaugurated the building of a
whole society on new foundations, affecting thereby the lives and
the future of all mankind. The experience and the example of the
Soviet Union have opened the way for the revolutionary transformation of society everywhere from capitalism to socialism.
The Russian Revolution gave back the land and its rich resources
to those who inhabit it and work it, placed possession of the means
of production in the hands of society itself, ended exploitation of
man by man, initiated new governmental forms providing everincreasing opportunities for the multi-national Soviet people to determine their own destinies, to participate in decisions afiecting their
daily lives. With Lenin's Deciee on Peace as its first Act, tlie new
Soviet Government opened a new era in world relations, in which
ever-growing numbers of mankind would seek to end forever the
crime of war as a means of settling differences among nations.
For the first time in history, a Revolution celebrates its halfcentury mark with all its banners flying. Challenging problems
and difficulties of course remain, but the great blazing truth of
today is that the Soviet Union has conquered the enemies outside
and in who have sought to turn back the clock of history and
restore capitalism. Twenty of its fifty years were spent in fighting
external aggression and recovering from its wounds. For another
period almost as long, while progress never ceased, it was slowed up
by the repressions of the Stalin era. Today, these obstacles overcome,
the Soviet Union emerges as a great, unconquerable, stable and
mature socialist power, its original aims achieved or on the way to
achievement, preparing in the next half century of its existence for
the transition from the socialist principle of "to everyone according
to his needs" to the communist principle of "to everyone according
to his deeds."
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LOVE and gratitudi: we dedicate rhis issue of our magazine

to the USSR and the Soviet people on the 50th anniversary of

Russiqn Rcvolution
T!'c
rcording o the aew.
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T THE TIME of the Revolution, the big press of our country
poured out a stream of lies and distortions to support the efiorts

of our Government and its World War I allies to crush socialism,
to "strangle it in its cradle," in Churchill's blunt and ugly words.
But the truth broke through in many ways, as recounted elsewhere in this issue. In the months and years following the Revolution
a great deal of honest and brilliant reporting was published in the
Socialist and workers' press and in liberal and progressive publications. From the beginning there were also a number of publications
which concentrated on news of the new socialist society. Among
these was Soaiet Russia and later the Soaiet Russia Pictorial.

In February 1982, Souiet Russia Today was established, and for
many years was the main American publication devoted to promotion
of a better understanding of the Soviet Union and to improved
American-Soviet relations, In March 1951 the name of the magazine
was changed to New World Reaiew, reflecting an expanded coverage,

including other countries of the socialist world, while still concentrating on the Soviet Union as the leading socialist country. Nezu

World. Reuiew thus has behind it an unbroken publishing record of
35 years. For the editor, who has been with the magazine 32 of those
years, and

for her

associates

deeply rewarding experience

#

on the staff, it has been a rich and
to follow and report on the progress

of building a socialist society.
We have seen this new society emerge from a dark, primitive
past to become the first industrial power in Europe and the second
in the world, with a production today seventy times that of prerevolutionary Russia. We have seen how its hundred difierent
nationalities, many almost completely illiterate before, have become
fully literate, enjoying the same advanced industry and science and
culture as great Russia which formerly oppressed them. We have
followed the Soviet peoples' long struggle for peaceful coexistence,
their magnificent resistance to Hitler which saved the world from
fascism. We have watched their growing world influence in the
postwar years, despite the cold war onslaught of the united states,
their unswerving stand for peace and support for national liberation
movements. Today we see the Soviet Union as the main world power
challenging aggressive US imperialism as it lashes out in Vietnam
and elsewhere in frantic, murderous attempts to prevent the progress
of the peoples toward a new world of peace, democracy and socialism.
e'A Great f,reo,lethrougtn- ol fropstt
A T HALF-CENTURY,
A prr.r;rn Revolution
Twentieth Century.

friend and foe alike recognize that the
was the foremost political event of the

LOOK magazine, in its Rassl'a Today issue, is compelled to acit works. "Ponderously, fitfully, unevenly," it goes

knowledge that

5
ro ussR wrfl{ LoYE
on to say, "but 50 years after the Revolution that changed the world
forever, the system it, fostered wheezes with life. . . . Implausible as
it may seem to us, most Soviet citizens think they have a good thing
going for them. They feel safe. They don't worry about hunger or
loneliness or calamity. . . . Most of them now feel free. . . . The indices
by which men everywhere gauge progress are rising . . ."
George Kennan, one of the most implacable enemies of communism,
ir Foreign Afiairs for Octoper 1967, speaks of the Revolution as
a "noble dream," "a great breakthrough of hope," of its "boldness,
grandeur of concept and elevation of purpose." And finally, he
declares, even those who question the soundness of Marxist ideology
. . . are obliged to acknowledge, at this half cenhrry gark, the impressive
bodv of flesh with which the dream of the Russian Revolution has now been
clotLed; and we must extend to the present bearers of the Russian Revolu'

tionary traditions, even while we denylhem ideological sympathy, a respectful
recognition of the great part they have played in the authorship of the realities
of Jur time. ThEir R'evolutidn has ^ rr6w entered, irrevoiabln into the
fabric of history.

In the 50th anniversary series running (at this writing) in the
New York Times, the authors, despite many hostile statements, pa)
tribute to unequalled Soviet accomplishments in many areas. All
this does not mean that anti-Soviet and anti-Communist propaganda
has decreased, It does mean that, especially since the first Sputnik
ten years ago, it is no longer possible to conceal the mighty Soviet
achievements in education, industry, modern science and technique
and many other fields. The crude anti-Soviet propaganda of the
past can no longer be believed; it has to be clothed in far more
subtle and sophisticated forms.
For many years we had to fight the outlandish image of the Soviet
people presented by atl the media of communication. It was necessary to show that the Soviet people were human, that they were
"just like Americans," that we had much in common. We felt we
had to stress similarities rather than difierences between our societies.
That stage has passed. In fact one of the forms anti-Soviet and
anti-Communist propaganda is taking today is the spreading of the
myth that the Soviet Union is coming closer and closer to a capitalist
society. This is the greatest slander of all. It is refuted by the picture
of Soviet society we present in this magazine. It, is refuted by the
picture of our own society found in the pages of our daily press;
by the shame of our Black Ghettos, to which our Government's only
answer is violence; by the horror of the atrocious war in Vietnam,
to which our Government's only answer is more killing.
For o lleeper Studg of Soeiollsm
rnHIS ISSUE of. New World Reuiew has required three times as
I mrrch space as an ordinary issue, and more and longer articles
than we usually publish. To join in this 50th anniversary tribute,
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we have turned to a number of people best equipped by years of
study and firsthand observation to assess for our readers 'the great
gains socialism has brought to the people living under it and its
meaning for the rest of us. All of this cannot possibly be encompassed
in one issue; the process of preparing it, however, has opened up for
us a vista of far greater future usefulness for the magazine.
We are convinced that these times demand a much deeper and
more fundamental knowledge of socialist society and how it works
than provided in the past. We feel that this knowledge is required
by all sectors of our society. By the growing peace forces, who must
see that the Soviet Union is their greatest ally in the fight to end
the war in Vietnam and all threats of thermonuclear war. By the
Negro people, so that they may acquaint themselves with the socialist
solution to racist oppression and inequality. By the workers, who
should know about the powerful role of the trade unions in a socialist
society, their decisive voice in determining conditions of life and
work, their creative part in actually running industry jointly with
management, their unending opportunities for education and increasing skills to ever higher levels. And above all by the youth,
now so militantly on the march against the inhumanity of our own
society and the useless slaughter in Vietnam.
We do not mean that Soviet socialism has all the answers for our
American problems. We do mean that the Soviet Union has now
accumulated fifty years of experience in solving similar problems,
has learned many lessons from tragic errors as well as scoring many
brilliant achievements. Americans can no more afford to miss studying
this experience and discovering what it has to ofier to meet our
own needs in charting our course to a future and better society than
those who are exploring the way to outer space today can afford
to ignore the experience of those who have gone before in seeking
the road to the stars. And for all the romance of this space age we
have entered, the greatest adventure, the greatest need of all is still
to find our way forward to a better society here on earth, a world
of peace and brotherhood.
We invite you to share this adventure with us. We plan, with this
issue, to become a quarterly magazine, so that by combining several
issues in one, we may have the space we need to take whole segments
of socialist society and examine them more deeply and from all sides.
This is the task we have set ourselves as the world enters the
second half century of socialism.
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IIECISIONS MADE at the final session of the Supreme Soviet ol
r-7
15" USSR preceding the 50th anniversary celebration gave a
living example of the policy enunciated in the Program of the Communist Party, "Everything for the sake of man."

,
LOYE
At the opening session on October 10, Deputy Premier Niko_lay
Baibakov, chlirman of the State Planning Committee, ProPosed that
in the economic plan for 1968 (later accepted) production of consumer goods would rise by 8.6 per cent, comPared with a 7.9 per cent
inqiease in the production of heavy industry. He noted that overall
production in 1967 would be ten Per cent above 1966, as against a
planned 7.3 per cent increase. He reported on wage raises for certain
groups of workers in the Past two years, and a 20 per cent_ rise in
ihe incomes of collective farmers, who now receive guaranteed wages.
At the session, the uansition to a five'day working week, with
two free days, was acclaimed as a measure further easing working
conditions, and increasing opportunities for education, culture and
leisure. Welcomed, too, were new measures for raising living standards
decided on by joint resolution of the USSR Council of Ministers
and the CPSU Central Committee:
As of January 1968, there is to be a rise of minimum wages for
industrial and office workers to 60 and 70 rubles, and an increase
of pay to machine tool operators. Wages will be raised and more
privileges than hitherto will be granted to workers in the Far East
ind Fir North. Duration of minimum paid holidays for industrial
and office workers' is to be prolonged. Taxes on wages are to be
further reduced and in sorne cases abolished, sick pay is to be raised
and pension payments are to be increased.
In reporti in the US press of the 1968 budget introduced by
Minister of Finance V. F. Garbuzov, much was made of the increase
of the Soviet defense budget, but no mention was made of the in'
creased budgets for education and social welfare. The increase of
2.2 billion rubles (14.5 billion rubles in 1967, 16.7 in 1968) in the
defense budget was attributed to the sharp increase in aid to Vietnam
and new expenditures for the Arab countries. There was also a
more than t*o billion ruble increase in the 1968 budget as against
1967 for education, science, culture; health and physical culture;
State social insurance and social maintenance.
TO USSN WITH

TDe USSE lrlnil No;tTono,l Libeto;tion
Scientific Conference, devoted to the 50th anniversary and the effect of the Socialist Revolution on the national

N International

liberation movements of the peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin
America, and attended by some 40 representatives from these and
the socialist countries, was held at the end of October in Baku,
of Azerbaidzhan.
capital
Leading figures from the countries of the Soviet East, Transcaucasia and Kazakhstan rePorted on the profound changes the
October Revolution had brought about for the oppressed peoples
o[ the former Tsarist empire. Foreign guests told of the importance
of these changes in their own struggles for national liberation.
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Dang Quang Minh, head of the South Vietnamese Liberation
Front mission in the USSR, stressed the great significance of the
October Revolution for liberation movements throughout the world,
and expressed "thanks to the Great October that the Vietnamese
people are receiving big, concrete and valuable aid and support"
from the Soviet Government and people. He declared the NLF had
benefited greatly from the example of the USSR.
Ali Yati, First Secretary of the Moroccan Communist Party, declared "there is not a single independent African state that has not
received from the Soviet Union unconditional support and assistance
in its anti-imperialist struggle." Hailing the influence of the Russian
Revolution in all liberation struggles, he urged that "the revolutionaries of Asia, Africa and Latin America work tirelessly to strengthen
solidarity between the world socialist sysrem, the national liberation
and the international working class movements."
Halid Mohi ed-Din, General Secretary of the UAR National Peace
Council, stressed the gratitude of the Arab people for Soviet assistance
in the difficult period following the Israeli-Arab war. Zahir Abdel
Sammos of the Syrian Communist Party spoke of the impetus given
by the October Revolution to Arab liberation movement$. C. Lodoi
damba, Chairman of the Mongolian Afro-Asian Solidarity Committee
declared that it was due to October and the help of the Soviet
people that the Mongolian People's Republic was able to gain
independence and go over to socialism, by-passing rhe stage o[
capitalism.
Two representatives from Israel,

Emil Habibi, M.P., member of
the Communist Party of Israel, and Yosef El-Gazi, editor of the
Party's main newspaper, Zu Holereh, took part in the conference.
Emil Habibi, in an interview with Nouosti (Praada, October 7),
stated: "We are inspired in our difficult struggle by the principled,
peaceful policy of the great country of the October Revolution-the
Soviet Union-and of other socialist countries."
Dr. Victor Volsky, head of the USSR Institure of Latin America,
said that the victory of the Cuban Revolution in the Western hemisphere, showed the powerful influence of socialism on the development
of all social and political processes in the world.today
"Cuba has chosen socialism itself, and found this the best reply to
all those who are shouting about the export of revolution. We do not

export revolution," Volsky said. "But not because we are afraid of
marring relations with capitalist countries. We simply believe that a
revolution can be victorious and its results stable only when the ideas
of the revolution mature within the country and in the final count win
the minds of the majority of the people. At the same time, the Soviet
Union is always ready to act in defense o{ the right of the peoples to
self-determination, to the free choice of their own way of development
and against any export of counterrevolution."

Ihe

LOYE

Soolet UnTon and the Vietno;m Wor

tTtHE SECOND

I

anniversary of November, the 34th anniversary, on
November 16, of the establishment o[ American-Soviet diplomatic

relations, is darkened by the Vietnam war. The Soviet Union has
made clear that, while keeping open certain avenues of exchange
for the sake of peace, there can be no hope of closer US-USSR ties
until the war in Vietnam is brought to an end. Elsewhere in this
issue (pp. 184-189), we report the Soviet stand in the United Nations
in opposition to US aggression and US supPort of aggression, and
the strong Soviet support and constantly increasing aid to the people
of Vietnam in their heroic fight for independence.
President Johnson has so far been impervious to the growing
opposition his insane course is arousing among all circles of the
American people, in the United Nations, everywhere in the world.
Yet we must remember that there is no way out of this war but
all-out, crushing, absolutely irrepressible Pressure from the American
people to compel him to understand that he faces sure defeat in
1968 if he doesn't end the war.
Mr. Johnson has vainly tried to improve relations with the Soviet
Union during this period, trying to give an aPPearance of moderation. But it is clear that to him the war in Vietnam is part of a
global war to the finish against communism with its spearpoint at
this time directed against China. The tragic split between the two
great socialist nations, which Johnson has sought to exploit and
widen, has been one of the greatest assets to US aggression. Unity
and cooperation between the Soviet Union and China, which the
USSR has consistently sought, would doom Johnson's war.
Our greatest hope for peace, as the second half century of socialism
begins, is in the restoration of unity among the socialist nations. SovietChinese unity would be the surest way to defeat US imperialist
aggression in Vietnam and elsewhere, the soundest guarantee for new
advances by national liberation movements throughout the world.
Meantime, we must trust to the good sense and wisdom and
strength of the people of the United States to demonstrate unceasingly for peace, to use the vote, draft resistance and every other
means in their power to dump Johnson, stop the bombing, force
withdrawal of US troops from Vietnam and bring an end to our
national shame. The historic confrontation of the US peace forces
with the military forces of the Pentagon on October 2l-22 marks a new
and higher stage of the people's tesistance to the war in Vietnam.
And we continue to look to the Soviet Union to remain on guard
for peace, as it has been now through fifty dangerous years, giving
every possible help to the victims of aggression and at the same time
working with unflagging vigilance to avert the ultimate disaster of
world thermonuclear war.

A

Bla,elo Dfuro's Salu,te
by OSSIE DAYIS

ALL THE great and bragged-about benefits of the capitalist
rff system were true beyond cavil, it would, from the viewpoint of
us who are its historic victims, still stand condemned. It is a system
to which we, the black people of the United States, have never

belonged save as the degraded means to somebody else's end. First
as slaves, then as a source of cheap labor. Now as a seemingly
endless supply of cannon-fodder for the needs of that systeri in its
attempt to swallow up the world as it is now trying to do in Vietnam.
To the black man capitalism has always been something not
to be enjoyed-because we have always known that its benefits were
not meant for us-but something somehow to be survived. It did
not destroy us-no thanks to it-but it most certainly did not set
us free. Because

it

cannot.

The black man's mightiest expectations have always been in the
alternative which, though nowhere present, he dreamed about as
a part of the future. A future he frequently placed beyond rhe
bounds of this world, where he would surely receive his reward,
not down here on the earth-but up there in heaven. But the dream
of heaven is real only to the degree to which it can be made to come
tue on earth. And since our religion counciled us always to look
both ways-"Thy will be done on earth as it is in lleaven."-we
searched each passing day for signs and portents.
Thus fifty years ago when the good news came out of Russia
that men there had decided to abandon capitalism and attempt to
construct, here, "on earth," a system in which no man would be the
hereditary victim of other men because of the color of his skin, a
system of true equality ultimately to be formulated as "from each
according to his ability, to each according to his needs," it was only
natural that black men should associate their own hopes and their
own expectations with the promises of socialism.
And so it is natural that today black men should salute that
country and that people who fifty years ago turned their backs on
the past and struck out boldly to build a wholly different kind
of society. Just as it is natural for us to frnd in the example of the
Russian people enduring solace for all of our struggles ahead, and
a constant reminder that"what men haue d,one, men can do."
Ossrr Devrs is one of the most distinguished American actors, He and his wife
Ruby Dee are known to millions from their many appearances on fflms, stage,
and'TV. Mr. Davis's play Puilie Yictoriow, in which both he and his vife
appeare4 enjoye{ great poiularity on stage and screen.
t0
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by MURRAY
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is any pefiod, m,e uould ileshe to be born in, is it rwt the age
wim the old and the neu stand sid.e bg siiLe, and, admit of
being cornpa.red; ushm the enc.rgies of all rnm are searched, by fear ond,
hope-; when the historic glories of the old can be compensated by the rlch
possibilities of the new era? This time, like aA ilmes, is a oery good, one,
if we but krwu uhat to da oith il'
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tTtEN YEARS ago-on October 4, 1957-the Soviet Union placed an
I artificial satellite in orbit around the earth and the space age began. The word "sputnik," the friendly name given to the satellite,
immediately became part of the proliferating international language
of modern science.

In the decade that followed, the USSR and the USA both went on
to achieve notable successes in the exploration of space. The USSR
marked up a whole series of "firsts": Yuri Gagarin the first human
being to fly beyond earth's atmosphere, Valentina Tereshkova the first
and so far only woman to enter space, Voskhod I the first three-man
satellite, Alexey Leonov the first man to "walk" in space; the first
photographs of the hidden side of the moon were Soviet, as was the
first soft-land upon that body.
The world responded to the orbiting of Sputnik I with extraordinary excitement and pride that man had liberated himself from the
law of gravity and stood poised on the threshold of discoveries limitless as the cosmos into which it was at last possible to Penetrate.
The dramatic appearance of Sputnik, with its faint "beepbeep'
that could be heard as it circled our old, familiar globe, occurred
on the eve of the fortieth anniversary of the October Revolution.
After the initial high excitement had spent itself, the world began
to take a new look at the country able to bring off so brilliant a
feat. How in only four decades had this backward land, torn by
foreign intervention in its early years, profoundly scarred by the
Stalinist suppressions, and, above all, set back by the horrors and
overwhelming casualties of World War II, been able to take the
lead in space?
It wai in part to answer such questions that the negotiations for
an official US-USSR Cultural and Scientific Exchange Program, under
consideration since the Geneva Summit Conference on the'Peaceful
Uses of Nuclear Power in 1955, were concluded and a pact signed.
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The first twGyear program started as of January 1958. The fifth two-

year program ends this year.
There have been' in the course

of the past ten years fruitful

exchanges in many areas: in the arts through concerts, ballet performances, exhibitions of paintings, books, architecture; in induStry
and agriculture through exhibits and visits. On the university level
students have been exchanged as well as research workers in various
intellectual and scientific fields. The participation by scientists from

the two countries in common projects and the frequent conferences

on such matters as weather control, cancer research, and heart surgery
have been especially valuable.

If

the appearance of personable and highly gifted young Soviet

poets like Yevgeny Yevtushenko and Andrey Voznesensky reading their
poetry to enraptured American audiences has been widely publicized,

at the same time there has been a swiftly expanding number of
translations from Russian in many fields. On page 121 of this issue
you will find a list of translations of Soviet novels, short stories and
plays, many of them

in

paperbacks.

Similarly, translations of Hemingway, Faulkner, Salinger, Arthur
Miller, to mention only a few, enjoy wide popularity throughout the
Soviet Union. Exchange visits between the creative writers of each
country have been more frequent than is generally known, and the
discussions that have taken place on these visits mutually stimulating.
Scholarly studies-historical, philosophical, literary-in the cultural background of the two countries have very much expanded
in this past period, both in depth of content and objectivity of
presentation. Particularly ambitious and enlightening for example,
has been Professor James H. Billington's The lcon and the Axe
(Alfred A. Knopf, 1966). This immensely detailed study considers
the whole development of Russian culture from the earliest dmes
through the Soviet period. Experts will, of course, question much
of the material chosen, the interpretations given, the parallels drawn
between the Russian past and the Soviet present; it is nevertheless
an impressive accomplishment, full of illuminating facts and thought-

ful

suggestions.

T THE

present time, athwart this expanding communication of
ffsa1iyg ideas, has fallen President Johnson's imperial dream
of a defeated and subject Asia in which US military power must
"contain communism." Exchanges have become rarer and important
interchanges and joint projects cut ofi, just as domestically the poor,
the Negro people, the schools, the medical services, the decaying US
cities are at present sufiering most bitterly-and most dangerouslybecause of the vast sums necessary to support Johnson's monstrous
war of aggression in Vietnam.
But thwarted, cut down, thinned out, communication all the
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same does continue between our two peoples, just as the American
people more rapidly than apPears on the surface are organizing
iheirselves to biing- into existince the kind of society ,they-know
have now made possible for all men'
that science and technology
It was in 1957 also, -on the initiative of Cyrus S' Eaton, that
the first meeting of what came to be known as the Pugwash movement for peace ind disarmament was held in Mr. Eaton's hometown,

pugwash, banada. Twenty-two scientists from ten counffies, including
the" Soviet Union, attended this first meeting. The 17th conference,

held in september in Ronneby, sweden, was attended by 300 scientists and scholars from 77 countries.
For all the increasing scientific discoveries that ofier a happy
future for mankind, theie still loorns over the whole human race
the threat of nuclear war. Against great political opposition,,delegates
at the Pugwash conferences have always insisted that in so dangerous
a world it is absolutely necessary to work out new approaches to
disarmament. The Ronneby meeting discussed all the world's troubled
areas, and made specific'proposals for solutions, particularly for
ending the US war- against the people oI Vietnam
De"legates at Ronndby were entouraged by the fact that in August
"spread of nuclear weaPons were
identical draft treaties to ban the
tabled in the l8-Nation Disarmamint Committee by the United
States and the Soviet Union.

ROM THE beginning of space exploration it has been clear that
both the amount o{ creative thinking and the financing necessary
to achieve real success far exceed the potential in terms of scientists
and money available to any one country. Recently on several occasions, prof. Leonid Sedov, ieading Soviet space scientist, has spoken
of the importance of international cooperation for what he calls
"the great interplanetary explorations oj the future"'
Tfre whole iignificance of cooperation came sharply into focus
with the announcement in Octoberbf a ten-year international weather
research program. If the plan is realized, for the first time in his
history mu" iuitt have an up-to-the-minute, three-dimensional picture
of thi entire world's weather. The consequences of having such
information are, of course, limitless.
Looking back over the ten years since sputnik, it is clear that
the efiect Jn US education was of the first importance. The educational editor aL The New York Times, Fred M. Hechinger, wrote
,r, article for the October 1967 issue ol McCall's magazine, entitled
"What Sputnik Did to Our Schools"' He concludes:
. . . there can be little question that the general state of American educai*-v"* after Sputnik' set ofi the alarni clock, is intnitely sounder than

tior.

i;;L?;-tf,u
!r",it awakening. While it may hav.e been-naive,to think
It"i tt more rigor"ous curriculum"in resPoilie to Sputrik ian affect the short"
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term national csntest betwee'n the united states and the soviet union, the
gught to lead to an_intellectually *"*-"-frif*"ti4
5y"fq.i*.of.vigo1
uonal Iite in
""-twenty-five years. , To the -pursuit ,5f happiness *",
the prrrssll of excellence as a national goal. In the ten jr^ears since. teach_
"-dd"d
ers and .parqts have taken the messagE to hear! ana niittions- o?-"uitar"o
are reaping the benefft.

The National Council of American-soviet Friendship has a new
book by Elizabeth Moos entitled souiet Education: achiiaements and
Goals. Mrs. Moos coyers every aspect of the Soviet educational process.
This. I25-page survey will make it clear to the reader why'it was
possible for the soviet Union in terms of educational training to

thrust sputnik into space and startle the world ten short year$ ago.
For an all-over picrure of soviet life as ir enrers its sixih decide
J. Po-Tgloy's Half a Century of Socialisnt (Inrernarionat,
Yi|l"t
1967), just published, supplies a weaith of informativi details. The
importan-t changes in the ussR in the rast 15 years are described in
vivid and lively style.

66MARXISM,"

Professor Geofirey Barraclough of Cambridge University writes, "was less the cause than a product oiu ,rew
world situation." He contitlues:

rrr

But it was no accident that the period which saw the suddea revolutionarv
of industrial technology, .^the .spread of .the new
[i
state-and-its functions, and the rise
"o"."pir-oi
of 'mass society,;lr;;.;;;A;""*
social philosophy; 3"i
and we shall hardly be wrorre
*rorrg if
# we deicribe t},"
tt *r".g_ence of a new ideology as the
gence
" "-"rlast 6omponent"of
the-last
component 1f ttre new world situation
that was goming
.into e*stence- dyring thd closing_ decades of the nineieenth
cenhtry.
It was f,rle
rL
the unar
fi""I_pig9f
pfoor thati
tnat a new period
ol ,ti*qry
history was beqinnins.
begir,rning,
!y,
p:rioA of
rt was
an "^r^
expression vr
of the
urs rrsw
new rvrss
forces which
wrucrr soctat
social ano
and'economiciharrsZ
eCOnOmrC cnange
" *" ::"-.""
: . ; -",
released. a doctrine
doctrine deffned to meet
met the noeds
.+.lo of
nf a
o new
nd^ (An
t A^ Intro_
t^tz
-o,,, age
!11:elr-"d:a
!gp" to contempolary Histoty, by Geofirey B";"I";ih. p"Ji".rr'noon,
advance

1966).

one hundred years ago-in september of rg67-the first volume
of. Capi.tal came ofi- the presses in Hamburg, Germany. The first
translation into any language appeared in Ruisian in lgi2. The first
English edition, carefully edited by Frederick Engels, appeared in
1886. It is this translation, including the other ti.vo vol^umes, thar
International Publishers has just published in a handsome paperback
edition.
In this y-ea1 of its ceatenary there are- few, if any, of the major
-languages
of the world into which Karl Marx's great.book has not
been translated. Indeed, one third of the world s population now

live in countries whose economic systems have bien reorganized
according to the precepts of Marxian socialism. And frJm the
.presses of
1q" non-socialist countries an ever-increasing stream of
studies, articles, books pour forth treating Marxism -from every
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possible aspect-politically, historically, philosophically. In honor
of its hundredth year of publication symposia, lectures, discussions
on every level are being held on a worldwide scale. Roger Garaudy,
leading French Marxist philosopher who lectured last year in various
US universities on Christianity and Marxism, writes in his book
From Anathema to Dialogue (Herder and Herder, 1966): "Dialogue
is an objective necessity of the age." He continuesl

In this second half of the twentieth cenhrry, with the present stockpiles
of atomic and thermonuclear bombs, it has become technically possible to

annihilate all civilized life on earth. We have come to the tragic and exalting moment in the history of mankind when the human epic whieh began
a million years ago can crumble. If the human race survives, the reason
for its survival will not be the simple force of inertia of biological evolution.

Survival of the race, Garaudy continues, means that the hunof millions of people who believe in a religious interpretation of the world and the hundreds of millions of other people who
are communists must find a way to come together "on this ship which
sails in space with three billion men aboard and which can at any
moment be scuttled by the dissensions
-theof the crew."
experience of a half-century
The worldwide examination of
of socialism in the Soviet Union has, of course, driven to frenzy those
who believe that men should remain forever divided from each other.
Not by chance were the memoirs of Stalin's daughter touted throughout the world on the eve of celebrations. And certainly not by
chance was the fight of the Soviet delegates for the territorial rights
of nations in the UN General Assembly, as a consequence of the
Israeli aggression against the Arabs this summer, distorted beyond
recognition in the press, on radio and TV. Nor is it by chance that
the old breed of professional anti-Sovieteers are being led out to repeat their weary performances on this momentous eve.
As Americans it should be of the greatest interest to us with our
own revolutionary background that two of the most important accounts of October t9l7-fifty years after the publication of the first
volume of. Capi,tal-were written by our fellow-countrymen.
Through the Russi,an Reuoluti,on, by Albert Rhys Williams, whose
splendid speech made in Chicago in l9l9 begins on Page 26 of this
iisue, was first published in 1921 with its eyewitness descriptions and
its remarkable photographs. A fine facsimile of this edition has just
been published by Monthly Review Press.
Tin Days That Shooh the World by John Reed was recognized
at once as a clasic account of those tremendous days that saw for the
first time the establishment of socialist power. International Publishers has brought out a new paperback edition with a thoughtful
and informative introduction by John Howard Lawson.
In a book especially prepared for the anniversary, The Bolshevih
dreds
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Reaolution, Its Impact on American Rad,icals, Liberals and Labor
(International, 1967) the editor, Philip S. Foner, has brought together many contemporary documents-speeches, news stories, magazine articles, editorials, trade union resolutions-that demonstrate
the powerful support given to the Revolution by many groups in this
country in the early years.

D)ROF. Pitirim A. Sorokin founded the first department of soI ciology in Leningrad University before the Revoiution, and since
Ieaving his native Russia as a consequence of the Revolution has held
many important posts, including many years at Harvard. In the
March 1967 issue of. The Annals of the American Academy of Political and, Social Science, Prof. Sorokin praises the cultural growth
of the Soviet Union as second to none among existing nations and
peoples. The striking decline of criminality of the Soviet people,
Prof. Sorokin writes, makes clear the influence of the new communist
ethic:
Futher signs are a notable development of a free mutual aid in relationship to the Soviet individuals and groups; a revival and growth of the distinc".
"the risht" and "the-wrong"
"the wrons" actions and rilationships,
tion between "the-right"_and
rLlationshios- with the
re of rioral
ensuing decline
cllicism, .exces-sivemoral eynicism,
cynicism,
exceissive
excessive moral relativism,
relativism, and d
degradation of the moral values; and a tangible development
levelopment of t-he ethos and pathos
Y'we"
and conouct
conduct ot
of tne
the fiee
free couectrve
ano
collective 'we' unrtect
united. into one vast community
uniteil
communig,
commu]
by
mutual .aid, sympat}y, aspirations for common great objectiv"r,
,"-

sponsibilities. -

"rrd

Professor Sorokin, after pointing out that the Soviet Union has
"one of the lowest rates of intergroup conflicts in the form of strikes,
violent encounters and internal disturbances among all nations,"
goes on to express his admiration for its "earnest efiorts to prevent
a new world war or lesser wars and to establish peace in the human
universe."

The Soviet lJnion, Prof. Sorokin

concludes, "has succesfully

overcome 'the abominations of desolation' wrought by the world wars
and the civil war, has already become a constructive leader among

nations, and is likely to continue its leadership

in the decades, even

centuries to come."

rI'nHE mood of exhilaration in our country following victory in the
r revolutionary war against the British towards the end of the
lSth century lasted well into the century following. Ralph Waldo
Emerson, giving the Phi Beta Kappa Oration at Harvard in 1837,
spoke the proud, revolutionary sentiments quoted at the beginning
of this article.
Emerson's eloquent and exultant words seem a fitting American
salute to the tumultuous historical period we celebrate this year.

Ou,r lDebt

to the USSB

Dy D. N. PRITT

qO MUCH of whar the world owes to the Soviet Union as rhe
\J- pioneer country of Socialism has been concealed from the general
public of most capitalist counrries by the misstatements and suppressions of press and other propagandists that, when one comes to-work
out the answer to the question: how much do we owe? it presents

itself as almost a new question, instead of one that has been answering
itself day by day for 18,263 days. I am old enough to have a cleai
memory of the world as it was before the October Revolution. I
have spent puch of the last fifty years in following the development
of the socialist world. I have spent a good deal of my time in various
socialist countries and in the so-called undeveloped countries (although
of course much longer in the capitalist countries) . But I stiil find
the question as new as it is fascinating.
It is of course easy to understand-although not to forgive-the
efforts of the rulers of the capitalist world, ever since Novem6er l9l7,
to prevent their peoples from learning about the socialist world too
well or too quickly- The Revolution hit rhem a terrible blow, destroying every assumption on which their-to them very pleasant-world
was based. And their immediate reaction must have been: ,.Let us
kill this new world as swiftly as we can; and let us meanwhile do
all we can to prevent its lessons and example reaching the minds
of the hundreds of millions over whom we rulel" The remark
attributed, probably wrongly, to that arch-enemy of socialism, Winston
Churchill: "Let us kill the old hen before there are too many chickens
running ro.und," summed up their first reaction pretty well. They
certainly did their best, happily in vain, for the new state has remained in being to put the world year by year more in her debt;
and there are some pretty good chickens, too.
What do we owe her for what she has done for the lives and
destinies, and for the minds, of men? I must start my answer by
recalling the main features of the world into which the Octobei
Revolution burst, the world before 1917.
D. N. Pnrrr, Q, Q. i. one of Englands most eminent lawyers, with an international
repltalon for defense of ciyll righs, political independence and peace. He served
in Parliament for 15 years. His books on the sovie[ union and a&i'ities on behalf

of international understanding are well-known contributions to peace, He is a
member of the British-Soviet Society and the World Peace Couniil.
The third volume of D.- N. Pritt's autobiography, entitled The Defase Accuses, was published recently in England.
l7
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I remember it well; I lived in it for thirty years, as a moderately
fortunate if insignificant member of that fortunate tiny majority of
the total populition of the world which did not live in colonial
su.bjection. The whole world, remember, excePt for most of the people
of Wesrcrn Europe, Britain, the USA, Canada and Australia, then
lived in colonial subjection. Even in the favored countries the great
majority of the inhabitants were in complete economic subjection
as industrial wage slaves or poor (often landless) Peasants, factory
fodder or plough fodder. It was accepted as natural by those who
were above fodder status*and even, alas, by too many of the victims
too-that the latter should have no more than that bare minimum,
slightly eased by trade union struggle and occasional revolts, of
ri{hm,'possessioni, education and leisure without w-hiclr they could
not go bn Hving and serving the minority who profited from them,
should obediently "do what they were told" by their "betteTs" or
the hard law of-necessity, and in particular that they should take
part in such wars as their rulers Tig_ht carry on (which wars, they
iere told, were caused by the wickedness of those who ruled other
victims like themselves).
The tiny minority of "bettets"-members or -deperrdents of the
ruling class-took it for granted as right 1n_d just that.they themselves
shouict have more than-their share of rights, possessions, education,
culture and leisure, and should, in order to have and keep their
position, batten both on the mass of their fellow-countrymen and
on the millions of colonial peoples whom they bled but did not see.
And they thought, too, that their system would enduret
The'Revolution burst through all that, exposed-to those who
could see through the hostile propaganda-the fallacies, injustices and
defects of the 6ld system, and both foretold and prepared-its disappearance. And in spite of gyely- obslacle-interventions, famines,
bLycottr, and the Second World War-the Soviet State has survived
to work, from the day of its birth and all the time, i,nfinite -good for
the lives and. minds-and destinies of people everywhere. Much of
the work has been done, as it were, catalytically, not by active and
direct intervention, but by her existence and example. This was
especially the case in the early years when, however fully hel leaders
understood the international importance of her work and desired
that other nations and people should follow her example-as the
Belgian cartoonist Frans Misereel wrote in -a caption as- early- as
Noiember l9l7: "She's Russian, but all peoples understand her language"-she had to expend all -her efforts in keeping- her enemies at
6ay"and overcoming ihe problems left.to her by the broken-down
Tslrist economy. gut whit she was doing was even then having its
efiect, as it stilt has, every day and everywhere.
'When, for example, President Wilson Put forward his "Fourteen
Points" as a basis for the peace which was suPPosed to emerge from
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the First World War, he did not say-and many of us were not acute
enough to realize-that he had been forced to take this step by the
existence and policy of the new state, and above all by Lenin's
Decree on Peace; but there can be no doubt that the "Points" were
a direct result of the Revolution and an attempt to head ofi demands
which it had begun to form in the minds oI hundreds of millions
as expressions of the sort of peace, and the sort o[ world, which they
wanted. And if much that was done at Versailles and afterwards
in the capitalist world was pretty wicked, one sees, if one pauses to
think, how much worse it would have been if the new society had
not been present in the world (if not at Versailles itselfl). '

Other early effects of the Revolution are worth norice. It did
much to bring the First World War to an end, not of course by removing Tsarist \ussia from the "war efiort" of the "winning" side,
but by planting in the war-weary troops of many countries the idea
that there are various ways of putting an end to wars, and in their
rulers that if they went on much longer with the war there would
be several socialist countries and lots of exiled royal families. As it
was, the German Empire only escaped by the narrowest margin, and
by treachery on the Left, from becoming a Soviet Republic.
I have perhaps written enough about the eftects of the Revolution on those who did not in the least want to be changed by itthe rulers and beneficiaries of the capitalist system-and can turn to
those, infinitely more numerous, who were the "hewers of wood and
drawers of water" for the capitalist rulers, the wage slaves of Lancashire and Pittsburgh, the serfs of Alabama and Tennessee, of Brazil
and the Argentine, the peasants of Africa, India, and China. For
them, the Revolution was in reality the most wonderful thing that
had ever happened, and thus something that their rulers would do
everything possible to hide from them, and their friends should tell
them as soon and fully as they could. Sometimes, it may be thought
that the message travelled slowly; but when one looks at the difierences already brought about in the lives of the colonial peoplesmore than three quarters of the world-and the fundamental change
in the whole colonial situation, one has to realize that the efiects
of the Revolution are very great, and have moved very swiftly indeed
in terms of historical time-reckoning.
The effects for non-colonial peoples-the workers and peasants of
the favored countries-are very great too, although it may be
more difficult to judge how far the existence of the Soviet state is
responsible for their advances, i.e., how far they might by now
have progressed in their struggle if there had been no October. But
it is certainly clear that they have made more advances in the last
fifty years than they made in the previous two hundred, and that millions of them who were no more than factory and cannon fodder
have now a good deal of economic independence, possessions, and
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rights to social services and to safeguards of their employment. And
at every moment of every industrial struggle their rulers must reflect
anxiously how far they dare resist in the service of their self-interest
without suddenly finding that they have gone just too far, and have
lost everything.

f ET me turn to consider the main longer-term effects of the Revor:l
lu6ien, as one can see them today. I leave aside, lest I make this
article far too long, the efiect of the Soviet Union in winning the

Second World War; without going into the field of controversy to
judge exactly how great a part she played in the achievement of victory, one can at least assert that, but for her, the war would have
been lost.
Taking first the concrete effects, leaving for later the efiect on
men's minds, I can start with the outstanding fact that, in spite of
every obstacle that a group of still formidable capitalist countries can
erect, two-fifths of the world has actually gone over into the new
world of socialism. I have not space to study these varied and various
countries, nor even to see by what roads they reached their socialist
goal; but it needb few words to emphasize what a change there has
been in fifty years, how largely the Soviet Union has contributed to
their journey and their futures, and how much longer they would
have taken but for her. One can indeed happily speculate on:
"'Who's next?"
Of the other very varied effects one which appeals particularly
to me is the practical proof that the Soviet peoples have given us
since the Revolution that there is no physical or intellectual limit
to the potentialities of the so-called backward peoples, and oJ women.
We now know from the experience they have given us that there
are no "inferior" people (nor an inferior sex); that if people of any
and every race are given the same educational opportunities as have
been monopolized in the capitalist world by a tiny few, all are
capable of benefiting by it, and that the only difference that will
appear are those of minor degrees of "brightne,ss" 1-s between individuals. This is not only a happy message for the alleged "inferior"
peoples but is a "tiding of great joy" for all of us, for it tells us
ihaf we need no longer waste the capacities of 80 per cent of mankind
by classifyi4g them as "inferior," by downgrading them because they
are women,-or just by barring their way to the best education we
can give them. On the contrary, we all, thanks to the Revolution,
can fiave the maximum benefit for all of us from all of us. We are
like men who have suddenly learned that gold is to be found in every
hill, and not just here and there-except that gold falls in value if you
find more of it, and that is not the case with human beingsl
This is a world-shaking lesson, with far-reaching results; "Jack's
as good as his master" has come true; and Jack's master can no longer
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be the master of any of Jack's activities unless in a society of equal
opportunities he shows by his merits that he is good enough to hold
a controlling position. (I remember that thirty-one years ago, in the
Crimean health resort o[ Yalta, I watched dozens of young Soviet
men and women walking proudly along the seafront, and said to
myself: "They walk about as if they owned the world"; and then I
suddenly realized that I was in a socialist country, and that these
youngsters, children of downtrodden factory workers or of illiterate
peasants, did indeed own their world.)
Another example-for our debt is so vast that we can only cite
examples-lies in the troubled field of Peace; the Soviet peoples have
shown that there can be peace, that it can be imposed and maintained by the will of the people. This is now so much part of the
common currency of thought that international law already treats the
use of war or the threat of war as an instrument of policy as
criminal, and that no war is lawful unless it be waged in pure self'
defense against aggression. The whole world attitude to war, and
the understanding of its causes, have so improved that the latter can
now be observed and controlled, and war is no longer inevitable
or "accidental." All this I can honestly assert even while at the moment wars and the dangers of wars"seem as widespread and serious
as they have been in the past; for if it were not for the enlightenment
that the Soviet Union has brought us we can be sure that the conflicts engendered by the general breakdown of capitalism would have
brought about by now far more war$ than they have, and indeed
might have destroyed the world. One has only to think of Suez,
Cuba, Vietnam, and a few other countries to realize what the So'
viet Union has already done directly to halt wars, to prevent them
spreading, or to bring them to an early end.

1THERE is another example in the field, in the growth and decline
t of that sinister capitalist malady, Fascism. The Soviet Union, to
begin with, has helped the world to understand Fascism's true nature
and causes, and thus to be vigilant to see that it shall not recur.
And, as I have mentioned, it did much in the Second World War
to destroy it. One aspect of that is that it saw and understood its
rise, and prepared for it. When one looks back, say to 1935 or
1986, and conffasts the way in which the British Government of those
clays fostered and appeased Fascism, while the Soviet Union saw the
danger so clearly that it altered its Five-Year Plan in order to have
sucli vital heavy industrial centers as Magnitogorsk ready years ahead
of schedule in order to last out the invasion which it knew was
coming, one can really rank among our debts to the socialist state
the fact that we do not live as colonies of a Fascist Germany.
On a broader scale, one can count the achievement of the lesson
given to all peoples that they can get rid of their rulers, take the
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destinies of their countries into their own hands, and rule them
for the benefit of a1l who live in rhem, thus creating a majority ruli1B class (eliminating the unjust phenomenon of i minority'class
dominating the majority in its own selfish inrerests). It iounds
simple to have an economy which serves the interests of the whole
community instead of those of a few, but it had never happened
before in history. The founders of the new state were indeed told
that they were "dreamers"; one could answer that their dreams
came true, but it is more accurate to say that their dreams 'were not
dreams but realities which they made good, ending the exploitation
of man by man and giving themselves for their own advantage and
joy the fullest education, culture, and all-round development.
And they have already, both in the USSR and in several of the
new socialist countries, proved that they can make a much better
job of running an economy than is possible under capitalism. In

scientific development, in medicine, in general research, in atomic
power, in the exploration of outer space, and in such almost "routine"
activities as the discovery of new sources of oil, coal, and other vital
raw materials, their systematic and planned work makes most of
what is done even in the most developed capitalist countries look
like halfblind blundering into the gamble of success or failure. They
have shown in short-a lesson most valuable for the "developingl
countries-that their way is best.

7TiHE effect of the Revolution on the minds of men, and the debt
r which we owe for this, is as definite and valuable as the more
directly economic, political, and industrial achievements. They
have shown that the pursuit of private profit at all costs in production, and the consequent elevation of "beggar my neighbor" into a
principle in all fields of life, is not only a bad way ro run production
but is, in human terms, degrading and immoral, and that when this
sort of rat race is replaced by the pursuit of public profit, i.e., the advantage of the whole co,rnmunity, not only can a country increase
its production but the whole morale of man is better, is indeed, if
one may make such a remark in the teeth of those who equate "\Mestern Christianity" with capitalism, more Christianl
Equally important in the field of the mind is that the new society makes a reality of equality by eliminating discrimination based
on race, color, or origin. Perhaps only those who belong or have belonged to "discriminee" sections of a community can fully understand
how wonderful a blessing is freedom from discrimination, but we can
all appreciate that it must be a blessing for all sections of a community, for a ghetto harms the minds of men outside its walls as well
as inside.

Again, the moral improvement involved in the fact that no citizen
is rich because his father was rich, or because he manufactures poison
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USSR

,,IItrTE,I'AY TIESSAGN TO TITE USSN

Vannest greetings to the Soviet people on the Fiftieth Birthday of
the Soviet Union. Ihia birttday has a great pemonal aignlffcance for
tne. It wag as a young boy going to ec,hool in the USSR that I o:rperl'
cnced your gr€at watmth and Iearrred of your ideals, hopcs arld
dreams.. Ttrat experieneo-rbove all your deeply hrrmsn values and
your unbendirg dotennination to defend and extend them*ae holped
to 3ivo me an lnner atrength thst ha" eorYed me well thr:ougLout Iifa

Thirty yeara ago I came to your country as a yortng Negro boy to
experience for the ffrst time a aociety that was free of rapial preju'

dlce. Today I e€o tbe vaat freedom movemenu of the eoloned pooplos
of the world and the many fomer colonial cciuntries that have won
their independence. And I cannot help thinLing of the vagt ascriflcos
?f the Soviet Union, and indeed of its very existencer that havo been a
decigive factor in maling tloeo etruggles and advancee poaciblo. In tho
broadeat sense the fneedom movements of todayo from Asia to Lotin
America and from South Africa to Mi.eoissippi, are in part the ehildren

of October.

It

ie wirh the deepest sfrection that

ffftteth birthday-and many morel

I

wieh the Soviet Union a happy

PAAL ROBESON, tR.

oil under his dwelling, is very great. A community in which no one has better pay or advantages except on the
basis of his greater value to the community-while they are on the way
to a more mature community in which no one has greater advantages "period"-is a better, more moral, more pleasant and more
satisfactory community to live in. And I would add, as I have already
hinted, that a community in which the general improvement in life
and in education means that everyone can enjoy the finest cultural
developments is a good one. It is quite common in the USSR that,
if you want to see a first-class ballet on any Particular evening, you
are told that it is to be seen this week only in the theater of the club
of some particular factory, and that they will ask if there is a seat

gas, or because he finds

for you.
Yes, we are debtors.

vacant

understood
creditorsl

And the way to pay our debts is one not
by bankers, namely to coPy the "way of life" of our
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choose to heed it-the example of how a great and powerful nation
can live and thrive at peace with all mankind.
How much in the general development of science and the exploration of space-and it is already all but infinitely much-the Soviet people will contribute to the knowledge and eventual happiness
of mankind only history can in time record. But of the enormous
role the Soviet people are destined to play in the utilization of the
inexhaustible resources of our universe for the promotion of the
happiness, at last, of everyone on earth their present status in the
world can leave no doubt. But all of this depends on Peace-not
Peace just here or there or for a dme, but worldwide lasting Peace
secured by the destruction and outlawing of all means of wagrtrg
ROCI(WELL

war.

On final, lasting Peace!-and as I write this (and my heart and
mind and conscience prompt the words) -I realize with poignant

shame that my own America, boasting of a government "of, by and for

For Lastirog

Friemd,shfur

!

by ROCKYELL KEttT
HE fiftieth anniversary of their narion's birth which the soviet

this year be celebrating marks the most momentous
-!, - people will
hallcentury's
achievement of mankind throughout the ages. Born
of the chronic, widespread misery of a degenerated, medierui tyr"ony,
tortured at the ourser
internal strife and bloody foreign intei_by_
ventions, invaded, ravished, sacked and burned bv the most "powerful
and murderous of foreig-n
enduring throughout ti" y.u^
-enemies,
the often bitter enmity of alien
power$, the dnion of" soviet socialist
Republics stands today as a united nation second to none of the
world's povers in industrial, scientific and cultural accomplishment,
and first in the-equality, security and peace that all enjoy. This
celebration is in fitting tribute to the infinitely much the soviit people
owe their nearer forebears and themselves.
Yet even as I write these words, there comes to me, an American,
the realization of how infinitely much nzy people, and the whole
world's-peoples, owe the Soviet nationl We-owe, all Europe owes,
its freedom from the Nazi yoke, a freedom purchased at thi cost of
such untold many million lives and of such wldespread, all embracing
devastation as has not since time began been visited upon mankind-.
And we owe the Soviet people-those of the world,s peoples who will
24

the people" is today the one deliberately and purposefully imperialistic and warlike country in the world, now waging, and with a cruelty
unmatched in history, an unprovoked war of extermination on a
far-away, lifeJoving, dark-skinned people. Would one be human who
did not in agony of soul cry out for-Peace?
To my dear Soviet friends I say: May our country, pledged as it
was by our great Declaration to respect the equality of all men and
"the inalienable Rights" of all to "Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of
Happiness" come by all its acts at home and in the world abroad
to io honor those pledges as to deserve, at last, your people's lasting
friendshipt For in that friendship lies the whole world's surest pros'
pect of enduring Peace.
Rocxwnr.r- KrNr, distinguished artist and writer, is chairman of the National
Council of American-Sovi'et Friendship. He was awarded the Lenin Peace Prize

tn

1967.

TEiE LANI' OD flOPE
TO SUM UP, the Soviet Union, on its Twentieth Anniversary, stands out
amonq the nations of the world as the Land of Hope. What is working out
is deffnitely a New Civilization. More than in any other country is there
in the USSR an essential unity between economics and ethics. The citizen
acts in his factory or his farni according to the same scale of values as he
or in liis voting at elections. The secular
does in his family, in his sports,
and the relisiouj are one. The only Good Life at which he seeks to aim
is a life thai is good, not only for himself but for all his fellow men, irrespective of age or sex, religion or race.
Sidneg Webb, the great British socialist, coauthrtr with hts wlfe Beatrlce of the classic
Soviet Communism a New Cbtilizatioro^, in an
article in Soviet Russia Today, Nooember,
1937.
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The fru,ssian, freoolu,tioro
by ALBERT RHYS WILIAMS

ln a gelloued,

crumbling pamphlet in our libranl ue carne across thi,s
by Albeft Williadx at Chieago's Asllanil Audttorium, February L9, 1919. Mrs. Lucita Williams, his uidou:, was eood enoueh to let us
haoe a better presensed copg of her oum, frorn uh{ch these Zfiructs are
taken. ,With^bg q?-ot colleague, lohn Reeil, an e7euitness to the eoents ol
speech d,elbereil

Nooember 1917, Albert Williams was for mang gbars, through his lectures,
articles anil books, one of the foremost interpretZrs'to Amerlcaits of the eoents
of tlw Rwsian Reoolution and, the building'of the Socialist sociaq. tlp urrtil
the year of his death in L962, New World"Review and. its preil.eiessor'soviet
Russia Today were prioileged to publish maru1 articles bu hirn. Willbms' classlc Thro.ugh_ the R rssian Revolution, uith a neu introduitory biography of tlw
outhor bg loshua Kunitz, h"s i"st been published by ttlorihlg heileio Press.

MEMBER of the Root Mission* has said that to the last syllable
lLA el recorded history, mankind will have cause to regret that the
people of America and the people of Russia did not understand one
another during the great revolution.

Anyone who attempts to tell the truth about Russia has a big
job to tackle. I am going to give you simply an explanarory talk of
what I saw there. I am not asking any good American here to approve
what happened in Russia. I am merely trying to make him understand why

it

happened.

So this address is not particularly meant for those of you who know
about the revolution; but it is meant for those who do not.
Now, first of all, we must remember that in any revolution there
are losers and winners. In Russia those who have lost out are the
Tsarists, the Black Hundreds, the Monarchists, and the great land.
holders. Those represent five per cent of the people.
We have heard nothing at all of the joy and satisfaction of the
great masses of the peasants and workers who have won out in the
revolution. But I, because I have spent my time largely with those
masses, with the soldiers in the army, with the workmen in the factory, and with the peasants on the land, think I can reflect this.
Once I made a trip to a little Ukrainian village, and in that little
village I talked with ibout 300 women, about 40 old men and boys,
and a dozen crippled soldiers. When I asked how many of them had
lost anyone in the war, there swept over that crowd a sobbing moan.
Then I realized what Russia had sufiered. And that was only one of
thousands of such towns and villages that lay scattered over the
Ukrainian Steppes, and along the Volga, and through the Siberian

--i1to
of

Root Mission was 3n Amerimn iliplomaqic pission trmded by Republicao cx-secrcary
State Elihu Root, sent to Russia by President \troodrow Wilson in June 1917.
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steppes, to which never would return those millions and millions
of men who lay out there in the greatest graveyard in all the world.

I

refer to the former Russian front, that ran from Riga to the Black
went out, with nothing but clubs in their
hands, and were mown down by the machine guns of the Germans
as grain is mown by the sickle.
In Moscow life was very pleasant, and in the ffenches life was very
bloody; but in those tens of thousands of villages life was a dark and
fearsome thing, because those millions of men were never to return.
All governments are based upon this long-sufiering patience of
the poor; but you know, there is an end to it, and in Russia the end
came when finally the people could stand it no longer; when they
began to realize that a more cruel and vicious despotism than even the
Kaiser's was their own despotism at home.
Then they moved out from the session held in the Viborg section
of Petrograd, those thousands of working men, carrying the message
to the people. When Milyukov, the Cadet leader, saw them with their
red flag, he said, "There Boes the Russian Revolution. It will be
crushed in 15 minutes." But those men came out of the Workmen's
Session, despite the Cossack patrols uPon the Nevsky, despite the drum
fire of the machine guns, until the streets were littered with their
Sea, where those peasants

bodies.

Still they
and soldiers;

came on, and on, singing, pleading with the Cossacks
until finally the Tsar tumbled from his throne, and the

revolution was accomplished-accomplished as it always is accom'
the blood of the working men.
plished,
- Thenbyafter
the revolution had been safely made, there came before the people the lawyers and the politicians, and the men in high
places; and they turned to the Russian peoPle and said:
"Noble people, you have done a great thing. You have accomplished a vast thing for humanity. But it is also a vast thing to run
i government, so we, who are the wise, educated and intelligent, will
take that tremendous undertaking upon our own shoulders, and let the
noble working men go back to the machines, and the peasants go back
to the land, and the soldiers go back to the trenches."
Now, the Russian people are a very tractable and kindly peopLe,
so they went back. But the Russian people are also a very intelligent people. Fifty per cent of them cannot read nor write, but they
can think; and before they went back, they gathered together in little
groups.

In every munitions works, for example, in Petrograd, they appointed a delegate, one for every 500 workers. The same thing was
done in the shoe factories, in the brick yards, in the glass works, and
everywhere. They asked the teachers' union to send teachers, and the
engineers' organization to send engineers, and then they called this
organization a Soviet.
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HESI Soviets were organized in every mine, on every ship, in every
little hamlet and village, as well as in the big towns and cities, all
over that vast country. Then each one of them sent a delegate to petrograd, where they formed the All-Russian Congress of Soviets.
When those Soviets opened up, the restrained speech of ages burst
loose. As Root said, Russia became a nation of one hundred million
o.rators. They discussed every conceivable subject. They were just
like the old New England town meetings.
One of the things they discussed, of course, was the land. The
peasants over in Russia never recognized the right of the old landlords
to the land. There was always the cry, "The land belongs to God and
the people"; and that old cry re-echoed over the land, and so, when
the Soviet was first formulated, its first demand was that the land
should go to the peasants.
The workmen also began to talk their problems out, and they said,
"After all, the object of a man is to live a free man, and a free man
has control over his own life. Most of our lives we spend in the fac.
tories. Therefore, we want control over the factoriEs." And there
was the second demand of the Soviet, "The factories to the workers."
In the third place, the soldiers began to talk about war. It is one
thing to talk about war when your stomach is full, and you are thousands of miles away from the battle front. But it is another thing
to talk about war to those soldiers, whom I have seen so hungry that
they fell upon a field of turnips and devoured them raw; whom I
have seen with my own eyes walking through the freezing mud bare-

T

footed.

When the politicians came to those men and said, "Brave soldiers,
for the noble cause of old Russia, fight on until we take Constantinople," they replied, "\Me do not want ftnstantinople. We want
peace." The soldiers said, "'We do not want other people to take
away our land, and neither do we want to take other people's land
away from them." And so their third demand was peace.
Then those stupid men began in their minds to reason this way:
"If our government is imperialistic and land-grabbing, it may be
that not only is Germany imperialistic and land-grabbing, bur that
some of the allies are land-grabbers and imperialists. We will ask them
to state whether they are or not."
There was only one fortunate thing about the situation, and that
was, that there was in Russia at that particular time a group of men
who understood the people, and they understood how to take this
great elemental force that was moving among them, and direct it into
proper channels.
That group of men had the confidence of the people, and therefore they were eminently fitted to direct the activities of the people
into the right channels. Those men made up the party which I believe prevented Russia from going actually over the precipice into

RUSSIAN REVOLUTION
I'
of
that
mean
the
party
the
Bolsheviki,
led
by
I
chaos and night. By
Lenin.
This party of the Bolsheviki could see the situation in Russia, because they came from the people, nineteen out of twenty of them, right
frorn the heart of the people themselves. Their solution of the problem was very simple.
They said, "Now, this Kerensky Government"*which was being
hypodermically kept alive by promises from the allies, which was
in the midst of a situation that called for the strength of a giant, and
it was as weak as a baby-"It cannot do anything at all. It has lost
all power and lost its authority"; and the whole situation pointed to
the exercise of power and authority by the Soviets, which by the end of
the summer of l9l7 had gathered to themselves all of the vital
revolutionary forces that there were in Russia.
These revolutionary forces in Petrograd walked down one morning in November to the Maryinsky Palace, where the self-appointed
men who called themselves the government of Russia were seated, do.
ing nothing but talking, talking, talking, while the country was going
to the dogs, to the devil; and they told those people to go home and
do something useful. And they went home.
They surrounded the Winter Palace, where the Kerensky cabinet
sat. You can always tell the vitality of any institution by the forces
which rally to its support.
All the Kerensky Government had was a few junkers and the
women's battalion; and after one junker had been wounded, and one
woman had fainted in the women's battalion, that government passed
over into the hands of the Soviet, and the most tremendous revolution
in all human history was accomplished without the killing of one in
one thousand of the poPulation.

SOME day there will appear before the bar of history the workmen
Ll and peasants of Russia, charged with the Red Terror of the revolution, and on the other side will appear the Tsarists, Monarchists, and
Rlack Hundreds, charged with the White Terror of the counterrevolution; and when they are asked to raise hands, I know that the
gnarled, calloused and toil-worn hands of the workmen and peasants
of Russia wilt be white, compared with the crimson-stained hands of
the gentlemen and ladies of leisure uPon the other side.

I could tell you many queer things that happened over there. I
could tell you, although I did not see them myself, some of the insane
things that naturally follow in a revolution because there is this fringe
of lunacy that always touches the edge of a new movement.
We should not clutter our minds with that sort of thing, so as not
to see the real Russian Revolution, and the wonder and glory of it,
seeing 150 millions of people breaking the fetters of the past, and
staggering out into the lighq blinded a while by the suddenness of it,
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but at last growing conscious of their power and clear as to their purpose, and seeing those 150 million people reaching out and tali.ing
power in their own hands, and for the first time in human history
founding a government of the workers, by the workers, and for the
workers.

Now, let me tell you, briefly, a few of the things that they have
done. First of all, Americans ought to sympathize with the first task

that the Soviet Government had to perform.
We are staggered at the job of demobilizing four millions of soldien, but under the new state apparatus of the Soviet, there were
twelve millions of soldiers; and their demobilization was accomplished without any more than the shooting up of two railway stations, I believe. Someone may say: "Well, the Soviet did not demobilize them. They demobilized themselves."
That is just exactly true. The Soviet is an organization which
brings automatically out of the people the inherenr forces which lie
dormant there, unutilized, as a usual thing; and so they demobilized
this great Tsar's army, which came back clogging all the way. And
while they were demobilizing that army of twelve million men, they
had to organize a new Red Army. They made many mistakes, and
they made many blunders, but finally they forged out of it all this great
new army, with its "Iron Battalions of the Proletariat" as Lenin calls
them.

The second great thing that Russia has done is the creation of a
new cultural life. We find that even in Russia the truth will make men
free; it liberates new forces and new energies.
So the Slavic soul, so long cribbed, cabined, and confined, has
shown a wonderful flowering forth; and all over Russia today there are
thousands of new schools, thousands of theaters, thousands of recreation centers, all organized to satisfy the hunger and thirst of the peo-

ple for a new higher life.

7I\HEN I want to show you a little bit of the economic reorganization
I that has been effected by the Soviets. They did some of the
most wild things, just exactly what they would be expected to do.
But when the factories really passed over under Soviet control, and
there came a change in ownership, there also came a change in their
minds. Instead of putting in men who would give easy discipline,
they began to put in men who would turn out a big product.
A great psychological change came about in the minds of the workers, and at the end of fune, in six factories, where they had put in new
ownerships and new methods, they were actually making a larger production than they did under the old regime.
I stood on the hill up there at Vladivostok, over the so-called American works, which was then run by a Soviet committee, and as the
clanging of machinery and the sound of hammers came ringing up
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from the valley, I said to my friend Sukhanov: "This seems to be sweet
music to your ears." He said: "Yes, it is. The noise of the old revo'
lutionists'was made by bombs and such things; but this is the noisi
that is made by the new revolutionists, who are hammering out a new
rocial order."
At the present time, it is true that while the ma,sses of people be'
lieve that the Soviets have made good, it is not a millenium over there
by any means. Things are not all beautiful and fine.- The people are
rifterirrg. Bur the Soviet gives the people certain things to the satisfaction of their souls.
The Soviet is an organization like a great family, in which the peonle can understand each other, in which the lowest man feels his
ir,,*u1 worth, in which all men may share Power. That is one reason
why the people feel that with this organization, for the first time, they
have poweri and they do not want to give up that Power, once they
have tasted it.
All men crave adventure, and through the Soviets these vast masses
of workmen and peasants are united in one of the greatest adventures
o[ social life, the building of a new world order, the building of new
cconomics and new justice in the world, so that all men may have
a spiritual purpose in life.
They crive the satisfaction of it; and over in Russia now those
still,
lrcasanti and workers, blundering, stolid, stupid,-if you please,
irfter all, are conscripts of a mighty dream. They have the dream that
they are going to build, out of their tears, blood and suffering, a new
order of iociely in Russia, which shall be an example for and an inripiration to all the suffering pcople of the whole world.
But what I want to bring home to you is this: this thing is in the
hearts of the people. It is the grearest upheaval that has ever hap
The
,ened in humin history, and it came,with dramatic spontan-eity.
iron has entered into their blood, and it is there to stay; and out of all
thcir mistakes and blunders, which any fool can point to, thele is coming a new social order which is based upon the two fundamental
of the Soviet Republic.
'trrinciples
Tile first is: "If a man-shall not work, neither shall he eat"; and
the second is: "No man shall have cake until everybody has bread."
RUSSTAN

To lioe on in this exciting "sptingtime of human'ityr" anil to note the
heailway the Reoolution i* making towuil that age'olil ibeam
lurther
-of
mankinil-1he conquest by ntan ol space anil hia turther iounteying
3o the tnoon, the planett and the stars! To liae on anil note hie progteu

that not lets ilaring anil ilifr.cuh enaerqiEe-the conque$ ol man
by himselt-his ailuance on the roail touaril the gooil society in which
Gnetyone will receioe accoriling to his neeils, anil from the Kingilom ol
Necetsity po$s it to thc Kingilon ol Frceilom.
Alben Rhye Villiams, writing on the 44lth Annioereaty
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The fru,ssian B.eoolu,tion a,nd,
Colonial Freedono
Dy CIIEDDI JAGAI\

I-IFTY years ago the Russian workers, peasants and soldiers, headed
by th-eir Leninist Party, broke the bonds of oppression and set
:the stage
for a
new era for mankind.

The Great October Socialist Revolution was man,s greatest and
most significant achievement in the age-old struggle for li6eration and

human dignity.
guns signalled the birth of a bright new era and hope
- The.Aurorat
for
toiling mankind. October casr irs light in every corner of tLe
globe bringing a new hope to counrless millions. It was an inspiration
and example.
The influence of the first Socialist Revolution was particularly felt
among colonial and semi-colonial peoples who longed for the real freedom the Soviet people had achieved. They cheered with every success
of the revolution and socialism.
And when during the Second World War, Soviet arms destroyed
in mortal combat the most powerful and ruthless aggressor the world
had ever seen, the prestige of the USSR was tremendously increased.
Increasingly, the colonial and oppressed peoples'turned their attention
to the Soviet Union and to the socialist socioeconomic system which
had made the victory possible. The achievements of the mighty socialist land could not be hidden any longer from countless millions.
Ilere was a land where exploitation had been ended, where colonialism was abolished, where racial discrimination and national op
pression were things of the past, where man was truly free.
Furthermore, many eyes began to open, to see the way to freedom
and development for their own countries which as colonies and semicolonies were and are kept as sources of cheap raw materials and
labor, as markets for foreign goods and capital, and for super-profits.
The Soviet people, through their workers' state, had shown the way
forward, how it was possible with a socialist planned economy to leap
in 50 years from a backward country to one of the two most powerful
states in the world.
Dn. Cnsopr J,lceN was Premier of British Guiana during the years 1961-1964. As
head of the People's Progressive Party, Dr. ]agan continues to lead the struggle
for complete realization of the political indqrendence gained by his counky, now
Guyana, tn May 1966.
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The colonial and semi-colonial peoples have not f4iled to note that
the rate of economic growth in the'soiiet union is more than twice as
fast as that of the developed imperialist states. And. more important,
they have witnessed the-transfdrmation of the {ormer .'coloiries,, o[
taarist Greater Russia, and observed the vast difference between, say,
uzbekistan on the one hand, and rran and Afghanistan on the othei,
all of which had a more or less similar socio-economic and cultural
background.
l-oday uzbekistan, thanks ro rhe soviet socialist system,
ic modern and forward-looking with a developed ind.ustrial and agri
cultural economy, while rran ind Afghanistari are still backward and.
rooted to the past.
working class movement in Guyana was profoundly influenced
TqE
I by the Russian Revolution.
Before the First world war, our labor movement underwent a rying pe-riod in two attempts-to find organizational form ro carry on the
struggle for improving the lot of the workers.
Ruthless employers used economic and political pressures to
..
bludgeon the workers' str_uggle,for better condilons and'the right to
organize.. Bloody reprisals-against strikes were the order of thE aay.
In this situation, 'Hubert Nathaniel critchlow, a dock worker, the
father of trade unionism in Guyana, valiantly struggled at the head of
his fellow workers to bring about unity and organiiition in the face of
employer-state repression and maneuvers.

soon after the lglT Revolution, critchlow organized. the first trade
union in Guyana in 1919, and by 1922 his unioi-the British Guiana
Laborrjnio-n-won-legal recognition with the passage by the colonial
a<Iministration of the Trades Union Ordinance.
- !.d by critchlow, the Guyanese workers fought bitter class battles
during this period and won for themselves not Jnry the right to form
trade unions, but other concessions as well, such as the iaw placing
t'estrictions on rentals of working class ilwellings.
critchlow visited the soviet union in l92s on a trade union delegatlon H-e 1v1 deeply impressed by what he saw and experiencedln
the Land of Soviets. The reactionary-owned Dai,ty Chronicle, onlneay
lng critchlow's favorable remarks about the soviet lJnion, editoriallzed: "We are very interested in the accounts Mr. Critchlow has
brought back to the west Indies of his activities in the soviet union.
we believe all he said of his experiences and wish to assure him that
if and when it suits him, we will accommodate him in a cell.,,

UT in

Guyana the struggle for working class rights and for national independence intensified.
The Political Afiairs Committee, founded in 1946, comprised a
handful of socialists. It brought for the first time the apprication of
Marxist theory to the practical problems of Guyana and-consciously
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for the founding of a mass political party of the
working people-the People's Progressive Parry-in 1950.
The struggle in Guyana, in common with many other territories,

prepared the way

continues for genuine independence and social progress, against a background of desperate efforts by imperialism to stem the tide of national

and social liberation. But the growth of the socialist communityof which the Soviet land remains the bastion-contributes in many
ways to the liberation struggle.
The USSR stands guard over the right of the people to make deepgoing social transformations. The moral, political and material aid
the USSR and the other socialist countries render the national liberation movements greatly facilitate their task.
Life itself increasingly points to the fact that the guarantee of the
success of national liberation lies in close association with the Soviet
Union and the socialist world as a whole. More and more, leaders
and movements in the Third World are learning from bitter experience that this is a fundamental truth of our times.

AT IND TABLD OF
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by Martin Anderson Nexii
TWENTY IEARS IS A SHORT span of time. . In the history of mankind
it is a drop in the ocean. But soiretimes it may be of vital'importancF
the drop that makes the bucket run over. Twenty years of.the USSR marks
the end of one epoch in the history of the world and t}le beginning of a

newone....

The plan of the Soviet Union is to seat everybody at the table of life.
At ffrst people had to sit very close and were terribly crowded. Gradually,
by mutual ai4 the table has been made large enough so that now everybody
has elbow room, And there is no doubt that the spiritual and material fare,
equally divided among a[ is today better in the Soviet Union than in any
other countrv.
The Rusiian people may be said to have tiumphed both at home and
abroad, Twe,nty years do not seem to have mattered very much in the
history of the world, but in the twenty years of its existence, the Soviet
Uniori has created solidarity and progresS, where all the other countries have
confusion and retrogression. A favorable breeze speeds the ship that follows
where evolution leaEsl
And abroad? Is there any victory to be noted outside Soviet Russia?
For a long time the Soviet Union could be compared to an ice-breaker,
which clears the way for a flotilla, and then, when it reaches the open water,
finds that it is alone, that no ship has followed it. But the ict has not
closed behind it; the other ships are cruising in its wakel They cannot make
up their minds to go ahead, but they have to make a pretense of it-and
thus keep the road open.
For the_ people of Soviet Russia their twentieth anniversary will be a
rare festivall
Fron an article by Nexd, the great Danish probtarian
nooellst, in Sooiet Russio Toilay, Nooeniber, 1937.
.

Unitg of Sooiet Nations
by IIEIIRY WINSTON
AWN had arrived for the working class, the peasantry and op
pressed nations of Russia when in October lgl7 the Communiit
Party under the leadership of Lenin led the people of rhar vasr country to victory over capitalism.
Scientific socialism, now victorious, put an end to exploitation of
m1n by man, to national oppression lnd the causes of war. This
uchievement repre-sented an enormous advance in social progress.
Iior more than 160 millions_ of people had wrested power from -capitalism and begun the march out of "the kingdom -of necessity into
the kingdom of freedom."
.Iet-me cite only one aspect of this epoch-making achievement
which- has many lessons for the people fighting for t[eir independence from imperialism.
Russia, under tsarism, had been known as ,.the prison-house of
nations." _Pogroms against the Jewish people were an expression
o[ national oppresion and the fanning of hatred between peoples
and nations. Many of the national"minorities, like the liuryats,
ruffered from a genocidal policy under tsarism. This and more
w-as an-inevitable product of capitalism compounded by the remnants
of feudalism.
Thus, among the great achievements of the October Revolution
was the liberation of the_nations'oppressed by the Tsar. Lenin taught

that the strongest bond between the working class and the oppresied
nations was needed to guarantee the victory over capitalisni. rtris
is the essence of proletarian internationalism which becime the cornerrtone of Leninist poJr:y and played the decisive role in crushing the

rnost powerful machine the world had ever known-the German
wehrmacht-and destroyed with it Hitler's dream of "a thousandyc;rr reign of Aryanism in the world."
Proletarian internationalism became a law of life under socialism.
'l'hat is why on the morrow of victory one of the first acts of the
yo.ng Soviet Republic was rhe granring of the right of self-determirrntion to all the nations of the land. This meani that they had the
right to secede from the young loviet Republic. What happened
lnstead was that these nations decided to remain a part 'or *re
llnion, except for Finland..
The fraternal aid of the working class in the Russian Republic
with respect to the liberated nations within the multinational'soviet
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Union is a saga unparalleled in the history of man' The strength
and unity of [re Soviet Union is but a teslim-ony to the aid given
Uy ,t dussian working class to the all-around development of the
" oppressed nations within tsarist Russia.
formerly
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Leruin a,nd the Anoerueu,t)s
by ALEXAITIDER cAK

T THE beginning of 1920, after the Red Army had. routed the
rIA White Guard forces headed by Kolchak and Denikin, interest
in

the West about Soviet Russia rose to a high pitch.
The question began to be asked in financial and industrial circles
how it happened that the hungry, ragged, uncivilized masses in the
Land of Soviets, despite incredibly difficult conditions, not only
managed to hold out against the combined forces of the Whites
and their foreign allies, but actually to defeat them. Like pilgrims
to Mecca, political figures and newspaper correspondents followed
one another to Moscow, anxious to see the "Russian miracle" with
their own eyes, to determine how stable Soviet power was, and, if
possible, to interview the leader of the Bolsleviks, V. I. lrnin.

One of the first to obtain an interview with Lenin was t}te
Berlin correspondent of the American"Uniaersal Seruice ner,ys agency,
Karl H. von Wiegand. Unable to gain enffance into Russia, he
sent his questions to Lenin from Berlin by a messenger. On February 18 the head of the Soviet Government replied to the questions
in great detail. The answers were radioed to Berlin, and on February
2l the New York Eaening Journal was able to give its readers Lenin's
views on the most burning issues of the day.
Asked how he conceived of peaceful relations between Russia
and America, Lenin replied:
"Let the American capitalists leave us alone and we shall leave
them alone. We are even prepared to pay them gold for machines,
implements, etc., which may be of use to us in transport and production. And not only gold but raw materials as well."
"Is Russia prepared to enter into business relations with America?" the correspondent asked.
"Of course she is, as with all other countries," Lenin replied,
Lincoln Ayre, a special correspondent of. The New York World,,
came to Russia about that time. He obtained a personal interview
with Lenin, which began at Lenin's office in the Kremlin and continued in his little apartment. It has only recently been brought to
light that the interview was filmed by Victor Cubes, an American
who accompanied Ayre at the interview.
Ar.rxeNorn Gex is a senior scientiffc worker in the Museum of the RevoluHo,n

ln Moscow. This article was prepared exclusively
tho Novosti Press Agenry.
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Lenin's interview with Ayre was published by The Wodd,, February 21, 1920, and later reprinted by many other PaPer-s in America
and Europe. "Some American observers are aPParently- beginning
to realize,;' Lenin told Ayre, "that it is wiser to do profitable business with Iiussia tiiLan to ur^aite war on her, and this is a good sign.
We shall require Arrrericari goods-locomotives, automobiles, etc.more than those of any other country." Lenin explained that mutual business contacts were in the interests not only of Russia but
of other countries as well. "Without Russia," he told Ayre, "Eur'
ope won't be able to get on her feet. And when Europe is enfeebled
America's position becomes critical."
1922, Lenin received a rePresentative of
In the'first half of April
The New York Herald. I-enin told him that "Russia is in need of
trade with the bourgeois states. On the other hand," he continued,
,,the European bourgeois governments well know that European
economic iife cannot be regulated without Russia."
The Arnerican corespondent wanted to know how the Soviet
delegation to Genoa woild act. Wo_uld Soviet Russia make con."sior6 to the detriment of her own-interests? would Russia pay
the old tsarist debts? Would she open her domestic market to for'
,,Those are profoundly mistaken. who think of
eign monopolies?
prittins humiliatinS conditions to the Russian delegation in Genoa,"
"-Russia
will not allow herself to be treated like
LerrinYanswered.
a defeated country. Should the bourgeois governments adopt :ytll u
tone in relation to Russia they would commit the greatest folly."
This interview given by Lenin to an Amelican correspondent was
published in the soviet piess only in brief outline, without mentioning the name of the correspondent. l-t is quite possible that the
Airerican press of that time gave a fuller version

I. ENIN'S proposals to the United States Government to establish
I-r 6rrlrr.rs' contacts were not of a conjunctural character' Nor

were they a sign of weakness, as some writers in the west regarded
them. The Siviet sysrem had stood the test of maturity in the fire
urrd in the fight against the interventionists. The
of the civil war 'war"
.,Down with the
slogan inscribed on the banner of those who
in the fall of l9l7 remained their pro'
Palace
Winter
stormed the
sram after the October Revolution as well'
' A f"* hours after Soviet power was established in Petrograd,
the radio station of the cruiserTurora, whose shot had heralded the
ofining of the era of communism, began to broadcast the Soviet
iou.rtir.rt's peace appeal written !l Lenin' It was repeated several times in German, French and English. Peace without annexajustice and deiio* urra indemnities. Peace on terrns of equality, world
arena.
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tente and America during the civil war years. The invariable reply
was open military intervention. It ofiered to exchange its surplus
national product with America and other nations. They responded
by a blockade and, trying to take advantage of the Soviet officials'
inexperience, resorted to cheating.
In August 1918, the cities of Kazan, Samara (now Kuibyshev),
Simbirsk (Lenin's home town, since renamed Ulyanovsk) fell under the blows of the White Guards and interventionists. The biggest
industrial centers of the country were in imminent danger. At this
grave moment Lenin addressed a letter to the American workers explaining the aims and objec* of the Soviet shte. The American
press at that time was busy fanning up an anti-Soviet campaign. At-

torney General Mitchell Palmer never tired of warning about the
"Red menace." The newspapers were full of cartoons depicting the
Bolsheviks as ferocious sai'ages with bushy hair and whiskers and
long knives in their mouths.
Lenin wrote in his letter that the British, French and American
press was spreading lies and slander about Russia and justifying the
predatory crusade against it by the desire.to "defend" Russia against
the Germans.
Lenin naturally saw in the American workers allies of the Russian Revolution. But being a realist, he wrote: "We know that help
from you, comrade American workers, will not come very sobn perhaps, for the development of the revolution in difierent countries
proceeds in difierent forms and at a different pace (and cannot proceed otherwise) ."
The Old Bolshevik Mikhail Borodin, who had participated in the
Russian revolution of 1905 and subsequently spent many years in the
United States (during the 1920's he acted, on Lenin's recommendation, as Sun Yat-sen's political adviser in China), undertook to deliver Lenin's letter to America.
Borodin was accompanied on his trip by another Russian Communist, Pyotr Travin, who had also lived many years in the United
States. Apart from the letter, they took with them a copy of the
Constitution of the Russian Federation, Lenin's Decree on Peace
and a number of Soviet newspapers. Borodin was forced to return
home from Copenhagen as the local authorities refused to give him
a visa to the United States. As for Pyotr Travin, he had a membership card in the America seamen's union which enabled him to get
a job as a carpenter on a ship bound'for New York. On arriving
thire he met John Reed and told him of his mission. As a result,
Lenin's message to the American workers appeared in the American
in December 1918.
press
Originally the letter was publishedby The Class Struggle,_amagazine issued in New York. It was then reprintedby The Reaolutionary
Age, a weekly journal published in Boston with John Reed as one
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of its editors. And finally it came out as a separate pamphlet. The
truth about Russia as told by Lenin did not, seemingly, Pass un'
noticed and stimulated the protest movement against the interven'
tion in Russia.
The two Americans who contributed most to the knowledge of
their countrymen about Soviet Russia, both of them eyew-itnesses
ro rhe Revolution, were John Reed and Albert Rhys_ williams.
Reed's Ten Days That sho-ok the wo,rlit and williams' Through the
Russi.an Reaolution are classics of the period. Both wrote and
spoke widely about their -experiences and gave vivid accounts
of their association with Lenin.
Lenin was a very busy man but, as the prominent American
Communist, Robert Irlirrot, wrote in his memoirs, he took a keen in'
terest in all visitors from America. An artist and newspaPer cor'
,"rporrd.rrt, Robert Minor often met and talked with Lenin' A
roie in Lenin's dialogue- with Americans was played by
""iq".
Coi.'nuy*ond Robins, head oI the American Red Cross in Russia
oPPgrin the early days of the Revolution, who also had the rarewith
the
tunity of numeious conferences with Lenin. l1 lyqPu-tly
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col.
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We recall the names of many other Americans who visited Lenin
after the october Revolution.' Among them were the American

iournalist Bessie Beatty, author of the book The Red Heart ol
received by Lenin in December t92l; Associated Press cor,.rporra"rrt G. Yarios, who interviewed Lenin on November 28' 1917;
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of the 9th Congress of Soviets, held in Moscow at the
De."mb"r, 1921, a visi't to Lenin was paid by P' P' Christ'

*t

g*.r,. the- presidential nominee of the Farmer-Labor party of America. At Christensen's request Lenin was photographed witlr him during their conversation, which, unfortunately, was not reported in the
Soviet press. Nor has any trace been found of it in America, and it
is not known whether Christensen left any notes or reminiscences

of his trip to Soviet Russia and interview with Lenin.

N l92l

Soviet Russia adopted the New Economic Policy, permitting private capital to participate in the rehabilitation of rhe warruined economy under the control of the Soviet authorities. But no
sooner had this Lenin-sponsored policy begun to operare than Soviet
Russia was africted by a new terrible calamity in ttre form of drought
and famine in the Vo[a regions. Over 30'million people were on
the verge of extinction. Russia's industrial recovery was held up.
On August 2, 1921, Lenin addressed an appeal for help to the
workers and farmers abroad. On December 6, 1921, he wrote to
Maxim Gorky asking him to try to enlist the assistance of Bernard
Shaw and H. G. Wells to save the starving people in Russia.
The American Relief Administration lAne), headed by Herbert
Ifoover (then US Secretary of Commerce), shipped almost a million
tons of food. Hoover's implacable'hostiliry to the Sovier regime
was well known, but under the type of agreement worked out there
was no opportunity to carry out his policy of using food as a weapon
against Bolshevism. The food sent frorn the United States saved
many Iives and the Soviet Government and people have always
been grateful {or this help. The American Friends Service Committee (Quakers) also made an important contribution at that time.
Some Americans who expressed the desire to participate personally
in the rebuilding of the new Russia were assisted in this by the
Society for Technical Aid to Soviet Russia in May 1919, and by the
Friends of Soviet Russia Society, which was organized in June l92l
with more than 200 local branches.
The first congress of the Technical Aid Society was convened in
New York at the beginning of July, 1921. A photograph of its delegates may be seen in the Moscow Museum of the Revolution. By
1923 this society had more than 75 branches in various parts of the
United States and Canada with a membership of over 20,000, testifying to the fact that Soviet Russia had been recognized by the American people long before this was done by the US Government.
In May 1922, the Friends of Soviet Russia Society, together with
the Technical Aid Society, sent a tractor detachment to Soviet Russia.
It was assigned to the Toikino State Farm in Perm Gubernia (BolsheSosnovsky District of Perm Region now). A group of Americans,
with Harold Ware at their head, started working there, demonstrating the advantages of large-scale machine farming. Their good
work was noted not only in the local but also in the national press.

1tr,
On August 25,
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L922., Izaestia carried an article describing the work'
On Oci=ober.20, Lenin sent a special letter to the Friends of Soviet
Russia expressing the Soviet Government's "deep gratirude" for tle

,.quite exieptionil" successes of Harold Ware's tractor detachment.
"flease beai in mind that no other kind of help is so timely and so
important to us as your help," he said. This letter w_as printed on
N&ember 15, 1922, by the Soai.et Russia Pictori,al in New York'
At the same time Lenin sent a letter to the society for Technical
the other groups of reAid to Soviet Russia, in which he praised
-on
farms in the Tambov
Soviet
worked
patriates from America who
Accounts of their
mines.
coal
Donbass
and
in
regions
ind Odessa
work in the Soviet press had attracted Lenin's attention. He re'
garded the joint worl of Russian repatriates and American workers
In Russia aJ a vivid display of proletirian internationalism, fraternal'
solidarity of the workinlg people, and provided, special help.
It was due to this encouragement received from Lenin that ware
conceived and carried out in 1925-28 another cooperative ProiecL
known in the united states as Russian Reconstruction Farms. The
Soviet Government allocated a large tract of land, formerly a landlord's estate, at Maslov Kut, in thi North Caucasus, and an Ameriwas set up to oPerate it as a model excan-Russian Mixed company
perimental grain farm. Ware broughi -with him a grouP of forty
h.mericans-d*pertr in different aspects of farming, mechanics, tractor
drivers and so on-and their families. He also brought tractors, har'
vester combines and other farm machinery, purchased with funds
d.onated by Americans. Operating the farm on modern, mechanized
lines, the hoop, both by example and by teaching Sroupi of young
peasants each summer, made an important contribution to the develop
Lent of methods of modern larg6-scale farming later to be applied
in the collective and state farms throughout the USSR'

rN FEBRUARY 1922, Professor charles steinmetz of Schenectady
I- Urion College and the General Electric Company, a leading Ameri'

can elecrical eigineer, wrote to Lenin expressing his admiration of
the tremendous iork of social and industrial rejuvenation being carried on in Soviet Russia. "If in technical matters, in electrical devel'
opment in particular, I can be of any help to-soviet Russia by giving
sJme advici, proposals or instructions, I should always be glad to do
anvthing in my power," Steinmetz wrote'
'steirimetz slnt his letter through B. V. Losev, secretary of the New
York branch of the Russian Technical Aid Society, who was returning
to Russia. Steinmetz told him: "It is a pity I cannot go with you, a
verv sreat pity. . . . Let them know in Russia that I and many others
sympithize'with their aims, that we are with them with all our hearts
and minds."
Lenin received the letter March 31,1922. Learning through Gleb
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Krzhizhanovsky, a close associate who headed the government commission on the electrification plan, that Steinmetz was a world authority,

Lenin decided to reply ar once, thanking Steinmetz for his friendly
message and ofier of practical assistance. Steinmetz's letter and Lenin's

reply were published by the Soviet press on April lg, 1922.
In December of that year, taking advantage of Harold Ware's return home, Lenin asked him to take an autographed photograph and
another letter to steinmetz. Lenin wrote of his gratitude foi steinme?'! sympathy with the socialist sysrem and his desire to give practical help to the Soviet Republic.
Ware reported later that he took the letter directly to the main
office of the General Electric Company in Schenectady. There he was
told by a secretary that Steinmetz could not see him since he was at
a Board meeting. Ware then tore a page from his notebook and
wrote: "I have just come from Moscow, with a personal message
for you from Lenin." He told the secretary, "If you value your job,
I advise you to deliver this to Steinmetz ar oncel"
Almost immediately a door was flung open and Steinmetz rushed
out, hustled Ware into his private office, ordering his startled secretary
over his shoulder, "Don't let anyone in."
Standing the photograph of Leniir on his desk, he said to'Ware,
"Now the three of us will have a talkl" He bombarded Ware with
questions about Lenin, about education, about science, about the electrification program, about industry and agriculture. He declared:
"Young man, do you realize what Russia has been doing? In this short
time they have developed a standardized, planned electrification program for the whole country. There's nothing like it anywhere. I
would give anything to go over there myself and work with them."
Losev's family (8. V. Losev himself is no longer alive) in Moscow
keeps a number of thick American electrical reference volumes received from Steinmetz in 1922-1923 in reply to Lenin's letters. Steinmetz's contribution was a drop in the ocean, since he was unable to
carry out his desire to visit Moscow and give advice on the spot. But
Soviet people prize it as a token of sympathy towards their country.
IS almost 50 years since Lenin started his dialogue with America.
fT
r His letters and talks with representatives of the American public
prepared the ground for Soviet Russia's recognition by the USA.
The Soviet Union has covered a very long road since then. It
has been a road of struggle for the building of socialism, for peace.
The prestige of the Soviet state in those years has grown immensely.
Faithful to the principles of Leninism, it continues its policy of peace
and good-neighborly relations with all countries of the globe.
Lenin's dialogue with America is still continuing.
Translated, Dy M. Prvzxrn

BALLAD OF f,ENTN
by LAIIGSTON IIUGHES
Comrad,e Leni.n
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of Russia,

High in o marble

of Russia,

Aliae in a marble tomb,
Moue oaer, Comrade Lenin,
And giue rne roorn.

I am Chico, the Negro,
Cutti.ng cane in the sun.
I liued for you, Comrade Lenin.
Now my woth is

Lenin of

And, giue

nv'e

d,one.

Russia,

Honored in a marble tomb,
Moae ouer, Comrade Lenin,
toonl..

I

am Chang from the foundties
On sftike in the streets of Shanghat'
For the sake ol the Reaoluti.on
I fight, I startte, I die.
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RECENT years the American and Soviet peoples and govern.
!fN ments have discovered that they have much in common. Each

I am luan, the peasant,
Boots all mud,dy with soil.
I fought for You, Comrade Lenin.
Now I finish my toil.

Comrade

D.

tomb,

Moue ouer, Comrade Lenin,
And giae rne raorn.

Comrade Leni,n

The Western, fnteroentions

Comrade Lenin of Russia
Rises in the marble tombt
On guard' with the fighters foreaerThe world is our roont'!

poem is reprinted kom Ptoletarian Llteratura tn the United
r"ttlotogy'of p**t, pl"y.,-short stories., criticism,.published by InterPublishers"in 19b5. Mr. Hughes, one of the most distinguished American
""Uo"A
Negro poets, died in May of this year.
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empire. Both are developing runaway
technological civilizations which produce essentially the same kinds
of technocrats and managers. Both are developing the ultimate weap
ons of destruction and can go on doing so indefinitely-at huge expense-until the day when the gadgets of doom destroy man himself.
Knowing that this can already happen at any time, they are even
united in wishing to stop the spread of these nation-killers into the
hands of lesser men, some of whom may have highly explosive emotions. But for Vietnam, a ditente. between the two super powers
would now be very far advanced.
Of course the abysmal difierence remains between them as to who
shall get the profits of business and industr], though even this chasm
seems to narrow somewhat. What does not narrow is the gap in their
experiences during the two world wars. In each case they fought on
the same side, but both times Russia was terribly devastated, almost
mortally wounded, while the United States sufiered no damage on its
continental territory. To us the wars were unpleasant but victorious
and highly prosperous periods; to the Soviet peoplei they are agonies
sti[ felt in their souls. Moteover, this almost unbridgeable difierence
in experience grows because we naturally tend to forget what the Russians suffered and think they should forget it too.
This is not as much true of World War II, when the vast sruggles
and sieges in Russia meant much to us too, as it is of World War I
and the Western Interventions which followed it. Most Americans
knew little about the interventions at the time and it has been a minor
episode in history to later generations, especially since the Cold War
began promptly after the end of World War II.
conquered a great continental

Dn. D. F. Fr-prvrrnc is Emeritus hofessor of Intemational Relations at Vanderbilt UniversiV and the author of a two-volume history of The Cold War and lts
Origins, 1917-1960, which is now in its fourth printing by Doubleday.
He"has also published ffve books dealing with the events after World War I.
Two of these^ are to be republished in 1368 by Russell and Russell, each with
an additional chapter surveying the relevant evenb in recent decades. They are:
Th.e tlnfred States and tlw Woilil Court, 1920-7966 anil The Uniteil Stotits and

tho Leagwe of Ndions, 1918'1920.
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Indeed one reviewer of my book about the Cold War stamped as
utter "historical nonsense" my statement that the interventions had
"resulted in the death of 7,500,000 Russians-as many as died in World
IMar I, but in more horrible ways."
Yet the fact, remains that the new Soviet Union was invaded from

all four sides by armies either sent by Russia's recent allies or equipped
by them. Let us sketch sorne of the actions involved.

In the East
rnHE

presence in Siberia of 45,000 to 60,000 Czechoslovak deserters
from the Austrian armies, who had been fighting alongside the
Russians, proved to be the circumstance which precipitated large-scale
Allied intervention. The Czechoslovak National Council wanted to
bring these troops out to reinforce the Western front in France in
1918, but friction between them and. the Soviets led to the seizure of
the Trans-Siberian railway by the Czech forces, and under their pro.
tection two relatively democratic anti-Soviet governments were set up
which were soon succeeded by a monarchist dictatorship at Omsk
under Admiral Kolchak.
These events led the British Ministry of War, as early as April l,
1918, to decide that the Czech troops should not be brought out, but
remain to oppose the Bolsheviks. The French Government was at
first opposed, wanting reinforcements in the West, but it agreed by
mid-June, and on July 12 the Czechoslovaks who had captured Vladi'
vostok began moving West, back into Siberia.r
These developments greatly heartened all of the elements of the old
regime and gave substance to the civil war, the struggle of the "Whites"
against the Reds. The British did all that they could to equip Kolchak's forces. On one occasion Prime Minister Lloyd George de.
clared in the House of Commons that Great Britain had sent "one
hundred million pounds sterling'worth ($500,000,000) of material and
support in every form" and on November 17, l9l9 he said that no
country had "spent more in supporting the anti-revolutionary elemenB
in Russia." Naming France, Japan and America, he said: "Britain
has contributed more than all these powers put together." On May
29, Churchill had said in the House of the Kolchak forces: "In the
main these armies are equipped by British munitions and rifles, and a
certain portion of the trooPs are actually wearing British uniforms."2
Some 79 shiploads of equipment were sent.
Yet Kolchak's forces were defeated and they fled east along the
Trans.Siberian railway toward Vladivostok, in the dead of winter,
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accompanied by hordes of Whites along the roads. One landowner
had a train of 60 wagons containing his possessions and people.
ln The Whi,te Armies of Russia (Macmillan, 1933), George Stew.
art has left an unforgettable picture of this tragic retreat. In one city
alone 60,000 died of typhus and on the 1500 mile trek from the River
Tobol to Lake Baikal alone, 1,000,000 men, women and children
perished.

It did not help either that President Wilson had reluctantly sent
7,000 American troops to Vladivostok, largely to checkmate the Japanese, who sent 72,000 ffoops anyway and stayed in the region until
the winters and the Reds drove them out in 1922.
Earlier two White bandit leaders, protected by the Japanese, had
massacred great numbers of people. After some initial skirmishes
with the Reds our General Graves held rigidly to his instructions not
to aid either side and he wrote that "I am well on the side of safety

when I say that the anti-Bolsheviks killed 100 people in Eastern Siberia, to every one killed by the Bolsheviks."$
In Japan, the struggle between the moderates and the military expansionists was "not fully resolved until the greater cataclysm of the
Second World \{ar."a
On December 28,1917, Britain and France had made an agreement
dividing European Russia into zones of influence and exploitation.
By its terms the British zone was to include North Russia, the Baltic
States, the Caucasus and its great oil fields, the Kuban, Armenia, Georgia and Kurdistan. The French zone comprised the Ukraine, Crimea
and east to the Don River. A dispatch from the Ukraine to the Foreign Office in Paris stated that the Ukraine would become "la plus
belle colonie de France."6

ln

tlr,e Soutlr

ft ENERAL Denikin, the White leader in the South, was informed
V on April4, l9l9 that the French would control everything in their

zone, including "operations against the Bolsheviks," but the French
troops who had fought on the Western Front had no desire to die in
Russia. They succumbed to Red propaganda so fast that they had to
be evacuated in haste from Odessa and Sevastopol in Aprit 1919. The
British tried to keep a hold on the Russian oil region, where they had
investments, but unrest in Ireland and India compelled them gradu-

ally to relax their grip, though they clung to Batum until July 1920.
The presence of British troops there did not prevent the capture of
the city in September 1918 by a force of Turks and Tatars, who mas-JGitti* S. Gmves, An*ica's Sibqha Adrntue", Nw Yor\ 1941, pp, 49-50, 354. pP.
a Jmes M, Mio'Iley, Tba Jd,pdrreJe Tbrilrt iflto Siberia, Columbia University Press, 1957,
286-7,
112-1.
- oFisctrs,
rhrd, DD. 154-5r; fue, t*Prd, p.21, The text of the AngleFrcoch agccoeot
is carricd
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sacred 30,000 Armenians and indulged

rape, arson and pillage.s

I95'

lNtERYEl,lTlON

in

vdth ruined cities, wrecked _railroads, hungry, plague-skicken peoplo and
unburied corpses-fit soil for the apocalypudl'f;nioJ;i -istl_tr"--'-- '
ln the West

a wholesale orgy o[ murder,

The number oI Allied fioops used in South Russia may never be
known accurately. On March 28, t9l9 Stephen Pichon, French Foreign Minister, listed a total of 850,000 men as employed in South Russia, including: French, 140,000; Rumanian, 190,000; British, 140,000;
Italian, 40,000; Serbs, 140,000; and Greeks, 200,000.? Louis Fischer
speaks of "some 12,000 troops including Algerians, Senegalians, Poles
and Greeks" occupying the Ukrainian coast of the Black Sea, backed by
a big Anglo-French fleet, and a force of similar composition in the
Crimea.s

The main efiort to defeat the Reds in South Russia was made by
equipping and advising the White Armies led by General Denikin.
Churchill later summarized the British contributions as follows: "A
quarter million rifles, two hundred guns, thirty tanks and large masses
of munitions and equipment were sent through the Dardanelles and
the Black Sea to the port of Novorossiisk; and several hundred British
officers and non-commissioned officers, as advisers, instructors, storekeepers, and even a few aviators furthered the organization of his
armies."o

The French material contribution to Denikin, while less than the
British, was also large. In Washington Ambassador Bakhmetev was
permitted to use consider.able credits granted to the Kerensky Government just before its fall.lo
All this aid enabled Denikin's forces to win Iarge battles and to take
Odessa, Kharkov, Kiev, Kursk and Orel (places made tragically famous
again in World War II) before their 1,000 mile front collapsed, only
200 miles from Moscow, and disaster ensued.

Trr Porrsu INvesrou. The debacle of the white armies in the south
the way for a full-scale invasion by the poles, aimed at
.: opened
"the
permanent

weakening of Russia" by seizing the vasi areas between the Baltic and R-lack-sea, cutting hir ofi fr6m both and seizing
most of her agricultural and mineral wealth.r2
striking
the pores caprured Kiev, capitar of the Ukraine
^1ryif1ly,
o1_May B, 1920,
before being hurled back by the Iied Army to the gatgs
of warsaw. This maior war could not have taken place had the Foles
not been well armed by the British and French, Loth of which had
now to pour munitions and 400 French officers through Danzig to re.
organize the Poles who then drove the Red armiei back, eiabling
Poland to retain a broad srip of ukrainian and white Russian terri-

Pry. It

was this area, inhabited by alien peoples under polish land.
_qrevgnted any Polish-Russian aicord to oppose Hitler.
the Baltic, the white General yudenich was armed'aind supplied

lord_s, which

In
for a dash to Perrograd in the lare summer of l9lg. rhe siitistr
supplied the munitions and the American Relief Adminisrrarion,
which was saving hundreds of thousands of lives in the area from
famine, supplied the gasoline and food for the thrust. It was agreed
tha-t 1 part of the food could be sold at high prices to finance the ex.

pedition, which almost reached Petrograd befbre it was thrown back
a loss of 14,000 men from typhus during the retreat
and a ffain of 21,000 starving refugees.ls

in October, with

In North Itucsla

Another long tragic retreat began, in which thousands of refugees from
every city joined. Before the desperate savage multitude reached Novorossiisk
more than 200,000 people had died of typhus and exposure. Whole trains
on the railroad became silent, with every person aboard dead, including the
crews. When the survivors reached the port, in March 1920, a raging "Borah"
wind covered the sidewalks with blue bodies, Iargely
stripped-bi th. sur-work,vivors. Typhus and smallpox continued their deadl]
ihile it Odessa,
people fought- for
on the transports. Some 50,000 embarked, but many
-places
more were left behind.
In the Crimea, General Wrangel brought some order out of chaos and in
May and June 1920 his 40,000 fft hoops defeated the Reds in Taurida, just
north of the Isthmus, in a series of sanguinary battles, but after the RuisoPolish war was ended, on October 12, 1920, the Red Army swept the White
forces into the sea. Some 126 ships carried 146,000 peopl"
from the
Crimea to exile and penury abroad. Behind them theii native"oi"y
land lay fflled

Allied operarions in this area began with the consent of the
THE
I Soviet Government in the Spring of lgl8, to avert a threat
of

6P. L. Schuman, Sooiet Politict dt Horna otd Abroad, New Yorh 1946, p. l5?.
Stephqrl-Plchon, "Allied Policy in Russia," Ctnent Hirror!, Vol. 10, Pt. I, No. 2, May
-_,!
1919, pp. 280-r.
8 Bischer, op. ail,, p. 754.
o !trinston Churchill, Tbc Vuld Critit: Tbe Aftumatb, Nm York, 1911, pp. 246-50.
_ loItrilliao Heory Chambcrlaio, The Ruior Revol*th*, 1917-1921, New-York, 193r, Vol.

in May I9I9, but the

tr, p.

170.

German capture of Murmansk, with its great military stores sent there
by the Allies.
Murmansk wa$ occupied and a break with the Soviets soon oc.

curred. AlcQngef was. seized by British rroops ar rhe beginning of
1"S"1t and 5,500 American _rroops arrived the next day, senl by piesi.
dent Il/ilson_ with- great reluctance. After the war with Germany
ended, on November ll, 1918, various excuses for remaining were
fould by the Allies. O-ffensive- acrion against the Reds, fanniirg out
in
five directions, continued through the bitter winter along-with
much corruption and- troop dissatisfaction in the two ports, and with
mounting protests at home.
The evacuation of the Americans began late

*P,

F..Fleming, The.Co.!!_V* ml-lts Origint, 1917-1960, Nm york, 1961, Vol. l, p. Zr.
op. cir,, Yol. II. p. 301.
o0. cit', pp. 222, 226i E. A. Rms, Tbe R*tsia Sotiet Rep*blio, Ncw York 1923.
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recruits to win the war, under the generally acknowledged heroic leadershln of War Commissar r,eon Trotsky. The army was almost
doubled in August l9l8 and reached 800,000 men by the end of the
IeaI. By 1920 the figure was 3,000,000 and during that year it nearly
doubled again, though there were never arms for more than b00,00d
ffooPs.

The Soviets were greatly aided, too, by the conduct of the aristocrats and landlords who officered the White armies. They treated the
peasants like dirt, tried to recover control of the land and roused. them
into a great force on the side of the Reds. Thus the interventions
gained great loyalty for the Red regime, stirred it to forge a powerful
state, machine by harsh draconian methods and to create a grEat army
much quicker than it could or would have done otherwise.
These results comprised the true defeat of the iiltervenrions. As
W. P. and Zelda Coates put it in their fine book, Armed. Intewentions
i,n Russia, 1918-1920, 1918-1922, the interventions worked .,to give
strength and cohesion to the Soviet Government, and, by so doing,
achieved exactly the opposite efiect of what was intended."l?

This is a quotation from the reporr of the distinguished Committee of Inquiry headed by Lord Emmom appointed by the British
Coalition Government (1918-1922) which had led in waging the inrer.
ventions. In the light of the fact that "at least g0 per cent of the
Russian people were opposed to the blockade, armed intervention and
support of the rebel 'White' Generals," the authors conclude that it
"is indisputable that tliere was not the slightest moral warrant for the
policy pursued by the British and other Allied governments." The
Coates add that the Russian Whites never had any loyalty to the Allies.
They were concerned only in recovering their'own properties and
privileges.

A further reason for the failure of the interventions is to be found
governments to go all-out to restore
the Whites. Deep war-weariness at the end of World War I made it
impossible to lead or drive the Allied peoples to the necessary efiorts.
Ttre troops sent had no heart in the undertaking. They were recurrently in a state of mutiny or nearly so and the people back home
would not support the interventions. The relatives of the American
troops sent called for their return and in Britain the Labor Party
Conference in June l9l9 demanded an end of the interventions and
called for "the unreserved use of both political and industrial power."
There were great street demonstrations to enforce the demand and in
May 1920 dock workers' strikes stopped the sending of munirions
to Poland.18
Another basic consideration to keep in mind is the near certainty
that the Civil War would not have amounted to much in the absence

in the inability of the IMestern
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by Germany, that it was a mistake to intervene at all, that the consequences were "disastrous both to our prestige and to the fortunes o[
those Russians who supported us" and that they regarded the intervention "as an attempt to overthrow Bolshevism."2l
Some of the horrors accompanying the interventions were scarcely
heard of in Britain, let alone the United States. In South Russia
from 300,000 to 500,000 Jews were massacred by the Whites. In 1923
Dr. J. H. Ifertz, the Chief Rabbi of London, published a pamphlet in
which he described the wholesale slaughter, "drownings, burnings
and burials alive" along with diabolic torture, and the most bestial
violations of young girls before their parents' eyes. In many populous Jewish communities no survivors were left to bury the dead. Adding those who perished indirectly from hunger, cold and disease, he
estimated that "the dread total will be very nearly half a million
human beings." Yet all this continued for nearly two years "without
any protest by the civilized Powers, with hardly any notice in the Eng.
lish press of this systematic extermination." W. T. Goode concludes
that "even the horrors committed directly by the Whites can be laid
largely at the door of foreign intervention," since the Allies organized
and equipped them and kept them on the march for many months.ze

The

Reo,lsons

lor the lnteroentionc

IYIHAT were the reasons for the interventions which condemned
W millions of people to death, directly or indirectly, by exposure,
plagues and famine?

After the Russians left the war in l9l7 the French yearned for the
reconstitution of some kind of second front to keep the Germans from
transferring millions of troops to the Western Front. They did not
foresee that Ludendorff would later testify that the troops he got transferred to the French front were of little use when they arrived. But
after the end of the war Clemenceau soon concluded that the victory
would have to be reinforced by the encirclement and ultimate overthrow of Bolshevism, and plans were made accordingly.za
In the case of the Japanese and the Poles the motives were strongly
imperialistic and the same urges animated the British and French in
lesser degrees. But the authors quoted above agree that the suppression of Bolshevism rapidly became the dominant aim. One says that
after the Armistice the object was "purely to destroy the Bolsheviks."
Another finds that after November 1918 "the civil war in Russia became a clear-cut struggle between Red revolution and black reaction"
and that the Allies sided with the latter. He adds, however, that "the
weakening of Russia was the motive which united all types of interventionists in England." The ancient rivalry would not down. "There
H. Bruce Lockhan, Memoirt ol a Brititb AEnt, New York, 1972, pp. 311-12.
22W. T. Goode, or. cit,, pp, 32-1, 102-1.
234. E. C. Quiinion, "Thi French in South Russia,1918 aod After," St. Antonr'r
Soaiet Afraht,-St, Aotony's College, Oxford, February 2, 1959.
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that
the
main underlying motive actuating the
could be little doubt
protagonists of armed intervention was hostility to the Soviet regime;
ihe fear of a successful workers' Government in any country."24
A very perceptive doctoral dissertation at Stanford University con'
cluded that the essence of the interventions was an attemPt to overthrow Bolshevism, but that the reluctant and restrained American
participation "helped to restrain the Japanese, British and French
ind to prevent the detachment of the Russian Far East."26
Legollitg
T['/HILE the Allied Governments sent their trooPs into the Soviet
VY Uriorr, from all four sides, and powered a disastrous civil war
throughout the immense reaches of the Russian realm, no one seems to
have bothered about the question of legality, any more than our Government has concerned itself lately while violating all the great char'
ters-Nuremberg, UN and OAS-as well as its own laws and Constitution in trying to control Cuba, Santo Domingo and Vietnam.
After the event, in 1921, the British Court of Appeal held that
from the dispersal of the Constituent Assembly on December 30, 1917
"it must be accepted that the Soviet assumed the position of a sovereign Government and purported to act as such." Under this judgment
thi Soviet Government was "an independent sovereign Government"
all during the period of the Western interventions and the White Russian forces were rebels and not belligerents.zB

The LotW Tenn Consequenees
T HAVE indicated above that the interventions not only failed to
I ,rppr.r, communism but entrenched it instead. In anotLer place I
have eiplained more fully the extent to which this occurred:
Within the limits of the exhaustion and chaos which lay all around thern
the Reds waged the ffrst total war. They had to do so in oider to survive. In
the ffres of tiis grim testing time thelalso hammered out the machinery of
the totalitariao ri"to-org".riied terror'by the secret police, the planned'uso
of all national resources, naHonalization of all industry, class war in the villages

in order to feed the starving cities (which later ended in tle forced collectivi-

zation of the land), a monolithic, highly disciplined Party controlling and unify-r"g
activity, military or civil and a powerful army, taught and schooled

"ll moans at command.
*ith- everv

These'pillars of totalitarian state power might well have been erected under
ttre Soviet'State in the course of time, u'ith"out the compelling whip of the
Civil Wars. They may all have been implicit in Marxism, but it is altogether
unlikely that they would have been built as quickly and strongly- Evolution in
the Soviet Union would have proceeded much more slowly and, in all probability, with much greater moderation, without the scourging compulsion of
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It is doubtlul that all this was even dimly understood. at the dme,
or that it is yet. The passion against conrmunism was so strong that
even the New Yorh Times gave its readers no indication that the West
was defeating itself. On August 10, 1920 the Nea, Republic published
a now famous study by Walter Lippmann and Charles Merz of the coverage of Russian news by our leading newspaper from March l9l7 to
March 1920. This long and revealing document shows that after the
Soviets accepted t}te German dictated Treaty of Brest-Litovsk "organized propaganda for intervention p€netrates the news" and after the

Armistice in November l9l8 the Red peril took the lead. Thereafter
the study found "passionate argument masquerading as newsr" in
headlines as well as articles, especially in predicting the doom of the
Soviets. Thus in the two years after November 1917 it was predicted
no less than 9t times that "the Soviets were nearing their rope's end
or had actually reached it" and their collapse rvas reported 19 times.
Even the deep Polish invasion of Russia was made to seem somehow
defensive.2s

Accordingly, for the American people the cosmic tragedy of the inin Russia does not exist, or it was an unimportant incident
long forgotten. But for the Soviet peoples and their leaders the period
was a time of endless killing, of l<ioting and rapine, of plague and
famine, of measureless suffering for scores of millions-an experience
burned into the very soul of a nation, not to be forgotten for many
generations, if ever. Also for many years the harsh Soviet regimentations could all be justified by fear that the capitalist powers would
be back to finish the job. It is not strange that in his address in
New York, September 17, 1959, Premier Khrushchev should remind
us of the interventions, "the time you sent your troops to quell ttre
tervention$

revolution," as he put it.2o
This was not fair to the restrained American role in the period, but
it should remind us of the futility of trying to suPPress deepseated
revolutions, especially after cataclysmic wars. The distinguished sociologist E. A. Ross wrote as early as l92l that "under the pitiless pelting
of facts" he had had to give up the idea that the Russian Revolution
was the work of a handful of extremists. "If the train bearing Lenin
and l8 other Bolsheviks back to Russia had fallen through a bridge,"
he says, "the peasants would have seized the estates and the soldiers
would have quit fighting. The robbed and oppressed masses-a hundred millions of men and women-would have moved toward the goal
of their long unfilled desires like a flow of molten lava that no human
force can dam or turn aside."so

Western inrtorvention.2?
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FTER World War II, which again broughr almosr limitless agonies

rAr and losses to the Soviet Union, once more through a great Ger.
man invasion, there was no question of invading her to stamp out
communism. But her Western allies did move promptly, after Roosevelt, to forbid any further expansion of Rubsian power or of communlsm.

This "containment" policy, enshrined in the Truman Doctrine,
plainly forbade any more popular revolutions, lest they turn Red. This
has been our great leitmotia since 1947. In pursuit of it we have
led the world in spending a trillion and a half dollars on armaments,
while the great underdeveloped southern part of the world moved roward revolution through population explosion and poverty, and our
own cities became vast smoldering ghettos for our Negro people.
Then as Russia consolidated her position in power and grew more
conservative, the American military industrial complex turned its
main attention to the containment and encirclement of China, by
every known means, and to policing the rest of East Asia.
After the Korean War our chief attention centered on Vietnam,
where we poured arms into the hands of the French up to 1954, to
aid their reconquest of Vietnam. Then Washington took over the job
itself and for another dozen years has been using every known military
technique, including many measures with genocidal effects. to subdue
the Vietnamese and crush a deepseated revolution against an ancient
Iandlord-oligarchical system. Endless quantities of bombs of many
kinds, crop killers, paralyzing gases, artillery, tanks, troops, etc., have
been applied year after year-and yet the little brown people still
fight on-aided finally by powerful Soviet weapons which reduce some.
what the almost complete inequality of weapons in the struggle.
The FuJure?
A ND now on August 8, 1967, R. W. Apple of the New york Times
"Cr- cables from Saigon an analysis of our plight there which concludes: (l) that though we have counted the bodies of 200,000 Vietnamese fighters in the past ten years, the enemy now has a record total
of 297,000 men in the field; (2) that he has been equipped with many
powerful weapons, in spite of our perpetual bombing; (B) that we are
reaching the bottom of our ready manpower pool, while the North
Vietnamese have committed only a fifth of their Regular Army; and
(4) that if both the North Vietnamese and ourselves withdrew, the
South Vietnamese regime "would almost certainly crumble in months,.
so little have the root problems been touched." He finds the Saigon
troops "poorly motivated" and led by corrupt, incompetent officers
who work a 4r/z day week, leaving their troops at Friday noon for long
weekends in Saigon. This report is corrected entitled in the Man-
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drester Guardi,an "A Stalemate in Vietnam-'and No Way Out."'
After half a dozen great campaigns over the past decade to herd
the peasants into concentration camps by various names, they will not
be "pacified." They, and a large majority of the other Vietnamese
still insist on controlling their owu afiairs and on having the same
kind of social revolution that has been carried through in Russia and

in

China.
It is utterly and absolutely incredible that our galaxy of fire powers

applied to them, beyond the scale of World War II, should not prc
duce compliance with our wishes that there be no revolution. Yet the
struggle goes on. A million of them have been killed and another
million made wretched refugees, but our will does not prevail.
Once again it would seem that the deep devotion, patience and
heroism, the burning determination of men to defend their country
and have a better way of life-in short the aroused human spirit-can
defeat any intervention that stops short of crushing genocide, even in a
small country.
Are our leaders capable of learning this recurring lesson of history?
Or must they continue their efiorts to enforce a conservative Pax
Americana around the world?

I]NIIY OF SOVIET NATIONS
(Continued from page )6)
ready in the process of communist construction. What joy it is to see
that the nations of the Soviet Union, all its 100 peoples, are growing
in every way-economically, culturally, and morallyl
The fight o[ the working class and peasantry against capitalism
in many nations with different histories, different economic levels and
varied cultures, guided by the science of Marxism-Leninism, has

drawn inspiration from the application of that science in the Soviet
Union. Now a third of mankind lives under socialist state $ystems.
The bulk of the peoples in the colonies have thrown ofi the yoke
of imperialist bondage. They are finding that imperialist-colonial
relationships preclude the kind of relationship existing between the
nations in the Soviet Union.
It is not accidental that the majority of peoples greet the Soviet
Union on this historic occasion. For it becomes crystal clear that the
union of the powerful socialist states with the movement for national
independence and the democratic movements within the imperialist
countries is the guarantor of victory over capitalism and imperialism,
. The forward march of events during the past 50 years in the
Soviet Union will be recalled, not only by the generations of yesterday
and today, but by those of tomorrow as the beginning of the end
of human oppression.
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still coming from some German
units and from their French collaborators. And it all ends with a
glorious apotheosis, with millions of Parisians dancing and singing
and welcoming General de Gaulle, the Liberator, as he walks down
the Champa Elysdes towards Notre Dame. All the church bells are
ringing, and Paris, unburnt and almost undamaged, is as beautiful
as ever. A very exciting and most enjoyable film.
And yet, as I watched it, I could not help feeling more and more
irritated. For in this drama of the Liberation of Paris there was
one of the d.ramatis personae who was never once mentioned-as
though he did not exist at all. I mean the Soviet people. And yet
it was the Soviet people-and the Red Army-who had made the
Allies' war in the West, including the Liberation of Paris, a relatively

crews rapidly overcome the resistance

The Soviet People
in the Seeond Wofld Wolr
by ALEXAITDER WERTH

on the occasion ol thit fi.ltieth annioertary, it te fitting to iecall tl,€
ol ahe certnan inoasion during vorlil vs ll, the ilepth o-l the sooia
cicrifici, anil the debt incuned by the re* ol the uorlil to tlw Sooiet effort.
Atexanier Verth was a conetpond.ent in Moscou from 7947 to 7948: anil
ic uniquely quatificit to tell the atory ol the souiett in wartime. Mt. Verth'c
boolcr-Rueeia at War, L94l'L94il (Dutton, 7964) has been callf,,d "tlw best
book ue probably cholll eoq haoe in English on Russia at Vs"'

agoruy

rpHE OTHER day I saw the film Is Paris Burning? which I founri
I- ut firrt greatly enjoyable. At the beginning it showed. a maniacal
Hitler givirig orders io his generals that if Paris could not be held,
then it-shoJta Ue burned driwn and razed to the ground-just as

Warsaw was to be very soon afterwards.
Thanks to General von choltitz, the German commander in Paris,
this order was not, in the end, carried out. Choltitz was "a good
German," or, at any rate, one with suffi.cient common sense to realize
that the Germans had lost the war by August 1944, and that it
more than necessary the Western Allies
was no use antagonizing-the
fat, jovial and, on the whole, rather
bv destroying Paiis. So
sensitive b.i*an decided to disobey the Fiihrer, and hand Paris
over intact to the French people, and himself capitulate to General
Leclerc whose famous Armored Division was the first to break into
paris and so to come to the rescue of the hard-pressed Paris
Insurrection.
But even this "good German" says on one occasion: "If I thought
I would do Germiny any good by burning down Paris, I- wouldn't
hesitate for a momenu but now it's too late. If the Fiihrer gives
such an ordet now, it shows that the man is simply mad"'
Between Hitler's order of August l0 to burn down Paris and the
,'h"ppy ending" on August-25 when_Leclerc's tanks break into Paris,
all iorts of exciting things happen. We see the French Resistance at
work; we see some of the French resisters massacred by !h9 ss and
hundreds of others deported to Buchenwald; we see them fighting the
Germans in the streets of Paris; then we see the more "moderate"
members of the Resistance negotiating a short truce with General von
Choltitz through the good offices of Mr. Nordling, the Swedish Consul'
General; but, is the sireet fighting is resumed, largely on the initiative
of the French Communists, the American generals are persuaded to
allow the Leclerc Division to break into Paris, where the French tank
58

easy one.
It was not very difficult

for Eisenhower, and Bradley and Patton
to win great victories in the West, and to sweep across France and
Belgium-and later into Germany-almost without a hitch.
For, by August 1944-and even before that-the German army had
already been hopelessly weakened by the three years of war it had
had to wage in the Soviet Union. But for the Russians, even the
"good German" General von Choltitz would not have "hesitated"
to burn down Paris, as he had been ordered by the Fiihrer to do.
But for the Russians, the German general would have told the
Swedish Consul-General to go to hell; in fact, one can only guess
what the fate of Paris, occupied by the Germans in 1940, would
have ultimately been but for the Russians.
In short, the whole story of the almost painless liberation of
Paris, as told in the film, would not have been possible except in
the conditions that had been created by the invisible and unmentioned "actor" in the drama of Paris-the Soviet people. But for this
invisible d,ramatis persona it is doubtful that the French Resistance
could have been so optimistic, and the French and American generals
so full of self-confidence and self-assurance.

IYfHY DID those who made the film have to take the story of the
W fiberution of Paris out of its real historical and military context

-namely, the strategic situation in Europe in August 1944? One can
guess why; but having spent all the war years in the Soviet Union,
I found this historical falseness highly irritating, all the more so as
the young people in the West who do not remember the war will
probably find nothing wrong with the film. And even many older
people may have forgotten that even Churchill-who never much
liked the Russians-had to admit in 1944 that it was the Russians
who had "torn the guts out of the German army." As for de Gaulle,
he was fully aware of one thing at the beginning of l94l: that Britain
and the Free French were in an impasse; it was not until the Soviet
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Union entered the war in June 1941 that he heaved an immense
sigh of relief. Now, he said, our victory is as good as certain.
But the war in the West and the war in the Soviet Union were
two very difierent things. France, in one way or another, lost about
half a million people; Britain and the United States each lost about
300,000 people; the Soviet Union lost 20 million. The very nature
of the war ln the East was different from the war in the West. I
remember France in 1940. Paris was declared an oPen city. The

capitulating French generals and politicians took the-easy and- sim,ple
vi6w that if, in lgl8, it was France's turn to win the war, in 1940
it was the Germans' tutn to win it; an armistice was negotiated,
and the Vichy regime was set uP.
This kind of shortsighted calculation never entered-and could not
enter-the head of any Russian after June 22, L941. No "deal" with
the invaders was possible. It was literally a choice between life and
death, between victory and death.
For a time, many Frenchmen somehow assumed that Hitler might
not destroy France;'in the East, every Soviet citizen knew that Hitler
was determined to destroy Russia, and, indeed, in the long run, every
individual Russian-as the example of the war prisoners who fell
into the Germans' hands was to show almost immediately
It was the very nature of Hitler's war against Russia which made
a tragic epic like the siege of Leningrad possible. According to-A. V.
Karalev's^book, Leni,ngradtsy a Gody Blokady, some letters forged
by German military intelligence appeared suggesting that Leningrad
bi declared, like Paris in 1940, an "open city." But the people of
Leningrad knew there was no alternative. The knowledge that it was
a life-and-death struggle characterized the entire behavior
literally
'soviet
people throughout the years of the Great Patriotic War.
of the

fT WAS A fearfully hard struggle; and the most difficult of all were
I the first two years-until the victory of Stalingrad' But, unlike

France in 1940, there was never any defeatism. Even at the most diffi.
cult moments, the "practical" possibility of defeat was never admitted

experience, by some lachrymose
anyway.
die
soon
to
old women, who expected
-on
defeat of Russia was conthe
contrary,
the
Russia,
Outside
sidered as a very "practical" possibility. Before I left London for
Moscow on July-2, 1941, official British military "experts" thought
a German victory inevitable in a few months.
This was not what people in Russia thought, not even during
the truly catastrophic summer and autumn of 1941, which I spent
mostly in Moscow. That people werg puzzled and even bewildered
is, of course, true enough, for the initial German successes were on
a scale which nobody had foreseen. By October l94l the Germans
had encircled Leningrad, were attacking Moscow, and had overrun

by any Russian-eicept, in my
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nearly the whole of the Ukraine. Privately, many people wondered
why all this had happened; who was to blame; had not some fearful
mistakes and miscalculations been made somewhere? But it was no
time for such questions and recriminations; the situation was too
serious; everybody had to make the necessary efiort to save the country.
This is what was most typical of the mood in Russia in lg4t.
The inquiries into the question of who was ro blame had to be left
for more peaceful times. And in l94l this primary concern of saving
the country found its fullest expression, on the military side, in
the Battle of Moscow, and, on the civilian side, in the evacuation of
industry to the East from the threatened areas-a mass effort with
nothing to equal it in the whole history of the Second World War.
And this evacuation of industry was followed by the build-up of rhe
war industries in the East in the unbelievably difficult conditions
of the winter of l94l-42.
On the strength of Soviet sources I describe in Russia at War
the gigantic mass effort made by Soviet people ro build up rhese war
industries in the lJrals, Siberia and Kazakhstan. This was a feat of
physical endurance and self-sacrifice which was equalled only by
the Red Army on the field of battle. People built new war facrories
at the height of winter, working for 12, 14, l5 hours a day, often
having to walk many miles to work, and with very little to eat.
Not least remarkable throughout the war was the work done by
women in practically every field of industry, agriculture and transport;
in many branches of industry more than half the workers were women,
and agriculture was almost entirely dependent on women's labor.
It was thanks to this gigantic mass eftort, in which many people
ruined their health and even died, that Soviet war industries began
to turn out vast quantities of equipment and munitions by the
autumn of. 1942, But at the time of the Battle of Moscow,'with
hundreds of war plants on the way to the East, the production
of war equipment was at its lowest, and the Soviet counter-ofiensive
of January-April 1942 was disappointing, while the serious serbacks
sufiered by the Red Army in the grim summer of 1942 were also
largely due to the insufficient output of tanks and aircraft. Even so,
by Septembet 1942 the industrial output of equipment had radically
improved, and this was a precondition for the decisive Stalingrad
offensive of November 1942, which ended in the capitulation of the
German forces trapped inside the Stalingrad bag in February 1948.
After Stalingrad the Red Army was, professionally, every bit as
efficient as the German army, and, before long, more so, as the decisive
Battle of Kursk of July l94E was to show.
One of the most remarkable phenomena of the Soviet war efiort
was the coordination of the work done by the soldiers and by the
reir: significantly, the number of men in the fighting forces increased
by only about 12 per cent between Stalingrad and the end of the
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war, but the increase of tanks, artillery and aircraft was three- or fourfold. Equally remarkable was the improvement in the quality of the
arrny leadership; the hard battles of l94l and 1942 more or ,less
eliminated the incompetents and brought forward a team of war
leaders, who have often been compared with the Napoleonic marshals,
who acquired most of their qualities of leadership through direct

military

experience.

,TIHE QUESTION of Allied aid to the

i

Soviet Union is one

of the

r sorest subjects. During the grim autumn of. 1942, when the Soviet
Union was in as great a danger as in the autumn of 1941, there was
very srong feeling in Russia about the A1lies doing little or nothing
to help. The North Africa landing was welcomed, and this, together
with the victory of Stalingrad, reduced the impatience for the Second
Front-that is, the "real" Second Front.
It is also certain that the important help given to the Soviet Union
under Lend-Lease after (though not before) Stalingrad had a good
efiect on the Soviet people's attitude to the Allies, and particularly
the USA. Nevertheless, there continued to be a strong feeling in the
country, and particularly in the army, that, useful though Lend-I-ease
was, it did not abolish the error*ous difference between the amount
of blood shed by the Russians and that shed by the Allies.
This "inequality of sacrifice" was to affect the Russian attitude to
the West for many years after the war. It is also certain that, although
this help was useful, it constituted only a small Proportion of what
was actually being used by the Red Army (about l0 per cent oI
tanks and aircraft, though a much higher proportion of motor
vehicles) . Also, some of the petroleum products, raw materials and
foodstuffs were good to have; but there is absolutely no evidence
to support President Truman's argument that, without American
help, the Russians would have been "ignominiously defeated." For
one thing, the bulk of this help, as already said, came after Stalingrad.
A sense of proportion should also be kept in assessing the im'
portance of Lend-Lease to the Soviet Union: out of the 600,000 million
dollars the USA spent on World War II, only 10,000 million dollars'
worth went to the Soviet Union as Lend-Lease, i.e., less than two
per cent.
It is perhaps an exaggeration to say, as a Chinese leader said at
the time, that the "real" Second Front in Normandy opened only
after "the tiger had been killed" by the Russians; it is true, nevertheless, that, by Iune 1944, most of the work of destroying the Wehrmacht
had already been accomplished by the Soviet forces; and, after that,
the German resistance was much heavier in the East than in the West.
For even during the last year of the war, as the Soviet armed
forces approached Germany and then entered German territory, the
human loses continued to be very heavy; scarcely anywhere were
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the Soviet armies doing a walkover and some of the fiercest fighting
took place during the last year of the war-notably at Budapest,
Kdnigsberg, Poznan and finally Berlin. I remember only too well
many Russian friends who lost their sons (sometimes all their sons)
during the last months of the war.
"All for the Front, all for Victory" had been throughout the
war the Soviet people's great slogan, and it was carried out almost
literally. If, in the First World War-which I remember from my
school days-the Russian tsarist army was short-often catastrophically
short-of weapons, ammunition, clothing and food, the Red Army,
thanks to Soviet organization, had nearly always everything it needed,
particularly after Stalingrad. And even if, ir l94l-42, there was a
shortage of armaments, the soldiers were seldom short of clothing
and food. Every man and woman in industry and agriculture was
conscious of the absolute top priority that had to be given to the
front. It was therefore inevitable that the civilian population should
suffer from very serious shortages.
It is scarcely surprising that, after four years of war, the Soviet
people were tired, and that the war had undermined the health of
millions. Living conditions had been hard throughout the war, both
in the cities and the villages. Nothing, to my mind, was more disgusting than the contemptuous articles some American visitors wrote
towards the end of the war on the "wretched, underfed, shabby look"
of the Moscow crowds they had seen: this "shabbiness" was, in reality,
the price that the rear had had to pay for victory at the front. And
"shabbiness" in Moscow was a small matter cornpared with the countless deaths at the front.

ND THEN, in May

1945, came Victory. Shabby or not, I had
n6ys1 seen the people of Moscow so exuberantly happy as on
that 9th of May. Soldiers were embraced and thrown up in the air;
many people wept-some out of sheer joy, others remembering those
who would never return. There were even friendly demonstrations
outside the American Embassy, and people shouted "Long live
Americal" and "Long live Rooseveltl" even though Roosevelt had
died a month before. But there was a peculiar logic in these tributes.
Many historians tell us that there is something unscientific in
attaching too much importance to individual persons. Yet it is now
recognized by many serious American historians-notably D. F.
Fleming in his monumental work, The Cold War and lts Originsthat the cold war began in earnest the day Roosevelt died. The Soviet
people, by some curious instinct, were very conscious of it. I remember
many Russian women in Moscow who wept bitterly on April 13, when
it was learned that Roosevelt had died the day before. Fleming shows
convincingly that although Roosevelt expected various disagreements
and frictions with the Soviet lJnion, he was sure that there were no
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insuperable obstacles to friendly coexistence between the United
States and the Soviet Union after the war. The Russian women
who mourned Roosevelt knew only too well that, with his death,
the world had entered an era of uncertainty. Sure enough, it did not
take long to discover that Harry Truman, the new President, was
profoundly hostile to the Soviet Union, and hastened to interpret its
more than understandable desire for security and its determination
not to have hostile governments in the neighboring countries as
"Russian expansionism and imperialism."
Then there came the atom bomb which enormously increased
Truman's truculence and his desire to enforce an "Open Door" policy
on the Soviet Union's Western neighbors, and to set up there antiSoviet governments of a kind that had existed in these countries in
the cordon sanitaire days between the two world wars.
"I'm tired of babying the Sovie$," he wrote at the end of 1945
in a famous letter to Byrnes. And soon after that came Churchill's
Fulton speech, delivered in the presence and with the full approval
of Harry Truman. There followed years of threats and intimidation,
complete with "doctrines" like "containment," "roll-back," and even
proposals to "drop an atom bomb on Moscow."
Projects like that for a 7 billion dollar reconstruction loan to
the Soviet Union were, with the blessing of Ambassador Harriman,
conveniently "lost" in the archives of the State Department, and the
screaming about Russian "expansionism and imperialism" went together with malicious rejoicing over the 1946 drought in the USSR.

,TiHE immediate postl{ar

I

years were almost unbelievably hard for

the Soviet people. Food was short-above all in 1946-47-but, at the
same time, a gigantic task of reconstruction had been laid down under
the first postwar five-year plan. The results of the postwar reconstruction that was carried out in a small number of years by a nation

which was physically tired if not downright exhausted by the four
years of war that had preceded this reconstruction period, were, in
their own way, as remarkable as the results of the People's War of
t94r45.
Equally remarkable is the fact that the Soviet people did not
panic or lose their heads at the height of the cold war, though it
is true enough (as I could observe in 1947-48) that there was, among
the people, a feeling of real anger against the Trumans, the Churchills,
the Achesons and the Dulleses. I remember little boys in the streets
of Moscow in 1948 cutting with their penknives and tearing to shreds
posters showing Uncle Sam with an atom bomb sticking out of his
pocket. And at the Foreign Ministers' Conference in Moscow in 1947ihat conference which foreshadowed the partition of Germany into
two unequal halves-some of the American delegates openly talked

of "preventive war" against the
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Today all this may be ancienr history, and more and more
American scholars and historians are coming to the conclusion-among
them Fleming, florowitz, Shulrnan and Warburg-that the cold war
was unnecessary, a view which the Russians had tried in vain to
impress upon the world as long ago as 19451
The cold war was a serious ordeal for the Soviet people. Many
ugly and painful things happened during those years in the Soviet

Union and in Eastern Europe generally, which would not

have

happened but for the cold war. This cold war was, indeed, unnecessary, as is now widely admitted; but some of its results are still with
us. The Soviet Government tried in vain in 1947-48 to prevent the
division of Germany in two and the constitution of a potentially
aggressive West German state. But this, a child of the cold war, has
come to stay. How dangerous and explosive a force it will be, planted
as it is in the middle of Europe, only the future can show.

NE OF the best safeguards of peace in Europe continues to be
the Soviet Union. It is both peaceful and powerful; but its eco
nomic and military power was achieved only as a result of a stupendous efiort of the entire Soviet people. Today it is, economically,
many times more powerful than in 1941. After the People's War came
the People's Peace, which has now continued for over a quarter
of a century. If the Soviet people had become discouraged and

\-,
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iu demoralized during the cold war years-as many another nation might
have done in similar conditions*and had failed to create the mighty
1l country we see today, the criminal American war against the people
Vietnam might today constitute an even greater danger to world
il of
peace than it does now.
This is not to say that we can calmly "accept" that war. Besides
it
being a monstrous crime against the long-suffering people of Vietnam,
ir it still represents a menace to the peace of the world, and, to say the
ir

least, threatens to create new international tensions which might
well result in a new, even more serious cold war. If the last cold war
petered out after years of tensions and threats, it does not follow
ihat eaery cold war will necessarily come to a Peaceful end. For if,
with West Germany, there are Potentially explosive forces present
in Europe, there may prove to be some even more explosive material
accumulating in Asia todaY.
Crude and muddled thinking in Washington in the Truman
era very nearly brought the world to the brink of disaster; today the
same kind of crude and muddled thinking has been resumed. This
time it may be even more dangerous; for not all countries-least
of all in Asia-have the Soviet Union's capacity, which it showed in
the last cold war, of sticking it out and not losing its head.
Courtesy New Times, May 10, Ig67

BULWARK OF PEACE

Johnson's horrible war of aggression in Vietnam, with its cruel
bombings and civilian massacres, contrasts dramatically with the peace
policy of the Soviet Union. That peace policy was initiated by Lenin
in 1917 and has been a cornerstone of Soviet international relations
ever since. It is sometimes said that Western Europe can relax now,
because the USSR has given up its aggressive designs upon it. But the
Soviet Union never at any time had the aim of invading Western
Europe.
Important to remember is that in the USSR there are no individuals, groups or economic interests that stand to gain financially in the
slightest degree from a war in which the Soviet Union may be involved. Nor does the planned Soviet system, with its absence of largescale unemployrnent, need or benefit from massive war production. In
the capitalist countries, however, and notably in the United States, war
creates an economic stirnulus that brings boom to the economy and billions in profits. The US expenditure of $30 billion a year on the Vietnam conflict helps to explain why even American labor has on the
whole supported Johnson's bloody adventure.
Meanwhile, we must not exaggerate and claim that the Soviet
Union has brought into being the long-sought Utopia of which men
have dreamed since time immemorial." The tyrannical aspects of the
Stalin regime have left a deep imprint; and the USSR still has a long
way to go for the complete actualization of fhe guarantees on civil liberties in the Constitution of 1936. We should be realistic, however,
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by CORLISS LAMONT
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understanding that

it

takes

a long time for a socialist country

emerging from a backward Tsarist dictatorship and continually facing
the danger of war, to evolve into a full-fledged political democracy.
A major reason for the military pressures from the United States is
precisely to prevent democratic development in the USSR. For the
capitalist nations would lose their most efiective argument against So'
viet socialism if it instituted full freedom of speech.

..flA]/W/NI I'RDAMS CAN COIIID TNUD"
by Iln V. E. B. Du Bois
HUMAN MINDS DREAM and human dreams come true. Not all dreams,
but some. Some day there will be on earth Liberty, pquality and Brotherhood. Some dav but not vet, No Christian nation today pretends to follow
even afar the ethics of Iesus Christ. But one dream, old ind long-pursued,
was started toward reality forty-two years ago, and today no one in the
world denies that socialism is a reality in the Union of Soviet Socialist R+
publics, This is the reason for world iejoicing that human dreams can come
bue. . ..
This is the world in which we ffght for Peace and Freedom. And in
this world we rejoice that a great socialist state has been born, lives and
expands in deed ind influence and bears in its hands the hopes of mankind.
Frorn a:n ortlcle on the 42nd Anntoersary of
the Russian Reoohrtian, NWR, Nooentber, 1959
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the USA against Russia and China, used the arms against one another
in the abortive Kashmir war of September 1965. Paradoxically, Moscow and Washington here discovered a shared purpose. Both sponsored a cease-fire at the UN. The Kremlin ofiered mediation. The result was a conference in Tashkent where, January 11, 1966, President
Mohammed Ayub Khan and Prime Minister Lal Bahadur Shastri
(who succumbed to a heart attack a few hours later) signed pledges
for withdrawal of troops and restoration of the status quo.
In other areas, America's voices of violence prevailed. When lib'
eral rebels sought to overthrow a reactionary military iunta in the Do
minican Republic in April, 1965, LBJ & Co. dispatched 22,000 trooPs
to occupy the unhappy land on the Pretext sf !'protecting American
lives" and "saving the Dominicans from Communism." Despite sub'
sequent withdrawal in the wake of the defeat of the rebels, this action
was a repudiation of the "Good Neighbor" policy and a flagrant violation of numerous treaty obligations o[ nonintervention.
In a remote region, Washington's new reliance on war as an in:

strument of national policy revived the Cold War in all its old in'
tensity and in a context again threatening Armageddon. In violation
of the Geneva accords of 1954, the UN Charter, and many other bases
of international law, the Eisenhower and Kennedy Administrations
had embarked upon military intervention in South Vietnam in sup
port of a corrupt and brutal oligarchy of landlords and generals, sub'
iidized by the USA, against the rebelling patriots of the National Lib'
eration Front.
The Johnson Administration escalated the conflict into a major
campaign to crush the rebels, with the ultimate objective of establish'
ing an American neo-colonial enclave and military bastion in South
Vietnam,'as in Thailand, to complete the ring of US bases around
China. This enterprise has proved to be tragic, futile, and highly
hazardous for the peace of the world. It was rationalized in the name
of honoring a "commitment" which had never been made, defending a
"freedom" which was nonexistent, championing a "self-determination"
which was spurious, resisting an "aggression" from Hanoi and Peking
which was fittitious, and "protecting" a fat country by laying it waste
and slaughtering its peoPle.
On February 7, 1965, while .Kosygin was in Hanoi, Johnson or'
dered the daily aerial bombardment of Communist-ruled North Viet'
nam*in the hope that the National Liberation Front, asserted to be
a tool of llanoi, could be annihilated in the South by American arm$
and that Ho Chi Minh and his countrymen in the North could be
forced by bombs to the "conference table" to accept American terms.
Seldom have so many miscalculations been made by so few at the Price
of agony for so many. Pleas for peace by President_ de Gaulle, U
T'hait, Pope Paul VI, neutralist governments, church groups, and
many outraged Americans all fell on deaf ears in Washington.
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condemnation and mounting denunciain lavishly Pub'
witfr no alteration of purpose-. In tlonolicized "peace
lulu, Fefiruary 5-7, 1966, the American President ryarmly embraced
as a champion of liberty, Nguyen Cao Ky ("My only hero is Hitler'
. . . Let us'invade the North and attack China nowl"). After touring

In deference to worldwide

tion at home, -offensives"
Johnson, Rusk and Goldberg indulged

"Free Asia" and being hailed by subsidized "allies," LBJ sponsored
soaring rhetoric at Manila, october 24-25, 1966, envisaging the impg-of
the "Great Society" on the Orient. Walter Lippmann vainly
sition
warned: "We can coexist peaceably only if we forego the messianic
megalomania of the Manila madness."
imerican folly here confronted the men of Moscow with a pain'
ful dilemma. America's "dirty" and "barbarous" war, as much of the
world described it, seemed to vindicate Peking's contention that
"peaceful coexistence" with "imperialism" was impossible, that a
giobal war of revolutionaries and counterrevolutionaries was ineviiable, and that guerrilla "wars of national liberation" could thwart
even rhe mightiEsr power on earth. The Kremlin condemned US
aggression, rJsisted 6landishments designed to evoke Soviet assent to
Afierican purposes, and extended aid to Hanoi-all the while striving
to avoid an open confrontation with the USA'
The new durrg". of world war III was clear to all. American
bullets and bomb-s were daily killing so-called "communists." The
powers ruled by Communists were left with no oPtion but to supPort
i{anoi and the'vietcong against the American attack. Peking could
no more permit US control of North Vietnam than it could permit
US controi of North Korea in 1950. The prospect of a Sino-American
war, ardently urged by some of Washington's "hawl<s," would open the
door, despitl th"e sino-soviet quarrel, to a possible soviet-American
w"r whicir, if waged with nuciear weaPons, might well put an end
to the human adventure.
"Soup," says an old Russian proverb, "is never eaten as hot as it is
cooked.',^ Foriunately-at least for the moment-the danger of global
disaster was somewhit diminished at the outset of the USSR's semi'
centennial year by sober second thoughts in Washington. After two
years of effort, involving half a million American fighters, the lth
i.leet, B-b2,s, napalm, difoliation of forests, destruction of villages,
devastation of tht countryside, and an annual expenditure approach'
of Great Powers was unable to destroy
ine $25,000,000,000, the greatest
-Hanoi
to surrender-thus vindicating- the for'
ttE Vi.,.o"g or induce
got,"r, wisd5m of JFK and even LBJ who had earlier warned against
i'nvolvement by the USA in warfare on the Asian mainland. To
bomb or
irr"a. North Vi"tt u* was to risk war with China' To
blockade Haiphong was to risk war with Russia, LBJ & Co,' trapped
i"-u tfi"a afey oi their own making, hesitated-and sought to end
the Cold War by conciliatory gestures toward Moscow'

WAN
7I
This ironic posture of attempted "bridge-building" was inspired
by a mixture of motives in a muddle of confusion and frustration.
World War III was, if possible, to be averted. Moscow was to be induced, if possible, to put pressure on Hanoi to yield to the USA via
diplomacy the fruits of victory which remained unobtainable by
American weapons. Moscow, above all, was to be persuaded to accept
American aims in Southeast Asia. The men of Moscow were wholly
unlikely to be induced or persuaded. flence, the redoubling of efforts
from Washington.
Thus, LBJ & Co. sought i,nter ali,a to secure Senate ratification oI
the American-Soviet consular treaty of June, 1964; to obtain Congtessional assent to a relaxation of restrictions on trade with the
USSR and Eastern Europe; to negotiate a Soviet-American accord for
reciprocal abstention from enormously costly installation of anti-missile
"defense" systems; and to obtain Senatorial approval of the treaty
signed in Washington, January 27, 1967, by agents of sixty-two governments (including the USA and the USSR) for the neutralization,
demilitarization, and denuclearization of outer space, the moon, and
the planets, on the model of the Antarctica Treaty of December, 1959.
In the early months of e.p. 1967, the results of these endeavors
in Washington were still unclear, but in Moscow, the results were
quite clear. Kosygin, Brezhnev, and Gromyko welcomed all efforts
at reduction of tensions. They concurred in the view of U Thant, De
Gaulle, and many others over the world that no negotiations over
Vietnam would be possible until the USA unconditionally and perma'
nently ceased its bombing of the North. They were prepared to es'
calate their aid to Hanoi in proportion to Washington's constant
escalation of the war. They were quite willing, as were their intra'
mural foes in Peking, to contemPlate the neutralization of Vietnam
and of all of Southeast Asia under international guarantees. They
were wholly unwilling, despite Chinese accusations, to connive in the
purposes to which American policy-makers were committed.
VIETNAI'

IffHAT then of things to come? The answer was to be decided not
W in Saigon or Han"oi or Peking or Moscow but in Washington,
capital of the mightiest of the Super-Powers. If policy-makers as
for the American "power elite" were to remain irrevocably
everywhere, to a US role of global
gendarme against change, to the pursuit of profit and power through
American hegemony by armed force over all the mansions of men,
the future was plainly predictable. America would fail in the enter'

spokesmen

dedicated

prise.
-

to counterrevolution

Such ambitions are beyond American capacities. If persisted in,
they will guite inevitably, as has always happened in the long past
of the modern State System, beget a grand coalition of enemies to
put down the aspirant to world rule. Mankind in the mass will no
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more accept American mastery than it has been willing to jtcggqt
Russian oi Chinese or Japanese or German or French or British
control. If resistance mians war, so be it. And if World War III
means the thermonuclear suicide of mankind, so much the worse for
America and for all the family o[ man. This ultimate outcome of the
Cold War is quite possible.
Converse$, if .{rnericans can transcend the arr,ogance of Power, dis'
play thi trumitity and magnanimity befitting the wealthy and the
i"igtrty, cure themselves of the illusion of omnipotence, and strive in
peiceful competition to promote the welfare of themselves and of aII
bod's childr"it, th. Cold'War and the anns race need not end in universal death but may well end in a more abundant life for all. Given
the imperatives of national patriotism, the age-old directives of power
politici and the srereotypes bf decades -of conflict, the learning of new
ivays is hard and cruel, even when new learning is the price of survival.
Russians have learned. chinese will learn. Americans can learn.
What must be learned is an ancient ffuth-namely, that problems
of po,wer among sovereignties can be "esolved in only one of two ways:
former is the way of-war.and is
byiiolence or"ty bargiining.
- _Thc
way is the way of diplomacy
latter
The
now the road to'doornsaay.
and a truly great society
frontiers
new
way
toward
the
be
can
and
for all peoples in a world at Peace. The_ tragic mistakes of the g€nera'
tion now passing have yet left open a choice and an oPPortunity for
the generation still to come.
lftry *. all remember the words of. Ecclesiastes, often attributed to
,.All thingscome alike to all. . . . This is an evil amon8
King solomon:
all tirings that are done under the sun, that there is one event unto all:
vea. alJo the heart of the sons of men is full of evil, and madnes
is in their heart while they live, and after that they go to the dead.
. . . The race is not to the-swift, nor the battle to the strong, neither
yet bread to the wise, nor yet riches to men of understanding, nor yet
iavor to men of skill; but time and chance happeneth to them all.
. . . Yet wisdom is better than strength"'

FTGURDS

OF Gtr;OWTN

1913 and 1966 inrlustrial production in the soviet union inBETWEEN
--"r"a-OO-fotd.
The ffgure for 1967 is expected-to bel/ ljold as eomlnred
u,ith 1918. the vear of fsarist Russia's higEest industrial output'
Between IgiS and IgG7, the sum of 650 billion rubles was invested in

the soviet naHonal economy; 600 billion rubles in fixed assets were put into
ooerauon. 40.000 bie indristrial enterprises were built or rebuilt, and put
irit, oo.ration: 140.010 kilometers of new railroad track was laid. Electric
o-no'h"r ero$,n ftom 2 billion kwh in 1913 to 545 billion kwh io 1966.
' Real incimes of industrial and building workers increased 6.6 times tn
1966 as against 1918, and of peasants, 8.5 times.

After Filtg Years
by JEROME DAVIS

HAVE lived and traveled in Russia now for over 5l years. I was
sent there first in 1916 by the American Y.M.C.A. to serve the
German and Austrian prisoners of war. My first assignment was in
Turkestan, six days by train from Leningrad. I was watched constantly by the Tsar's secret service and all my mail was read before
it was delivered to me. In the camp where I worked some seventyfive soldiers died every day.
Illiteracy was high at that time in Turkestan; about 92 per cent
of the people could neither read nor write. The land was owned by a

rf

few great landlords and the pea$ants were penniless. In the cities people slept in the streets and drank the water from streams into which
the sewers were dumped. I nevet dared eat or drink anything
that had not been thoroughly cooked or boiled.
I started my first work for Russian soldiers by organizing a club

I had to keep a man on duty in the club all day long
to write letters for the soldiers, many of whom were illiterate. When
I gave them a football-the first they had ever seen-I had to teadt
them how to play. After the Bolsheviks took power at the end of
l9l7 I was permitted to organize clubs for soldiers all over the
for them.

country.

Today the situation in the Soviet Union has changed profoundly.
of persons above the age of eight can read and
write. Eight years of schooling is at present cornpulsory; by 1970 this
will be raised to ten years. The USSR has as many students in colIege as Britain, France, Italy and West Germany combined. When
I first went there in 1916 there were very few public libraries; today
there is a public library for every 1800 people.
Under tsarism people died like flies as they did in the first prisoner
o[ war camp I served; today the Soviet Union has the lowest mortality
rate in the world. Child mortality has been reduced by over 90
Per cent.
Some 92 per cent

Dn. IsRoMr Devrs headed the Y.M.C.A. prisoner of war work in Russia in 1918.
He is one of the few Americans now [frng who was in Russia at the time of
the Revolution, He has taught at Dartmoulh College, Yale University, and the
Universitv of Colorado, and is a past president of the American Federation of
Teachersl Dr. Davis' books have iold river a million copies. His autobiographn
A Ltfe Adoenture for Perce, has iust ben published by Citadel Press'
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Following the Revolution the country was invaded. by British,
US, French,-1up"t"t. and other trooPs. This war of intervention
*r, i**.rseiy'destructive as was the Hitlerite invasion of World
War II. Sucir experiences explain in part why today the Soviet
people believe in ieace more ihun any bther people in the world'
tn.'ir historic proposal of complete and total disarmament to be
carried through' in'four stages was, unfortunately, turned down by
the United States.
since 1916 industrial production in the soviet union has increased 65 times and production in agriculture has increased by 2.7
times. Since 1955 the incomes o[ collective farmers have increased

more than 2.5 times and the average wage in the factories has trebled
since 1940. In 1916 the output-per person in industry -was only
about one fourteenth of what-it iJ no*. Workers' wages have continued to increase steadily, the hours reduced and unemployment
abolished. For everyone in the counffy there - is a free medical
service, free education and a comprehensive social security -system'
When I travel in the Soviet Union I make it a practice of going
into homes at random and talking to the people about the amount
of their rent, the salaries and oiher pertinent questions. I have
found that radio and television sets are very low in price and that
their rents are fantastically below ours.
The amounr of new housing is astonishing. From 1957 to 1966
about half the population moved into new homes or aPartments or
uery mr.r.h imprfvia their old dwellings. Between now and 1970 better iousing fatilities are expected to be available for 65 million more
p.opf". D"uring rhe same piriod some 2.5 million homes will be built

by itre farmers.
' Th" life expectancy of the people has almost doubled since 1916

and now averages 70 Years.
On a recenl visit i found to my surprise that some teenage boys
owned their own autornobiles. I aslied one of these youngsters how in
ifr" *.rfa he was able to buy his car' His answer was' "It is easy'
i" the factory is only seven hours' When I finish
il; ;;a Juy'another
job ,rd
eviry cent of the money I am paid
tfrlt" f go to
-ture
io. tnir"r".ond job. lvh.t I have enough money to buy a car I give

up the

second job."

^ Americans ofte, have the impression that there is not much freedorn of election in the USSR. Actually there is much more than we

think'Allcitizenshavetherighttovoteateighteenandtherep.
."r."iutio" in the higher bodies of government are much broader
425
trrur, *itt ,rs. In the"supreme sovieiof the ussR women have
WorkSoviet'
SuprgmeAll-Union
the
in
seais
as
3,000
well
,.r,r, ,,
farmers have 46 per cent of the total in the, Supreme Soviet
"rr ""a p.. ..rrt of the ^r"pr"t.rrtution in the local Soviets. After
""a--Oi
two'thirds of'the delegates are replaced' Both Party
rr.fr
"f.ition
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and non-Party people are on the ballot, but individual qualifications
are considered more important in winning a seat than Party affiliation.
In t9l6 most of the land in Turkestan was barren. Today as a
result of extensive irrigation, grapes, melons, and other fruit now grow
profusely on the previously desert land. Similarly, the life today that
one sees in the villages represents a tremendous change for the people-movies, recreational centers, stores, hospitals, crdches, schools.
The dreadful devastation of World War II has for the most part
been eliminate'd and a rich and increasingly abundant life for all
the people is evident wherever the raveler goes. What a change
since my first experience in 1916l
Certainly the Soviet people have every reason to celebrate their
Fiftieth Anniversary with pride and joy.
AFTER FIFTY

DIVD U.S. AGGEESSION TN VIETNAIAI

lIPPEAL TO TflE WONLT'
TIIE AMERICAN ESCALATION in Vietnanr has become nothing less
than genocide. This is why it is the duty of everf rnan and lyoman to
stand up in conscience against it. Ending this aggression, while insur.
ing the independene"e and liberty of the Vietnamose people, has beoome a worldwide demand.

. It is only on the following basis that a settlement can be expected:
l. The definitive and unconditional cessation of bombing and all
other acts of war against the Democratic Republic of Vietnam.
2. A genuine, durable eolution can be obtained in the South only
by the cessation of the US aggression, the unconditional, total and
permanent withdrawal of Arnerican and allied forces and their equiprnent, and the dismantling of their rnilitary bases.
3. It ie up to the Yietnamese people to settle their own afrairs, on
tho basig of independeneeo democracy, peace and neutralityo that is to
san according to the principles of the Geneva Agreements and the program of the I\LF which represente the fundamental aspirations of the
people of South Vietnam.
Tir eupport the cause of the Vietnamese people is to defend the
right of all peoplee to independence and peaee. That is why we, men
and women from many difrerent places, with many difrerent opinions
and beliefs, ,ndertake to work together and to intensify our efforts in

every country and internationally to promote more and rnore action on
an eyer-increasing scale against the American war of aggression against
Yietnam, for peace, freedom and independence for the people of Vietnam, for peace in the world, for the future of mankind.
Stockholm Conference on lletnamo July 9, 7967
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Bifty Years' Achievernent
The First Soeia,list Deonottn,g
by MAUBIffi DOBB
We are especially prioilegeil to preserrt to ourJeadBrs thts article bg Maruiln
Dobb, the ltiar:;ic,-eborcil* ana sclwlal leading etpert odside tlw Soobt
Union itself on the econony of the USSR. A frequent cgntrilytor-to.ou Pages
otser the years, le lws uritien this Grticle especially for this Fiftieth Annioersaty
lscrue.

Professor Dobb retired, this wmmet from his post of -Readar.in-Ecotwmlcs
Undoercity, uhere he_tp?rt ,rwst of his rca4lmic_lile. He -wos for
a tima VMiittg profexir ot the Sch6ol ol Econimics in Neo Delhl and, iluring
oi:titin"g leciuer ot tle School o!'Slm:onic Studies. He has been harnred
the
f-a7g uioerstties-and has leaured ln marry countries; his bool* atd

d
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Part of the-August
issue ol ilui nrUknirkrnol Marxism Today ds d.eootedTo tributes to the life and
member'of its editotial boatd. I, R. Campbeil'
lone a
a-memler'of
if Protessor
Professor Dobb, long
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acad.emlc anil- other rchieoements, declaresz

It would be entirely wrong howwer to regard him as mainly -an academic, whq sheltered behind the defenses of an ancrent university, haPPery
to have a scholar's interest in communism' On the contrary, Dobb has alCommunis! in all tho
wavs plaved a maior part, as an open
-in de&cated
years. The student
last
forty
ttre
in
Britain
strisel&
-"ior'ooiti"rl
Cambridee;tayed a part in all the major stiufgles of the period,
bo.iv
"i
strugll; oi the early 1930s, aid foi the unemployed marches,
tlre'anti-war
the ereat movernlirts against nasicism and against the FasCist danger, and
in tli'e post Second Woild War period the great strug-gle-for nuclear disarmameirt. Above all tlroughout tho period Dobb helped- to show many
students the relevance of Marxism to an understanding of the maior wents
of the time.
The oroblems of butldine socialism in the Sooi,et tlnion haoe beon orc of tla
of Piofessor dobb. He first unnt to the Souet rJnion in 1925 atd
l*i br"n ttwre'freqie*ly sirce. Among his numetus books, his first nwior u:o*
on tlw Sootet U"lin aas Russian Ecoiomic Development since 1917, pfil,islwd
in 1928. Ilis Political Economy and Capitalism, p*tmea in L937, eitoblisleil
hb rcurtotion os a maior figuri in the deoelopmetrt of Martist economic tLeory,
Other' uorks of importdnce' ire Eannomic Growth and Planning, Economic Growtb
and Underdeveloied Countries, and Argument on Socialisrn. _An u1t-to-ilde
id.ltl,* of his Sofiet Economic Developm&rt Since 1917 aas published recently
bu lnteiational Publishers, ond ronh.s- os a classic in the fiekl. His lntesf aork
iipupor on Capitalism, Development and Planning, a collec'tion of recent essays

maior stLdies

and, articles.

to Maurice Dobb mtphasize ilta he ts "a sticklq for sciet
ttfa acaracy, ott opponont of ilogmd*fi;" $d tltot lw poclsesses &ooe &, "a
Perconal tributes
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protonnil atd. ilisarmlng mode*y." Manrism Today says of Dobb eilitoriallyt
"There can rarely lwoe been one krwaing so rrutch uho proffercil hk opiniotu
uith wch humility, uho tu.as so pdbrrt with those aho coulil rwt or would, rwt
utdastond, mr so helpful anil encouroging to thase who were fi^rt beglrvnrlg.
His oork oo.s lnterndlorully rccognized. lt l@ had not been so frm in his princdplas, he atuid, certainly be rctiring ltom nwnh m.orc smiar posir:kms."

IFTY years may

seem a long enough time

for a country that

has

been building socialism to show some impressive results. Impressive indeed have been the economic achievements that the Soviet
Union has to show, as we shall see in a moment in terms of actual

details of output, employment, social composition and the like: so
much so that the country could scarcely be recognized, for the major
part, as the same country as it was in the 1920's (and as some of us
knew it then).
Yet what one has to remember, and what makes these changes even
more remarkable than might appear at first sight when measured
simply against the dme-scale, is that the country has within that half
century seen two devastating wars waged on her territory: the first of
these the civil war and war of intervention waged between l9l8 and
1920 on four or five fronts, to a large extent simultaneously, against
the armed forces of the main Western powers (Germany, France, Japan, USA) as well as the White armies, together with various bandits
and armed adventurers; the second of them the furiously destructive
and prolonged German invasion of 1941, lasting through four agonizing winters and extending to the river Volga, and leaving its trail ol
20 million dead, 25 million rendered homeless, some 2,000 towns and
70,000 villages and factories employing four million persons wholly or

partially destroyed.
Moreover, apart from the war years themselves, accounting for threequarters of a decade, we have to allow for the years of Postwar reconstruction. The whole of the first half of the decade of the 'twenties
was occupied in getting industry and agriculture restarted, restored
and working again on something like a normal scale after the destruc.
tion and chaos of civil war and famine. It took nearly the whole of
the second half of the decade of the 'forties before production was fully

restored in the devastated western part of the Soviet Union that had
been German-occupied and systematically devastated in the course o[
German retreat. Thus nearly two-fifths of the whole period since l9l7
was occupied with actual warfare or with reconstruction and recovery
from the effects of war. If we add also years, such as the later years
of the 'thirties, when rearmament was a major preoccupation of eco
nomic policy, we are left with little more than a half of the total as be'
ing completely free and available for normal, peaceful Srowth and de'
uelopment. This is something that needs to be remembered but is

commonly forgotten. It must be borne
actual achievement in proper perspecdve.

in mind if we are to

place
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Another thing that needs to be appreciated is the comParative back'
wardness-over most of the country backwardness bordering on the
primitive-of prerevolutionary Russia, from which development in a
socialist direction had to start. The amount of economic and social
development was considerable that was needed merely to lay the basis
for a start of the transition towards a socialist society, let alone lay the
basis of a developed socialist society itself.

rI\HERE have been attempts recently,

t

especially by some American

writers, to belittle this contrast between present achievement and
the prerevolutionary situation by emphasizing the pace and extent of
Russian industrial expansion at the end of the l9th century and in the
decade before the First World War. It is true that industrial growth
in the 'eighties and'nineties was guite rapid (especially the 'nineties);
and, though halted in the early years of this century and then resumed
at a slower tempo, was by no means insignificant between 1904 and
1914. Between 1885 and 1898, for example, the output of pig iron increased fourfold and doubled again between 1898 and 1914.
Most of this industrial growth, however, was either stimulated and
financed by the influx of foreign capital or was a by'product of the
railway investment of the period (e.g., the growth of the iron industry
under the impetus of demand for railway iron), especially in the con'
struction of the Trans-siberian Railway. But such industry as had
developed (chiefly iron, some engineering and textiles) remained in
l9l7 as little more than islands amid a surrounding sea of economic
backwardness. Less than 15 per cent of the population lived in towns
and less than 10 per cent of the occupied population were connected
with industry; while twice as many Pe$ons were employed in handicrafts (mainly in the village) as in factory industry. Thus over four'
fifths of the population were rural, not urban, and most of tltese were
peasant farmers, cultivating small (often diminutive) holdings in
i primitive manner, ill equipped and without adequate rotation or
minuring. With low levels of productivity it is not surprising that the
masses of the population had a standard of life lower than alniost
anywhere in Europe and in sorne regions not far above the Asiatic.
Despite the ambitious railway building of the 'eighties and 'ninedes,
railway development was low by any European standard, and other
means of communication (e.g., roads) were even more backward.
But in November 1917 (called the "October Revolution" accord'
ing to the old Tsarist calendar of the time) 11 wa9 this relatively small
faitory proletariat (a small minority but highly developed in political
consciousness) that, in alliance with the Peasant masses hungry for
land, seized political power through the Soviets and started building
the new-type Soviet State and Soviet society. November l9l7 thus be'
came an even greater landmark in the history of the 20th century
than was the storming of the Bastille of 1789 in the history of the
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l9th: even greater because it, was the first time in history that an exploited propertyless class had seized (and held) the helm of state
and in doing so sounded the knell of private ownership of the means
of production. No previous event in history had been quite like it, or
in this respect had equalled it in daring and in crucial imporrance.
FIRST SOCIALIST

OR the first few years after this revolutionary event there was a
confident expectation that this would be the beacon-light for similar events in other countries to the West. Europe at the time was warweary and sickened by the carnage of four years of World War I. Germany, in particular, and the old and efiete Austro-Hungarian Empire
were showing signs of cracking under the strain. Revolution did indeed come to Germany (as also for a brief space in Hungary) and
Workers' Councils were set up. But the revolutionary wave receded
(partly owing to the treachery of right-wing Social Democracy), and
instead of a Soviet Germany the Weimar Republic triumphed.
This receding of the revolutionary wave in the West confronted
the new rulers of Soviet Russia with the stark alternative: either socialism must be built in Russia alone, in isolation, despite the weakness of its industry and its proletarian base, or not at all-with a drift
back to capitalism as the inevitable result. In other words, this historical situation in which the first country of working class power
found itself, with the failure of proletarian revolution in Central Europe, imposed upon it the crucial and heroic decision to "build social.
ism in one country.". The decisiqn to do so was at the time, and has
remained ever since, a subject of acute controversy. Some among the
Bolsheviks themselves declared it "objectively impossible" to do so.
The fact that the decision had to be taken-that history imposed
the necessity of doing it alone*could not fail to enhance the economic
cost and the human cost of carrying through the necessary industriali-

zation (and combined with it a radical transformation of agriculture) :
a cost that was increased again by the need to do it "against the clock"
and

in

company

with a rearmament efiort in face of the gathering

war-clouds following Hitler's rise to power in Germany.
The cost was not only economic: it included certain "distortions,'f

as we can now see, which, while they are regretted, must be seen in
their historical perspective and understood. Socialism was built, however, just as Hitler-Fascism was beaten back and vanquished (at enor.
mous cost and sacrifice) . And the heritage of October l9l7 remains,
and remains stronger than before to dominate the world historical
stage of the closing third of the 20th century.

Staget

ol Sovlet

Dconomie Growth

f EAVING aside the years of war and of postwar reconstruction, the
I-/
half-century interval between l9l7 and today can be conveniently
divided into three periods. To distinguish between them is illuminat-
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ing as to what problems have been faced, what has been achieved, and

how the country and its situation have been transformed in the in'
terim.

Firstly, there was the period of the socalled New Economic Policy
of the 'iwenties, during which socialized industry (together with
finance and transport and most of wholesale trade) coexisted with individualist peasant agriculture, consisting of between 20 and 25 mil'
lion small peasant farms. The relations between socialist indusuythe "comminding heights of the economy"-and small-scale Pea$ant
agriculture was a market relationshiP; and industrial "trusts" _(1 they
wire called at rhe time) bought their requirements and sold their
products on commercial principles. Planning was in its early stages
ind was as yet neither rigorous nor complete in what it covered. It
was frankly regarded by Lenin as a "transitional mixed system-," to en'
dure for a'tirne while productive power was restored, particularly the
productive powers of indusEy, in preparation for the next stage:
'that
of actuilly building a fully socialist economy from out of this
transitional sysiem (which implied, of course, an enormous enlargement of induitry combined with a transformation of agriculture onto
some form of collective basis) .
The second half of this period witnessed thoce animated and pro'
longed debates about the way forward-how to make the further transi.
tiori to socialism in a backward country, alone amid "capitalist en'
circlement"-which on looking back on them today can be seen to have
anticipated so many of what-are now regarded as the crucial growth
problems of underdeveloped countries.
^ Secondly, there was the period of twelve years between
the
-1928,
war,
outbreak
the
of
Plan,
and
Five-Year
First
the
of
starting year
with Hitier's invasion of the Soviet Union. This was the decade (or
dozen years) o[ rapid growth and great_endeavgr in the exp-ansion of
the industrial basiJ of the economy, combined with the transformation
of agriculture onto the basis of collective and state farms. Within
the ipace of ten years alone (from 1928 to 1937)- the production of
basic'metals, fuel and power increased more than four times, thus lay.
ing the foundations of-a heavy,and machine-making industry sufficient
bo"th for rapid industrial develoPment on a broad front and also to
provide the-sinews of war production during the Second World War.
^ Simrrltaneously a whole- series of new industries was established:
motors, aircraft, aluminum and other non'ferrous metals, heavy chemicals, etc., together with the building-up o[ an armaments industry
suitable to modern mechanized warfare.
It goes without saying thar consumer goods-production (textiles,
leathei, etc.), while it grew at this period, expan-ded much mo-re slowly
than did metals and engineering and heavy industry generally. This
was also the period when whole new industrial bases in the Urals and
farther easti in western and central Siberia, $,ere established: indus.
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trial centers that were to play such a crucial role as centeni of war pro,
duction during the war years. Mushroom cities developed in these
Asian regions within the space of a few years, like Novosibirsk, formerly
a small provincial town (or overgrown village) of 5,000 which by 1939
had become a city of nearly half a million, or Stalinsk (now Novokuznetsk), the steel center which had grown from 4,000 in the early
'thirties to nearly 200,000 by the end of the decade.

ITHIRDLY,

we have the latest period (to which it is difficult to give
any simple descriptive name), subsequent to 1950, when war
wounds had been substantially healed, so far as the economy was con.
cerned, and production restored to the prewar level even in the con.

r

sumer goods industries which had been largely located in the occupied
and devastated west.
One way of describing this third period might be to say that it was
to witness, not merely a disappearance of acute wartime and postwar
shortages, btt a maturing of. Soviet economy as an industrialized so.
cialist system. One can speak of maturing in the sense that not only
all industry and trade but almost 100 per cent of agriculture was collectively owned and operated. One can speak of it also in the sense

that the main tasks of development,- in the form of "the great push"
to expand the heavy industrial base, had been achieved, and attention
could now be more largely devoted to expanding the consumer goods
sector of industry at a comparable rate and raising living standards:
using the greatly increased output capacity in steel, non-ferrous metals
and machine-making,to expand the capacity of textiles, dothing and
Iight industry generally, catering for the retail market.
One can speak of maturity again in the sense that greater attention
could now be paid (and in a sense needed to be paid) to questions of
efficiency and qualitative improvement and innovation both in products
and in technical methods. To a large extent this was a necessary consequence of the onset of labor shortage, shifting emphasis from merely
quantitative expansion (both of output and employment) to con.
tinually higher productivity (of labor and equipment).
True, the aim of "catching up and overtaking" USA productionlevels and stardards remained a task for the future, so that there could
still be no "resting on the oars"-or talk of immediate transition to
communism. But economic backwardness was now a thing of the past
and as an industrial power the USSR stood out as preemineni in
Europe.

As regards industrial management and administration, this was
also a period of growing experimentation with more decentralized
forms and increasing emphasis on the strengthening of direct market
links between industrial producing units and the consumer of their
products. (Again, this was a tendency that was most marked, and came
iarliest, in the production of consumers' goods, but it is now apparent
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in heavy industry also where the consumer is another industrial enter.
prise, using the product of the former as an input.) These changes
have culminated in the economic reforms announced in September
1965, giving greater autonomy to industrial enterprises, an emphasis
on firmer market links to adapt production to demand, and the
coupling of this with a remodeled incentive system in which bonuses

surprisingly the industrial growth rates of this third, postwar
I\IOT
r I period have been at a more modest level than in the initial dec-

depend on the financial results achieved by the enterprise.

TIIHIS new phase of greater decentralization is, in one sense' a conse'
t quence and corollary of "maturing." With the growth in complexiiy o[ the whole system, the ability to control and administer things
from the center obviously becomes rapidly less; increasingly more
decisions have to be made at lower levels, leaving the central planning
bodies and the various industrial ministries to concentrate uPon maior
decisions afiecting the main shape and structure of development and
the main relations and links between sectors and indusffies.
In another sense it is a reaction against the oaer'centralization of
the preceding period. To a large extent centralization was necessary
andlustified in the earlier (our "second") phase of development and
of rapid growth, when the main economic decisions were of a "strate'
gic" kind-and major structural changes in the economy at large needed
io be engineered and coordinated. But there can be no doubt that it
reached i stage where it rePresented a serious degree of distortion. The
habit of getting things done, and remedying anything that goes wrong,
by issuing admlnistrative orders from above, instead of using economic
instruments and inducements, can harden into a vice, and can have
the result of drying up initiative at lower levels. This to a large extent
became the case in the postwar period. At any rate, the defects of the
older system and methods, Product of the second period of which we
increasingly aPparent in the new circumstances
have spoken,
-'fifties became
and in face of the new problems of this third period.
of the
As examples of the much increased complexity of the eco.nomy, and
hence of phnning, one may quote the following sylnmary figures. By
the middie 'fifties the number of separate industrial enterPrises to be
planned for and administered had grown -to more than 200,000. The
irumber of product items included in the official list of industrial
nomenclaturi in tgOO reached 15,000; while the bodies that handle
supply and sale of the products of various industries on a wholesale
baiis irandled more rhan 10,000 items. (These figures do not even include all industrial products; and if one counted all the various lines,
styles, models, etc., as separate products, the total would, of course,
.o*" orrt many times hr[er.) At the same time, the number of indi
vidual "balances" handled by Gosplan in connection with the so-called
system of material balan,ces for produc-ts, whereby their-supply-is
matched with the demand for them, had more than doubled in the
postwar period compared with prewar.

of the prewar industrialization "drive." Nonetheless they preserved throughout the decade of the 'fifties the markedly high
figure of 10 per cent annually as the average for the decade as a whole.
At the same time there was a marked increase in agricultural output,
especially in grain and in livestock (which had reached a stagnat
ing condition in the closing years of the Stalin period).
In the first half of the 'sixties there was some slackening of the
growth rate, which so far as industry is concerned dropped to an annual figure of around eight per cent (in 1964, a poor harvest year, it
was only seven per cent) . Since 1965, however, there have been some
signs of an upturn again; 1966 showing an increase of 8.6 per cent over
the previous year and the first half of the present year registering a
10.6 per cent increase over the corresponding period of last year.
The much greater attention paid to increasing consumption in this
latest period can be seen from the following figures of comparative
output increases of the two main sectors of industry producing respectively capital goods or means of production and consumers' goods,
and officially entitled Group A and Group B. Even so, the increase
in the latter group up to 1965 lagged behind the planned targer (while
at the same time the former increased ahead of its plan). As a result plans for last year and this (as well as for the five-year period as
a whole) have stipulated a still closer approximation of the growrh
rates of the two sectors to one another.
Over the whole ten-year period from 1956 to 1965 Group A industries expanded at an average growth rate of about 10.3 per cent, Group
B by 7.5 per cent (in the second half of this period, from lg6l to
1965, the equivalent figures were 9.3 and 6.7) . In lg65 alone the
two growth rates were almost identical at 8.7 and 8.5 per cent respectively; in 1966 they were 9 per cent and 7 per cent. The new plan
for 1968 (announced October 10) provides for a growrh rate of 7.9
per cent for Group A and of 8.6 per cent for Group B.
ade
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Sgctem

can one sum up shortly the overall results of this impresive,
times stormy and heroig and quite unprecedented halfcentury of socialist development-of transforming a previously backward and semi-industrialized country into a modern one? One can
only do so in terms of summary figures of changes in social composition or occupation of her 235 million population and of output of key
products like steel and coal and oil and electricity, which are generally
regarded as quantitative indices of the level and pace of a country's
industrial development.
The urban population that formerly composed under a sixth of the
whole has risen to nearly a half. Workers and employees (i.e., wage
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and salary earners) in the national economy already P1s, tL"" !f mit'
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Transition to socialism will be much easier (at least, for many countries) after this pioneering historical breakthrough, and after the
spread of socialism and of working class power to so large an area oI

the world; also it may well be different in the future in a number ol
respects, even in sorne major respects. Mistakes,
is hoped, can be
avoided as well as lessons learned; and socialism will no longer have
to be built in isolation in one country alone.

it

But this does not mean that the "October Revoluti<in" will not
continue to strine out as an historical beaconJight for another half,
century more-and this despite all the controversy that has sur.
rounded both this event and its complex sequel. It does not mean
that the so.called "Lesson$ of October" and its sequel will not continue to be studied assiduously, not only by historians, but also by
the labor and progressive movements of five continents in their search
for enlightenment and in their strivings for human betterment and
for a new and more civilized life for the sufiering masses of mankind.

G.B.S. O]Y DD]YTN
ALTHOUGH HE WAS A MAN amoqg-other men, men of exceptional intelligence, remarkable energy and political skill some of whom- surpassed
him in one respect or another and-to whom he owed a great part of hil work
-yet he toweied in the midst of this group of emin6nt mbo as a uniquo
personalitv.
personality. I cannot explain this. I onlv
o"ly know that in England
Ensland whiro
whira
*as lcnown of him he seerned as great as in Russia ivhere much

"otlrt"g
known of him.
was

But we must not think that the importance of Lenin is a thins of the
past because Lenin is dead. We musi consider the future. Wfiat does
Lenin mean fo'r the future? Only this: If the experiment in social orsanization of which he was the leadei and which his^personalitv renres"rr# fqs fails, th9r1 oyr civilization must disappear as sd moy civiliz^ations have
disappeared before it.

We know from modern historical research that the history of those
civilizations was exactly like ours, and that having reached the point which
Western capitalist civilization has now attained,-they rapidly Segenerated
and were followed by utter chaos and the relapse of ttti huinan"race into
semi-barbarism. Time and time again humanity has trieil to round the

cape, but never with success.
But Lenin found a way to_round this cape, If his experiment is succ€ssfuI, if other countries follow his example and his teaching, if this gigantic
Communist experiment spreads over the rest of the world,-history will"enter
upon a new- era. We will not see the failure and collapse of 6ur civilization, we will not see humanity begin all over again to bivel the same road
toward the same miserable end; history will enter upotr a new era which
we cannot even imagine.
This is what Lenin means for us. If the future is as Lenin envisaged
it, we may smile and face it withou,t fear.

From an lmprom.ptu speech nade bq Georye Benuril
Shao on a oisit to Moscow, rcpo*ed in Solet Russia

Tod"y, May, L985.

The Soviet Trade fln ons
and' the Dconomie lfi,etorrn
by CIIARIJS R. ALLEN, JR.
perspective on the economic reform
which has been undergoing implementation in the Soviet Union
over the past two years may be gained through an analysis and ap
preciation of the role played by the trade unions of the USSR. It
must be understood clearly from the outset that the trade union's
role-obviously a major if not indeed the pivotal one in this new,
vital and far-ieaching development-was not delegated from out of
the blue, so to speak, by the Government or Party; but that the
unions' role has been a public, coequal and determining one in
initially conceiving, formulating and, most important, in imple'
menting "The Statute on the Socialist State Production Enterprise"
of October 4, 1965.
One may conservatively infer from the thinking and planning
which have gone into the management reform Programs that the entire development presages monumental qualitative changes in the
Soviet economy, indeed in Soviet life itself. After what General
Secretary Brezhnev has characterized as "twenty years of wasted and
lost time" (when the USSR suffered the ravages of World War II
and the Cold War up to the early 1960's), the Soviet IJnion, aPparently, is about to enter on a new and qualitatively different plane
of development, unlike anything which has gone before. It is quite
obvious fiom the increased powers and concerns of the trade unions
that the economy and the society are evidently about to shift gears;
that such once visionary notions as mass, extensive automation of
basic industry and the wholesale application of precisely controlled
cybernetics are to be introduced on a far-ranging and intense scale;
tirat in this exciting process, entirely novel concepts of labor and
work will be advanced, tested, found wanting or sound, discarded,
adopted, modified, used.
indeed it becomes manifestly clear that a climacteric of some kind
has been reached. Aside from the doctrinal proclamations of official
sources, the evidence is persuasive that a qualitatively novel stage in
the transition from an established socialist economy and state has been
aifiieved in the USSR; and that rather than mere economic reforms, we
are dealing with nothing les than a key step on the long road toward

[)ERHAPS the most realistic
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Crl]rnr.ss R. Ar-r.rw, Jn,, has had two of his published works translated and issued

in the

Soviet Unioir

in this 50th Anniversary Year.

Progress Publishers has

issued Heusinger of the Fot^trth Reich and Proffzdat recently imprinted lourney to
tlw Sooiet Tril.e tlnions, both in Russian. He is presently completing a large work
on the Soviet working people based upon his umque trips throughout the USSR.
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the conscious, formal establishment of a communis[ society
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Such an inference is inevitable once one considers the role which
the Soviet trade unions have already undertaken; particularly, when
one starts from the premise of the strengthening of more individual
initiative and responsibility in the running of local enterprises, factories, plants and offices where total worker participation in the
management processes has already been markedly increased.
In the first place, it is necessary to point out that starting in the
fall of 1962, the Soviet trade unions-along with Party and government bodies as well as other organizations-participated fully and
equally in the discussions, conferences, debates and considerations
which culminated in the October 4th Statute. The trade union's
participation has, quite naturally, increased in scope and importance
as the reforms proceed. At the 9th Plenum of the All-Union Central Council of Trade Unions of the USSR, the debates "emphasized that under present conditions Lenin's instructions concerning
the tasks and the role of the trade unions in communist construction are of particularly vital importance (Trud., May 4, 1966). The
AUCCTU noted that its "supreme task" was to "mobilize all forces
and the creative energy of factory and office workers . . . in working
out and implementing the measures for introducing new conditions
of economic management at industrial enterprises and explain to
tJ:e broad masses . . . the significance of this matter."
At first, admittedly, the reception given the new proposals was
distinctly "cool." Praada, for July 5, 1967 reported: "Although this
is a thing of the past, one cannot but recall the very cool attitude
to the economic reform taken in the early stages even by the managing directors of our leading [instrument] works who doubted
whether, in view of the advances already made, it was worth the risk
of taking a new line."
Figures alone tell of the enthusiasrn which developed relatively
rapidly, however, because of the massive debates, discussions, pro.
grams and considerations carried out by 80 million trade unionists
now comprising the USSR labor movement. Writing in the American
quarterly Foreign Afiai,rs for October 1967, Soviet guesr conrributor
Prof. Yevsei Liberman, economist of Kharkov University and generally credited as the principal exponent of the economic reforms,
stated that from 704 enterprises employing more than two million
workers (about l0 per cent of the industrial work force) who
switched over [o the new programs in 1966, there was at the time of
writing a total of more than 2,200 individual light-industry mills and
steel plants presently operating under the new, more flexible and individualized program. The full potential of the change-over has still
to be felt, Prof. Liberman reported, yet plant profits, sales and productivity now show dramatic gains.
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When the Soviets announced the new program, Western critics
predictably responded-along with the honsense about a "return to
capitalism"-with the glib assertion that management now could fire
workers. "at will" with no lestraints from the trade unions.
Of course nothing of the sort obtains regarding either firing o,r
hiring. The abysmal ignorance behind such statements is shown in
the simple fact that the very first decree of the revolutionary Bolsheviks in l9l7 provided that no worker could be fired except with the
approval of the trade unions. For any society to rescind such a cardinal law would be suicidal. Even the official publication of the
US Department of Labor, Monthly Labor Reaiew, in a fascinating
article by Edmund Nash in its June 1966 issue, stated that not only
has worker participation in the total economic, social and cultural
affairs of the Soviet enterprise increased but so have worker pr<>
tections along with the expansion of management initiatives. Mr.
Nastr observed, in passing, that while management "in cooperation with the trade unions" may approach the use and allocation of
labor more flexibly within the single enterprise, "a worker may be
dismissed, however, only if the trade union consents."
In an interview I recently had with t}:re Trud correspondent in
America, Mr, G. Guevorgyan, it was pointed out to me that in addition to the former safeguards against firing which have been maintained, management must secure trade union approval for any dis.
missal only aftet three successive reprimands have been approved
by the enterprise's ffade union committee under the terms of the
new management program.
"The workers' participation and responsibilities have not only increased," said Mr. Guevorgyan, "but so have his protections."
In the article by Edmund Nash, it was noted that the long-established trade union rights, covered by labor law and the collective
agreements, are firmly established within the context of the new
situation. The trade union still establishes local work rules, organizes
production competitions, ("socialist competition" and "emulation")
allocates housing and runs production conferences. It maintains
as always strict check over the polytechnical schools and training
courses of the enterprise. The union is wholly responsible for administering all social insurance funds under which the workers receive
free medical care through clinics and hospitals and free or reduced
rates in sanitariums and prophylaxis or rest homes, and a wide range
of social insurance payments and pensions. It administers the cul.
tural and sports programs of the enterprise. In addition, the union
controls, jointly with management, the distribution of the three factory funds that have been established under the economic reform.
The only difierence is that today the individual enterprise assumes
greatly expanded initiative and responsibilities based upon local responsibilities and consumer demands, pegged to the national plans.

UNIONS
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'.'The new statute," wrote Mr. Nash, "gives the enterprise the
right to prepare, with the broad participation ol its worherg its own
long.term (5-year) and annual plans relating to production, capital
investment, and worker welfare." (Emphasis added.) Imagini, if
y,ou will, the 10,000 electrical workers in Philadelphii Westinghouse
doing such a thing for the next five years. In the Soviet Union the
individual enterprise under the aegis of management (managers
are members of the unions) and the trade union now enters into
additional contracts with other enterprises and organizations outside
of the minimal program laid down from the new ministries.
One intended efiect of the economic reform will be to reduce
the bottleneck on spare parts and new equipment which has constantly bedeviled the Soviet economy. Mr. Guevorgyan of. Trud,
laughingly told me: "It's not like what it was the last time you were
in the USSR. A manager now can't use Gosplan as an excuse for
not getting spare parts. The workers yell: 'Dammit, we want to make
more wages, higher productionl Go to any supplier and get ttrose
partst'"
While the announcement of the 5-day week will no doubt be one
of the high points of the 50th Anniversary celebrations, it must be
remembered that this represents not only a special triumph of the
USSR trade unions but-under the new reforms-the trade unions
will, in conjunction with management, administer the whole progmm
of the change-over. Already the AUCCTU has indicated it will conduct a special drive against "needless overtime" upon adoption of
the 5-day week. Shorter hours, the AUCCTU has declared, represent
additional time for the development of "communist man"-again
another certain sign of the conscious drive toward formal communi$n.
There are other new and intriguing changes.- "The mterprise
is to determine its own organizational structure and, numbw of workers (includ.ing their training) . . ." on the basis of local needs, Mr.
Nash wrote in the Monthly Labor Review article already mentioned.
"For the first time, the mterprise is permitted to specify whether a
worker is to be paid according to time rate, piece rate or job rate. The
enterprise will also determine its own system-again based on (precedent) models-of wage and salary rates, premiums and bonuses. The
premiums and bonuses will be paid both when the production plan
is fulfilled and when profits are made. In order to increase the efiiciency of worhers, the enterprise is to see to it that for euery increase
in labor productiaity there will be a corresponding increase in average wage payments," (Emphasis added.)
I have stressed these points because they do indeed represent a
substantial expansion of workers' rights in these vital areas. Befo,re
the October 4th Statute, the trade unions perforce operated within
the limits of cenrally determined plans on industry-allocated wage
SOYIET TRADE
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favored crops against their better judgment. Each farm would con-
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Stage in Agrieu,ltu,re
by LEMENT HARRIS

fILJTNTIL 'IHE

end of the Khrushchev regime, agriculture was the
most baffiing sector of the Soviet economy. Industry had made
consistent srides, making the Soviet Union second only to the United
States in total production. There was irony'in the situation, because
Khrushchev was deeply concerned with agriculture and tried all
kinds of administrative and other actions to remedy matters.
His enthusiasm for corn went awry because it overlooked the
climatic differences between the Ukraine and Iowa. One major campaign did pay off; the plowing up of millions of acres of the virgin
lands of Kazakhstan increased the grain harvest by many millions
oI acres each year. But the total harvests each year fell far below
the planned increases.
In 1965, the new regime o[ Brezhnev and Kosygin called into
session the Twenty-Third Congress of the Communist Party to debate
the farm problem. Three major points were agreed upon:
1) Agriculture was languishing for lack of capital investment.
It was decided to step up greatly the production of tractors, combine
harvesters, trucks, and all implements. Also the chemical industry
was called upon to increase the manufacture of fertilizers, pesticides
and herbicides. Irrigation projects were also to be vastly expanded.
2) Collective farmers were to be given bigger incentives for
higher production. One incentive was the decision for the state to
pay 50 per cent higher prices for all deliveries above a farm's plan.
Another important step was the announcement that during the five
year period 1965-1970 the delivery quotas for each farm would not
be changed. This removed the prevalent fear that if a collective farm
overfulfilled its plan and made good money because of the 50 per cent
bonus ofier, the following year the farm would find its quota increased.
Also it was agreed that all collective farms should pay their
members a minimum monthly wage each month, replacing the old
system of distributing a year's income after the harvest. Local branches
of the State Bank were instructed to make loans where necessary to
collective farms to enable them to meet their payrolls.
3) It was agreed to limit strictly the degree of supervision of
central and regional organs over the management decisions of each
farm. No more were farm directors to be pressured into planting
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HARHs, a specialist in agriculhral economics, wriies frequently for NWR
on agriculhral developments in the socialist countries.
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tinue to submit its crop and rotation plan to regional authoritiesbut the crop plan would originate locally.
Of course this third point did not mean a return to anything
like laissez-faire. The cential organs still control the general plannin[
of agricultural production; however, the method of control is no
lo1ger by issuing decrees concerning what crops to plant, but by
fixing prices for farm commodities. Such commodity piice levels are
published in advance of sowing and of course influenie the decisions
of directors. Naturally, collective farm directors select those crops
most adapted to local conditions and most profitable to specific farms.

Another area

of

concern

to the Twenty-Third Party

Congress

was that the cost of operating the system of state farms (soukiozi)
ran consistently higher than the income from deliveries. The need
to subsidize the state farms was no small item in the national budget
since the state farms operate 47 pet cent of the nation's sown area.
Collective farms (holkhozi) operate 50 per cent, and the remaining
3 per cent are individual peasant plots and gardens around citiei.
The attitude under Stalin, and continued by Khrushchev, had
been that state enterprises, both indusuial and agricultural, were
required by the socialist economy and therefore profit or loss in

In the earlier years of building
no other choice. Steel mills had to be built,

these,enterprises was not important.

socialism, there was

farm equipment_ industry started from scratch, etc. The Soviet people
tightened their belts, lived modestly, and built a powerful ec6no*y
which withstood the mechanized attack of Hirler's blitzkrieg. Not
only was heavy industry able to meet the war demands, but the
whole collective and state farm system by incredible exertion kept
the armed forces well fed throughout the war.
But under postwar conditions it became evident that extensive
waste was occurring. With more emphasis on higher living standards,
improved cultural facilities, shorter work hours and higher wage$,
it -was becoming evident that extensive waste in industry and agriculture
was slowing down these improvements for which everyone
hungered. Thele was no thought of reducing other heavy drains
on the national budget, such as national defense, aid to underdevelop_ed
and other socialist countries, the space program,
-countries
etc. All these
served a purpose, but it was time to refbrm the
internal economy.
To this end, it was announced this year that as a starter 390 of
the 12,200 state farms would be subject to srrict cost accounting
as a detailed check on their ffue cost of operation. The aim is thai
each of these farms show a profit for the year's operation.
It is hoped that this will put an end to a number of wasreful
practices which the Soviet press has frequently reported. One common
practice was the ordering of new machinery when an adequate

ilWr. FAtt tt6'
supply of used machinery was on hand. Another was the practice
of pirating spare parts from new machines rather than organizing
an adequate supply of spare parts. Still another was t}re old practice
of awarding state farm directors vith bonuses for shipping more
than a certain amount of grain to the state. This often led to a bad
rotation plan under which every last hectare (one hectare = 2,47
acres) would be put into grain instead of using a fallow system which
over the long run would produce more grain. The directors under
the bonus system were frequently motivated to make a big showing
one ye:rr, not worrying about subsequent seasons.
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RESULT of these basic reforms has been immediate and
i-pr.rriue. The crop of 1966, in spite of only moderately favorable
weather, was the largest on record. The all-important grain crop
(wheat, rye, barley) was 6rf billion bushels. The best previous crop
was 51/2 billion bushels in 1964.r
Other major crops did well; some of them also broke previous

I

Soviet records: Cotton was the largest croP on record, as were milk,
meat and eggs; potatoes were the fourth largest on record; sugar.
beets were the second largest.

There is every reason to anticipate that with the continued
pouring in of capital investments, rising incentives and the cutting
down of waste, Soviet agriculture can easily meet its current five-year
plan of a general rise in productivity of 25 per cent.
Always fascinating are the progress papers issued by Soviet engineers and scientists in the field of agriculture. For example, P.
Kolomiitsev, writing in Kommunist, No. 4, 1967, complained
that tractor plows manufactured in different plants did not have
interchangeable parts. Both were five furrow plows, but why, he
complained, should they have difierent frames, wheels? Though
the two factories are far apart, one in Central Asia and the other
in Odessa on the Black Sea, they should agree on a common design.
Kolomiitsev reports that the farm implement industry is now
producing about 450 types of machines, 120 more are in the develop
ment stage, and many more in the early experimental stage. The
agreed objective is to mechanize as fully as possible every tyPe
of crop.
A great amount of study is being directed to the field of irrigation
with the intent of extending it beyond parched areas to more humid
areas where a guaranteed water supply can insure a bumper crop
every year. High power sprayers are coming into common use. Most
promising, too, are experiments with subsoil irrigating devices. Some
are hooked up with subsoil cultivators, so water can be injected at
the root level. Since but a small amount of water is needed compared
with surface irrigating, it is possible to insert plant nutrients into
--iVn*t
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the tank and thus stimulate rapid growth. At the Moldavian Research Institute this method tripled the production of tomatoes
Per acre.
Interesting work is reported in the area of new types of fertilizers.
_
Recognizing that most of the nutrient values of ordinary fertilizers
are dissolved, washed away and never become available to plant roots,
the Byelorussian Academy of Sciences has developed a porous resin
containing all necessary plant nutrients. This materiil does not
dissolve or release its nutrients except under the effect of mild
carbonic acid which plant roots exude. So there is an exchange,
ion for ion, between the roots and this substance, whence it deriies
its name, ionites. With no other fertilizers added, plain soils and
sufficient moisture have produced cabbages six times the normal
weight per square meter. Laboratory analysis of the food value of
these cabbages showed no deviation fiom standard in lignine, cellulose,
sugars

In

or vitamins.

the field of genetics, a marked turn for the better is evident.
With the termination of the dominating influence of Lysenko, Western
progress in this field has been absorbed and is playing its role in
plant and animal selection. For example, much- is being done in
the area of inducing mutations by.radiation and chemiial means.
The soviet union is just one of many countries where geneticists
are working intensively- on developing a hybrid whear wi-th excep.
tional productive gualities, as has been accomplished with corn.

NATURAL concomitant of a more scientific, more mechani2ed,
morg- productive agriculture is a marked rise in living standards
and conditions in the countryside. Just fifty years ago, peasants under

r]

the Tsar existed with-practically no cash income; abouf three-quarters
oJ their meager earnings went for taxes and imposts. At thit time,
the peasantry made up about 82 per cent of the population.
The contrast with today is enormous. To begin with, the Soviet
union has become an urban nation: only 46 per cent.rural in 1g66.
(The United States in-I960 was 48 per cent rural.) Beginning with
the death of stalin, collective farmers' incomes, which had reriained
at low levels, began a steady rise. By 1966, their wages went up three
times, and then in lg66 they went up another 16 per cent. In addition,-peasants- have the-products- and income from their private plots,
which adds about another one-third to their earnings.
Unlike the experience of workers in the USA, tLe rise in real income has been greater than the rise in wages. This has come about
in a number of ways:
First, taxes have been kept low, being some three per cent of collective farmers' income.
- Second, retail-prices for industrial goods on sale in the village have
been reduced. Since January l, 1966, all goods are sold in the country-
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in the cities. This has meant a jump in total
retail sales in villages from 9 billion in 1950, to 19 billion in 1960, to
24 billion in 1965. Today, village sales account for 15 per cent of the
refrigerators; 25 per cent of the TV's; 30 per cent of the radios and
side at the same price as

radiolas; 40 per cent of the sewing machines; and 50 per cent of motorcycles and bicycles. These figures do not include purchases by farmers
when they come to the cities.
Ttrird, in addition to their incomes, the collective farmers as a
whole have been greatly benefited by the public consumption funds
allocated by the state for improved living conditions. These funds
have been and witl continue to be of increasing importance as the Soviet economy advances toward communism. Today a disproportionate
share of these funds is allocated to benefit the rural population as a
planned measure to bridge the cultural and social gap that used to
exist between the city and country. Of over five billion rubles allotted
to the farm population, more than one-third goes for supplementary
education and training in new skills and disciplines. Illiteracy among
the peasanry has been completely wiped out, as shown by the 1959

national

census.

Farmers' income is thus rising more rapidly than that of city work-

accord with the planned objective of bringing the
living standards of dwellers of town and country closer together, con'
sidered one of the prerequisites of the transition from a socialist to
a communist society. It is expected that real income for the popula'
tion as a whole will increase 30 per cent by 1970. Because of the more
rapid growth of farmers' incomes, rated today- as Jour-fifths the in'
.o*es of city workers, by 1970 farmers' incomes should closely approximate city incomes.*

ers. This is in
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and orevious figures on income are lrom an article by N. Lagutio, io thc loutnal
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GOOI' EARVEST PROSPE'C.rS
Niholay Bai.bakoa, a deputy premier and
chai,rman of the State Planning Commission, told the October 10 session of the
USSR Supreme Soviet that good haraest
results were expected, this year. He declared:
" Despite unfauorable weather conditions
in a number of areas ol the country in 1967'
the total uolume of agri.cultural production
is expected to be on the leael of 1966,
whi,ch i,s hnown to haue been a year of
record haraest."
The record grain haraest of 1966 was
171,000,000 tons anil records were set in
other produ,cts.

Sooiet l)ernoerucy Dxpo,ruds
6y WILTIAM J. POMEROY

ATE last year, I visited the "Bolshevik" sovkhoz, rreat the town
Serpukhov, south of Moscow. My host was the farm,s Communist Party secretary, a blond, personable young man who had
quite recently been the head of the local Komsomol (young Co nmunist League) organization. IIe was also a member of the-SovietIndonesian Friendship Society, and I had been invited to the state
farm after being introduced to him by a mutual friend, a Russian
colleague engaged in Asian studies. There was, therefore, a certain

r.l of

informality in the visit.
In addition to the farm's 8,500 acres of vegetable crops, it had a
dairy sizeable enough to have modern mechanized milking techniques. While we were touring the milking sheds, one of the workers called the_ Party secretary to one"side and there was a long animated discussion. When he rejoined me, he explained the caise of
the interruption.
Partg Tutelage BielnS Dlimlnoteil

66!fiHAT man," he said, "feels that he has not been given a job
r ro match his qualifications, and he waited until he had the
chance to bring the matter to me. It is actually not my immediate
concern, but should have been taken up with the dairy administrative
unit, and I was trying to make him understand that that is what he

should do.
"You ought to know that this is a problem we are still in the
process of overcoming. At the 23rd Party Congress a lot of attention
was given to broadening democratic participation in all the affairs
of our counffy. On this farm, for example, for a long time it was
the custom for everything to be brought to the Party organization.
Elected administrators, and the unions as well, would be bypassed.
We have been trying to change this. There is a new chairmah here
in the dairy section. He is a trained technician who knows his job
(Tum to page 98)
Wu-r-nrvr J. Porwrnov served ten years of a life sentence in the philippines for
his activities with the Huk guerrilla movement there. He is the authbi of The
Forest, a book about his life with t-he Huks, and is worlcing on a full-lensth studv
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I{ow beautiful is the number 50! I{ow
Iovely it is to write the figure I - 9 - 6 - 7.
How much history, toil, hardship and sac-

rifice they contain. FIow much of the
magnfficent achievement
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up and said: ttEaough! No more!" An
id,ea-a liberating forc+tahing man on
a manrelous journey to a new life. Today

we celebrate the USSR and its

great

achievements. Today we are singing of
tomorrowt
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and knows how to allocate labor. I was telling this man that his
problem should be taken up with the dairy chairman. After all this
time they still want to bring their problems to the Party. Of course
I can't ignore them, but I'm trying to change these habits."
This episode led me to go over the proceedings of the 23rd Congress of the CPSU, held in March-April, 1966. In the report of
Leonid Brezhnev, CPSU General Secretary, there is a section that
has relevance to the milk-shed problem.
"The Party," said Brezhnev, "sees its duty in strengthening ties
with the masses, developing socialist democracy, and improving the
work of state and mass organizations. . . . The improvement of the
work of the Soviets must be based on their further democratization.
. local Soviets must be given a larger measure of independence
in dealing with economic, financial and land questions, in guiding
local industrial establishments, in providing services and entertainments for the people. . . Party bodies must completely eliminate
petty tutelage of the government bodies and the practice of overriding them, which begets irresponsibility and inertness on the part
of the officials." (And, it could be added, inertness on the part of
the people.)
These recommendations, later embodied in Congress resolutions,
did not really introduce any new trend in the Soviet Union but had to
do with pushing further the proces set in motion over a decade
previously with the de-Stalinization policy. The way in which this
process has worked out is one of the most impressive aspects of a
mature socialist country celebrating its 50th anniversary.

rI'tO THE Soviet people, de-Stalinization has been a question of
r the restoration of socialist legality, i.e., restoring the functioning
of the democratic rights and processes that exist and have always existed in the laws of the Soviet state. In addition, the Soviet people
have been much concerned over the moral aspects of the excesses that
took place during the period of the personality cult of Stalin with
its extreme centralization of authority.
Stalinism was possible, and has even been described by some as
a necessary means of mobilizing the energies of the people, in a
period when the socialist state was insecure, when it was in the
midst of critical stages in its development, or when it was threatened by grave dangers to its existence. Once these conditions were
overcome, however, the continuation of extreme authoritarianism
could only hold back the energies of the people.
The incident that I encountered on the "Bolshevik" sovkhoz was
only a small instance of the working out of this process, which is going on everywhere,in Soviet society. While the Western Press was
focusing attention on changes in the presidium of the CPSU, which
were interpreted as "power struggles," far-reaching developments were
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going on at all levels of the state structure. One of the first of these
was the reinvigoration of the Soviets, which had sufiered an overriding neglect in the Stalin years. Since this process was described
in detail by NWR editor Jessica Smith, in a series of articles running from January through July, 1967, I shall deal with non-governmental forms of the expansion of democracy, which were to me
even more fascinating.
SOYIET

Yolunteer Worlc ol Peolfle Growlng
ECENT years have seen a great emphasis on the participation of
large numbers of people in voluntary work connected with state
functions. One fo m that this takes is the "volunteer people's militia,"
known as "druzhina." In 1959 the Supreme Soviet adopted a decision
"On the Participation of the Working People in the Maintenance
of Law and Order," which encouraged the setting up of such bodies.
The "volunteer people's militia" can now be found everywhere,
identifiable by the red arm band they wear, bearing the word "Druzhinnik."
In Moscow I visited the headquarters of one of these volunteer
units, in the Kuibyshev district in the northwesr part of the city.
Four people were in the headquarters," in the early evening, on duty
to supervise patrols that went in pairs to the railroad stations, to
nearby Sokolniki Park, to the shopping centers, and along neighborhood streets. One of those on duty was a woman worker who was the
Party secretary in a local candy factory, another was a middle-aged
man who was an engineer in a metalworking plant, a third was
elderly and retired on pension, and the fourth a young member of
t}te Komsomol.
"Our work is independent of the regular militia," the elderly
man told me, "but we cooperate with them. What we do is to keep
an eye on people's behavior, especially in public places and in the
sffeets. We try to intercept anyone who might be offensive to
others. Such ofienses might be very small in your opinion, like cursing or insulting someone in the street, or being drunk and disorderly, or not paying the fare on a bus fon Moscow buses people
buy their own tickets on the honor system], but we can also intercept
criminal acts, and sometimes prevent them. Actually we do not have
the right of arrest, but we can escort offenders to the militia or report
them, we do have the right to ask to see identification papers, and
to reason with them about bad behavior. In the latter case our role
is educational. We find that in most cases our mere accosting of
offenders has a beneficial result."
The woman worker from the candy factory explained another
feature of the volunteer work: "In all factories we also have our volunteer r"rnits. They watch out for cases of drunkenness or for
quarrels that might endanger machinery and other equipment. When
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there are workers' social afiairs the "druzhini" are there to observe
behavior. This is not done conspicuously; we are also workers who
go to social affairs to enjoy ourselves. It is just that we take that extra
responsibility in case of misbehavior that interfere$ with the enjoyment of others. Ofienders of any kind are reported to the trade
union and if the case is serious enough a comradely court might be
held to establish guilt or fault and to recommend some kind of educational supervision to correct the misbehavior before it can develop
into a harmful attitude."
It must be mentioned that the question of leisure and spare time
is a very important factor in the evolvement of voluntary activity
in the functions of democracy. An eftort is being made to draw
pensioners (there were 32 million in 1966), who very often lose
regular contact with the trade union, Party, sports or other organi'
zations to which they belonged in their most active years, into vol'
untary community work or auxiliary roles in the Soviets.
TUNCTIONS once centrally handled by government agencies are

being increasingly turned over to public (or mass) organizations for administration. Among the activities and institutions affected so far are sports, health resorts, cinemas, libraries, educational establishments. Trade unions and cooperatives have taken
over many functions that have to do with labor relations and wage
questions (managers of enterprises, for instance, can now be fined
by trade union inspectors for violating labor laws).
The operation of "comradely courts" in factories, in big housing
units and in neighborhoods has put part of the Process of justice in
the hands of the people and acts as a deterrent to serious misbehavior.
Many people felt that the ening writers, Sinyavsky and Daniel,.should
have been tried in such a court rather than in the regular courts.
"Comradely courts" are extra-judicial bodies of an essentially
voluntary character that play a disciplinary and educational role rather
than a penalizing one. They handle cases involving rather minor acts
of social disorder. In neighborhoods they could be concerned with
quarrelsomeness, abusiveness, drunkenness or acts of petty destructiveness, while in factories questions of work discipline and responsi'
bility are likely to be refered to such "courts." In the first week of
December, 1966, while I was in Moscow, the Supreme Court of the
USSR held a plenary session to discuss the implementation of measures
adopted by the Supreme Soviet to eradicate crime. As lzaestia teporied, it drew attention to "the underestimation by some judges of
the role of the public in re-educating and correcting the persons who
had committed small crimes." This was a criticism of the judiciary
for not giving enough encouragement or cooPeration to such bodies
as the "comradely courts," and judges were told "to devote more
attention to the work of preventing crimes, to extending contacts
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with public organizations, with the heads and

employees of,-enter'
prises, construction projects, establishments, state farms and collective

farms."

Iroda Utrton rrnlltTo,tlae lncreased
A considerable extent, the same principle of expanding democrac] has played a Part in the economic reform p"li.y initiated
on a large scale in 1966, one of the main leatures of which is to
leave muih o[ the responsibility for planning and production with
the individual enterprise, with the measure of its efficiency determined by its own profitability. The previous highly centralized
system of planning and of production quotas for factories and farms
below.
had a long-run effect of stifling initiative from
'the
factories that I visited,
The impression I gained in several of
where ther economic reform policies were in operation, is that the
material incentive factor, in which the workers share out profits in
the form of bonuses, is intimately linked with collective participa'
tion in management. With enterprises now able to retain a large
share of profits, bonuses are determined within the enterprise, and

!

workers more than ever can feel a personal stake in improving techniques, output and quality in the whole plant. IIere, more than ever,
the- interesis of the individual and of the collective have become
interdependent.
In ihe main, it is through the trade union in a plant that incentives and worker participation are increased. It is the trade union that
negotiates with the plant management on the extent of the incentivis and bonus funds that are to be taken out of the enterprise's

profits. Individual worker initiative may

bri_ng the_

introduction of

iechnological improvements, but most often the trade union sets uP
committJes on tde shop floor to look into suggestions on labor'saving

or raw material-saving methods.
The economic reform has brought a considerable increase in this
type of activity. One of the features of the reform is that plan-t
piofit is dependent on the quantity of the ptoduct actu.ally sold.
Thir hus griatly augmented interest not only in th9 quality of the
article produced but in the ta$tes and demands of its consumels.
Trade union committees and workers in general now have a much
greater range of concern in the whole production-distribution-process.
thit ir exircised through the permanent production conferences,
whose decisions are obligatory on management, and through an increasing number of shop meetings. -Contrary to- reP-orts in the
Americin press, there is no change in the previous-law that managem"rt ."rrrrot fire any individual worker or curtail the number of
workers without rade union consent, and the workers can get the
,.boss" fired as on occasion happens. workers, now benefiting directly
from their own productivity, are likely to be impatient with bureau'
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catic and inefficient leaders and to make their dissatisfaction felt.
These various aspects of increasing mass participation in the

affairs of governmeni and of enterpriies are &upled with an enlarged freedom of criticism and of expressing opinion. On September 17, 1967 the Central Committee of the CPSU, for example, issued
a directive that all institutions and newspapers must give the closest
attention to letters of criticism, of protest and of appeal received from
the public. Organizations, it was stated, must regard such letters as one
of the most important features of their work, and all must be dealt
with or answered within one month. T}:.e London Times, in commenting on this (September 18, 1967), said: "Political developments
over the past decade have removed people's fears about expressing
themselves and the flow of letters has increased enormously." Stern
measures, declared the directive, would be taken against anyone who
did not give close and prompt attention to letters received.

Upsurge

of f'reedom of

DxpressTon

A PARALLEL phenomenon to the transformation of political and
f,a
economic democracy is, of course, the upsurge of freedom of
expression in the arts, among writers, dramatists, painters, cinema
to the point where
one would have the impression that intellectuals of this kind were
alone and in the vanguard of bringing change. They have, in fact,
been stimulated by the broadening of democracy and by the enhancement of people's rights going on around them.
. . This emerged in a fascinating talk that I had with Rimma Kazakova, who ranks with Bella Akhmadulina as a woman poet, and
who became popular in the outburst of expression that has occurred
in the past decade. (See NWR, October and November 1966, for
ffanslations of Rimma Kazakova's poems.)
"It would be easy for me to say that our poetry is popular because we are talented and because our people are emotional and
readily respond to poetry," she said, "but I will try to be analytical
and unemotional. The 20th Congress played a tremendous role
in this. It made intellectual life much healthier, in every possible
\respect. The younger poets especially were not afraid of telling the
'truth, and after the 20th Congress they took upon themselves the task
of doing so.
"Foi us it was an exciting time of innovation. We inscribed on
our banner fresh, sharp words. In my own experience it was only
after I helped lift the banner that I realized that our banner did not
belong to us alone. People were coming to poetry recitations expecting to hear something new and sincere. 'We were writing what
they already wanted to hear, and if it was in talented form it was
received all the more enthusiastically'"
The experience of poets like Rimma Kazakova has been shared
makers. Abroad, this has received most attention,
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critics. At the editorial office of

Yunost
magazine, the editor, Boris Polevoi, who gives great encourag,ement
to fo.rrrg writers who have something new and fresh to say, acknowl'
edged tliat the existence and vigor of the magazine can be traced to
the spirit unleashed by the 20th Congress and its aftermath.

by

novelists, dramatists,

This growth of what can be termed cultural democracy is not
what is in the air of the society. It must be
nourished merely by
'tremendous
emphasis on education, on the availassociated with the
ability of the printed word, and on general access to cultural oPPor:

tunities. fn iU societies it is axiomatic that education and broad
cultural opportunities are avenues to freedom and especially to liberated mina]. In the past decade in the Soviet Union these have been

enormously accentuated.
Figures on higher education alone indicate this. In 1959 there
*.r" I,150,000 stridents enrolled in higher schools. By 1965 this had
increased to 3,830,000. At the end of the current Five-Year Plan enrollment is to go up to 5,000,000.
The pubtJation of printed materials has gone,uP at a much
faster ra;e, as chronic Soviet paper shortages are being gradually
overcome. Friends in Moscow took a delight in showing me the
number of periodicals they now subscribe to. Until two years ago,
paper shortiges limited each person to only one- newspaper and one
magazine suSscription annually. These restrictions have now been
liftEd, and ot e .it subscribe to any number of periodicals. One of
the results of this has been a competitiveness among periodicals and
a consequent improvement in quality of appearance- and of contents.
Finaily, there deserves to be mentioned a unique Society that
contributes much to a fermentation of ideas and discussion. This
is.the All-union .,Znanie" (or Knowledge) society, originally set uP
through the Academy of Sciences in 1947 to disseminate political and
scientific knowledge.' This has been broadened to cover all aspects
of culture and of- social relationships. Most of "Znanie's" activity
is the giving of lectures, by specialists and people _prominent in
their fie"lds, Ind also in handling regular courses for "People's IJni'
versities,' for adults. In 1966 alone "Znanie" delivered 15,500,0'00
F.d r
lectures to audiences totalling 775 million men and women'
Statistics like these, wtriih can be quoted almost endlessly, are .*
the indispensable corollary to the numbers involved in administra'
tive and productive pro.esies. It is the society that is in motion, not
merely a force within the societY.
W'e are happy to reproduce the beauUful poster by Anton Refregier,
"The Hand of i6ni"" piepared in honor of the -Fiftieth Anniversary- The
,"oster is in ffve colors] h^and printed by the silk screen Process 26x20,
'anil is available through the National Council of American-Soviet Friendrnp iiSo rifth Aveiue, Nerr York city, N.Y. 10010) at $2'00 each'

ft lrid La,st !
6y SC0IT NEARING
RUSSIA'S fiftieth birthday is a triumphal event for those

QOVIET
u
of us who have watched this momentous experiment from its

brainchild stage in 1916 through its many twists, turns and zig-zags,
to its present post of eminence as one of the two top-ranking world
Powers.
In 1916 Tsarist Russia was

politically, technically and economically

with the half-dozen other Great Powers of
that day. On November 7, 1917, this huge land, with the third
largest population among the nations, broke away from the war.
waging pattern of its fellow capitalist nations and empires, and
backward by comparison

began following the road to socialism.

At that time I was still tolerated in the USA academic family and
could therefore listen in on the family conversations. Among the
issues debated in academic circles, the new Bolshevik Government
quickly moved into first place. One question was before the academic
6ouse:-Is this a fly-by-ni[ht afiair, oi will the Lenin-Trotsky experiment survive? Generally speaking, the discussion was short. The
answer was brief: "It can't lasL"
There was a story going the rounds at the time of the Versailles
Peace Conference in 1919. Otto H. Kahn of the banking firm of Kuhn,
Loeb and Company was in his Paris office along about noon, about
to take ofi for a luncheon appointment, when his secretary stopped
him: "Excuse me, Mr. Kahn," said the secreta]ry, "but if you will
wait twenty minutes I think that I will be able to give you the details
of the complete overthrow of the Rusian Bolshevik Government." If
Mr. Kahn had followed his secretary's advice he would have missed
lunch and some other meals.
-A decade later, in 1927,I spent several days in Harbin, Manchuria,
wiiting for a "hard" reseivation on the eight-day Trans-siberian Express. My destination was Moscow. At the time, Harbin, like many other
far-Asian cities, had a large population of Russian refugees who had
fled the Revolution and were eking out a precarious existence while
they waited for the overthrow of Bolshevism and their return to

EEl"orr Nrennvc, in his 84 years of life has written over fffty boola and
numerous articles, taught and lectured in many parts of the world, visited tho
Soviet Union serren times, and tavelled extensivg_ly iro Clrina, Easte,rn Europe,
Cuba and Latin America. With his wifo, Helen Nearing he is a frequelrt c6ntritlrrtor to NWR.
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secure positions under a restored and reformed Russian monarchy.
Many Russian restaurants catered to the emigrd trade. I ate lunch
in one of them and watched the comings and goinp with great
interest. In the course of these visits I became acquainted with a
Russian of about my age. He had done well in Russian busines
circles under the Tsar. At the moment he was driving a taxi and
glad to make a slender living against the strong comPetition of
rival emigrd taximen. One day he took me into his confidence. "Do
you realize," he said, "that the day is very near when we Russians
will return to the Motherland and take our places in business and
politics, the sciences and the arts? If I were permitted to do so I
could tell you the day and the hour o[ this restoration. When the
day arrives, I will let you know."
I left Harbin on the Trans-Siberian Express before my taxi'driving
friend had a chance to announce the overthrow of Bolshevism and
the restoration of the old order.
Many nations have been born and have died or been torn to
pieces during the half century since November 7, 1917. Despite
issured predictions to the contrary, the Soviet Union has not only
survived but has moved up to its summit position as one of the two
topranking world powers. Today -$oviet internal stability seems to
be matched by its external strength.

SOVIET IBADE UNIONS
(Continued, lrom page 89)

funds. Now-depending upon

soci.alist

profits and productivity-

the trade unions and management of an enterprise make these crucial
decisions on their own. "Lenin's principle of encouraging the mat-erial self-interest of the workers in the results of their labor-that is,
of rewarding workers for their success in production*is now ari-ihtegral part of Soviet economic reform." Thus wrote Edmund Nash
in the-official US Government publication, Monthly Labor Review.
The trade union publication, Trud., seemed to sum up the general tone of the new context for the trade unions by stating on Feb'

"Only by means of i conscientious, enterprising and
of every individual worker to his labor, and by
attitude of everyone to national ProPerty can
iconomical
a thrifty
we fight for the construction of a Communist society."
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soviet Union in order to make sense out of the world events during the
next fifty years. Reed was right in his basic premise: socialism was
established. Capitalist statesmen knew what it, was (even though
some of
_their leading intellectuals were mystified) , and the capitalist
p_owers declared their enmity and their determination to wipe out
the socialist regime. They have persisted in this purpose, from the
first assistance to Kerensky to the anti-Communism wliich at present
guides and corrupts American policy.
Reed knew the democratic traditions of the United States, and
he had seen the heritage betrayed. The United States had entered
the war for a redivision of the world's markets, spheres of influence
and areas of exploitation. The Russian peasant; and. workers were
sick of the war, sick of dying for the profits of a few businessmen,
Reed understood the class relationships in Petrograd and Moscow,
because he was aware of a different but equally dangerous structure
of power in New York and Washington.
In 1917, American participation in the First World War brought
additional strength to the alliance of Wall Srreer and the military
leaders and politicians, and introduced the modern phase of American capitalism, characterized by an unprecedented concentration of
power, and aggressive expansion abroad. Our culture and thought
have become institutionalized, rewarded by tich grants and subsidies,
and subjected to careful manipulation and control.
This has had a double effect on cultural relations between the So
viet Union and the United States: on the one hand, there is a welcome
increase in these contacts; on the other hand, American writers and
scholars have absorbed the prejudices of the Cold War, so that even
those who have the most friendly intentions tend to take a one-sided
view. These American intellectuals simply assume that they have
everything to teach and nothing to learn, that open-mindedness and
"free inquiry" arc all on their side, and that they can bring the blessings of the West to people living in darkness. This is, to put it mildly,
childishly naive. Its serious effect is to negate the role that Soviet culture has played in the art and intellectual life of our times. (The art
and thought of capitalist countries, and especially of the United States,
have had manifold efiects on Soviet culture.)
The influences emanating from the Soviet Union are complicated
and cover many fields of creativity and scholarship. The most per
vasive influence, which is also the most difficult to trace, arises from
the existence of a socialist country and its adherence to the views
of history and society originated by Marx and Engels in the nineteenth
century and developed by Lenin and others. Even those American
intellectuals who have almost no knowledge of socialism or Marxist
thought are afiected, in all that they do or think, by the fact that
their world is the world in which millions of people are building
socialist societies.
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rT IS an easy generalization to say that soviet culture has exerted
I a world inhu"ence. But there has been no systematic studn and
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almost no acknowledgment, of American resPonses to Soviet-ideas and
creative activities. F6r the past twenty yeari, the climate of the Cold
War has frozen American aititudes; the majority of American writers
and scholars are unwilling to admit that any meaningful intellectual
challenge can come from the Soviet Union.
The"challenge goes back to the first days o{ the Bols}revik Revolu'
tion. I have written an introduction to an anniversary edition of. Ten

Days That shook the world,.* I found John Reed's work more excit'
ing and more contemporary, than when I first encountered it' Our
*Jrld, our modern situation with all its possibilities and dangers, was
born in those ten days. Reed's understanding of the scope-and mean'

ing of the Revolution, his ability to identify himself with the Russian
pJopte, are astonishing. Yet it ii not.astonishing, it is appropriate and
iris6ricatty importantl that an American gave the first report-in-depth
of the Russian events.
As Reed watched the delegates gather in the hall of smolny Insti'
tute for the congress of workers' and soldiers' soviets, on the night of
November 6, lgi7, he realized that the question of power, of the right
of people to decide whether they lived-or died and whether their chil"
arJ, i"re starved or fed, was raised in a new way' "The depths of
Russia," Reed wrote, "had been stirred and it was the bottom which
was uppermost now."
The authenticity of Reed's account lies not -only in his accurate
observation and his use of documents. f{e saw that the coulse of his"
torv had been changed. It is not my purpose here to defend idealized
acciunts of Soviet development which distort the truth and discredit
Mar*ist scholarship. It js essential to understand the birth of the
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A VAST amount of efiort and research is needed to make even a pre-fl' 6pirr21, survey of the American responses to Soviet culture, past
and present. I believe work along these lines is essential from an

American point of view, as a means of understanding what has
happened to our modes of thought and feeling during these years.
The world changes, and our American earth trembles.
I shalt restrict myself to some notes and observations, designed
to suggest the scope of the problem, and drawn largely from my own
experience. I was seven years younger than John Reed. My generation had less opportunity than Reed's to examine the American
capitalism that was current in the first years of the twentieth century.
I graduated from college into the shattering devastation of the First
World War. Like Hemingway and Dos Passos and Cummings, my
adventures in the ambulance service in France and Italy convinced
me that our society was sick, immoral, and senselessly destructive.
We did not talk or write about alienation, bul our rejection of the
dominant culture was as complete, personal and unrelated to practical alternatives as the anger againsi the "establishment" that drivei
young people in the sixties.
We were excited and sympathetic about the Russian Revolution,
but we were too "alienated," too close to our middle class background,
to believe that the revolution would succeed or to give it concrete
meaning for us. We did not believe the propaganda in the commercial press, but it had the effect (as it does today) of planting
doubts and befogging issues.
The significance of the Russian events, which was so clear to
Reed, could not be digested by American intellectuals until they
faced the class character of American power. It was an enigma to
most of us in the Roaring Twenties. Power was enthroned. It ruled
We fled to Paris. We
by force, but its rule seemed unbreakable.
'We came back to New York
admired the Dadaists and the Surrealists.
to publish books and produce plays. We loved the land and the
people, but we were caught in the net of Power.
Eisenstein's Potemkin was a three-fold revelation-esthetic, social
and psychological. The rhythm and contrast of images as the Cossacks
marched down the Odessa steps marked a creative advance in cinema
that was manifestly connected with the revolution. Class conflict
became a social and human reality, and a psychological link was
established between the sailors rebelling against the Tsar and the
audience in an American theater.
Potenxkin had an efiect on film art all over the world-and not
least in Hollywood-which can be traced through the years to some
of today's most important motion pictures. Other Soviet film-makers,
notably Pudovkin and Dovzhenko, revealed new cinematic possibilities,
and Dziga Vertov's theory of the Camera-eye is a main factor in the
evolution of documentarY frlm.
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For rne, and I am sure for many other American writers and
artists, Potemhin was part of a series of new experiences which changed
the whole direction of the arts. Potemke'rz taught me startling lessons
in the theater. It came at a time when I received my first impression
(at the International Theater Exhibition in New York in 1926) of
the constructivist settings and the use of pantomime-and mass move'
ment developed by Meyerhold in Moscow, and the related experi'
mental work of Piscator and Brecht in Germany.
These technical innovations cannot be divorced from revolutionatl
changes in social and moral attitudes. After Potem,Afn, Eisenstein made
October to celebrate the tenth anniversary of the revolution. The
film, called Ten Days that Shook the Worlil in England and the
United States, sent me back to Reed's book: my copy of the 1926
edition has pencilled markings and argumentative notes on almost
every page. Out of these new PersPecdves came my association with
-Gold and t}ree other playwrights in founding the New
Uichail
Playwrights Theater in 1927. Gold's early years in the crowded misery
of New York's East Side gave him a sensitivity to Poverty and a human
recognition of its class origin, which were strengthened when he
encountered the art and social struggle of the Mexican people in
1917. Gold was one of a growing grouP of American intellectuals,
centering first around The Liberator and then the New Masses, who
called for support and understanding of the socialist regime, as a
matter of the vital interests and hopes of the American people.
The men who joined with Gold in the New Playwrights did
not share his political views. But we had reached the conclusion
that auant-gardi art is impotent against the culture of the bourgeoisie
unless it also fights the Power of the bourgeoisie' The New Playwrights
was the first theater in the United States to experiment with Bredttian,
"Epic" or "Living Newspaper" styles of Presentation, and_ to deal
with working class themes, Negro struggle, and the threat of war. Its
eight produitions in three seasons,were part of a transition in the
whi.h can be somewhat crudely summarized as an evolution
"i[s,
from alienation to commitment. The Protest against the execution
of Sacco and Vanzbtti was part of this awakening. A crucial part of
it, involving the most difficult labor of thought, related to the Soviet
L]nion, the work of Lenin and the value of Marxism.
Theodore Dreiser gave his impressions of the Soviet Union in
an article in Vanity Fair in June, 1928. Dreiser groped for truth with
the moral earnestness which some critics dismiss as a stylistic weak
ness. ffe wrote: "I cannot even conceive of a classless society any
more than I can conceive of life without variations and distinctions."
Yet, he continued, "one result of all this effort has been to shake
up the whole country, to generate such tremendous stores of energy
in a whole people that the whole world is talking about and looking
toward Ruisia.- Out of Russia as out of no other country today, I
SOYIETS AND,US
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feel, is destined to come great things mentally as well as practically,
or such is my faith at least."
I quote the passage, including the qualifying phrase at the end,
because it is so characteristic of American feeling on the eve of the
great depression, and it is in a sense a valid prophecy, foreseeing the
dynamism and enduring strength of the Soviet Union, and at the
same dme stressing the reluctance of intellectuals in other counries
to imagine a classless society.

,TIHE

stock market crash in 1929 revealed the instability of American
capitalism and wrought unbelievable changes in the fabric of
American life. Among the immediate cultural results was an increasing
interest in Soviet plays and books. The people who were later to form
the Group Theater took their first steps toward professional production
with a Soviet play, Red Rzsf, sponsored as a studio presentation by
the Theater Guild; it was supervised by Cheryl Crawford and' Harold
Clurman; Lee Strasberg was one of the actors, and it was directed
by Herbert Biberman, who had studied theater art in the Soviet
Union. A more remarkable importation was the Guild's large-scale
production in November, 1930, of Serge Tretyakov's Roar China,
which had been done by Meyerhold in Moscow in 1926. Biberman
directed the play with a sense of its massive movement, its portrayal
of people in motion, its indictment of imperialism. It brought the
Chinese Revolution to an American audience-a symbol of international changes and a prophecy of things to come.
The direct impact of Soviet cultural achievements has been
enorrnous and would require volumes for adequate consideration.
Sholokhov's The Silent Don is one of the great classics of historical
fiction, and shows how absurd it is to underestimate the psychological
and moral pressures, the inner struggles and subjective disturbances,
that determine each individual's place in a great social conflict. The
musical influence of such masters as Shostakovich and Prokofiev,
and the controversies that have arisen concerning their work, demand
detailed and unprejudiced study. Another field that would repay
searching investigation is the use and interpretation of Stanislavsky's
theories-in the American theater: in adopting the "method," the
Group made a long-term contribution to American concepts of acting,
but there is also a connection, by way of the Group, between the
Moscow Art Theater and the work of leading American dramatists,
including Clifford Odets, Lillian Hellman and Arthur Miller.
These and other relationships in specific areas of culture are Part
of a larger pattern of general ideas concerning the international
role of the Soviet Union and its efiect on American interests and
policies. It may be obje-cted that the_se questions are politi-cal and
ideological. Of course they arel And their relevance to the arts,
as well as to science and scholarship, was a matter of earnest corl"
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CULTURE
in
the
sixties.
troversy during the thirties, and it remains a central issue
The problem of action plagues the artist or the thinker, for crea'
tive comrnunication is a form of'action. The vogue of Existentialism
has introduced some troubling questions, but the ablest exponent of
Existentialism, Jean-Paul Sartre-, returns again and again to the
social nature of man.
I am not suggesting that Marxism has a ready'made solution
to the "dilemma" of modern man. The trouble in the soul is in
part a reflection of the crisis of capitalism. But this does not provide
a clue to psychic disturbances, which are exPressed in the art, as
well as the philosophy, of the West. We know very little about psychology, and Mariist thought has made only limited progress in
deafin! with culture-largely because Marxists haVe oversimplified
problems
consciousness.
- These of
reservations are nece$ary in order to make some sense of
the Soviet Union's effect on the intellectual life of the thirties.
There is no sense at all in the view that the Left exerted a mysterious
control of culture. Equally misleading is the notion that intellectuals
of the Left were a dogmatic sect who sPent their time debating
obscure points of doctrine. Commitment, in any meaningful sense
of the term (dedication of a person's life and art to the service of
mankind) was rare during the thirties. But there was a rich and
varied development of the arts, which related largely to a new under'
standing of the United States and its people. Attitudes toward the
Soviet Onion were a decisive factor in this new American PersPecdve,
because capitalism r4ras the essence of the American situation, and
socialism was the Soviet essence, and cooperation or strife between
the two was the key to peace or war-as it is in 1967.
I have a vivid.recoilection of a weekend I spent with Edmund
Wilson in January, 1932. He had rented a house near Santa Barbara
for his family. We had a continuous argument. I admired Wilson,
and I was impressed by his enthusiasm for Marxism, his new role
as a political aitivist, his feeling about new pos,sibilities for a literature
of "iommitment" in the United States. I could not share his convictions, but that weekend led me to begin a serious study of Marxist
classics. Within a short time, our positions were reversed. I turned
toward the Left. Wilson became disillusioned with the Soviet Union
and agreed with Trotsky that the Revolution had been "betrayed."
Wilson was one of the forerunners of a movement that attracted
many intellectuals in the following years. The Moscow trials in 1936,
193?, and 1938, Were the immediate cause of anti-Soviet attitudes.
Wilson had a feeling for history and a resPect for ideas, and he
therefore found it necessary to sustain his position by a survey of
the whole course of European socialism which brought Lenin ?o
the Fintanil Station. The book, which appeared at a moment of
international crisis in 1940, is a brilliant attemPt to Prove that Marx.
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ism is a misunderstanding of modern society; "what Lenin

had

actually efiected," wrote Wilson, "!vas a kind of bourgeois revolution."
Wilson concludes that the United States is a democratic society:

"Individual responsibility, the ability to make decisions, is a

it
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good

is in these other countries."
I quote Wilson, not to revive old disputes, but to show their
present relevance. Judgments of the Soviet Union cannot be isolated
from concepts of modern societn the nature and desirability of the
American system, the possibility of socialism. The culture of the
thirties was not dedicated to socialism, nor was it political in a
narrow partisan sense. When Malcolm Cowley wrote in The Neut
Republic (January 20, 19871 that the world's safety depended on
strengthenin$ Russia's "industrial and niilitary resources . . . in the
face of an international fascist alliance," he spoke of a threat, not
only to the USSR but to the United States. When Waldo Frank spoke
of our lack of an "organic culture," he recognized in his own way
that our society is split by class difierences.
deal more evenly distributed than

IHE culture of the thirties was concerned with all phases of American experience. James Farrell wrote his best novels about Irish
slum life in Chicago. Archibald Macleish wrote Panic about Wall
Street financiers. Thomas Wolfe visited Nazi Germany and returned
home with a new consciousness of the corruPtion of power in the
United States. John Steinbeck came close to greatness in his story
of migratory workers. These were artists whose creativity was stimu'
lated by new concepts, arising from the US and world situation.
Spain had the most far-reaching efiect on intellectuals. The satura'
tion bombing of Guernica was a rehearsal for World War Two.
When fascism conquered Spain, the Big War began. Today, there is
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What

lhey arg here with me-I hear them
iust as in those inimitable years,

I saw, wond,et

of wonders,

rnen who would. haae huddleil foreuer

$

I

mission to stop Communism by force of arms.

There are American intellectuals who have forgotten, or never
learned, the lessons of the thirties. But the historical connection
between the two periods cannot be broken. A comprehensive survey
of American attitudes toward the Soviet Union might helP to restore
the continuity of history, and to enable writers and artish and
scholars to engage in a real dialogue with their Soviet counterParts,
without assistance from the State Department and the CIA.
Ttre Soviet Union is still the touchstone, but it is not alone.
Socialism exists, and spreads, and encounters new problems, and
stirs the conscience of mankind. The Soviet Union is not Utopia.
It is a functioning society, with goals that demand consideration and
respect..An American culture that ignores this truth is gagged and
bound by its ignorance.

always close by,

when, beyond the d,eafming shells,
the throne rocked, then ctashed once and for all time.
I would not haae come upon these serene days
were it not for October. Thanks
to the people and to the party: it was they who
shaped, my fate. I greeted the d,awn
and began to sing, freely anil opehly.

a similar dress rehearsal in Vietnam. In 1967, the United States is
no longer a vacillating "neutral," betraying the cause of peace by
inaction. Our country is the leader of world reaction, proclaiming

is

if the years haae whitened. my hair-

I still work,I polish off the md of a line.
I hear the uoice of Maxim Go*y.
I hear the |ootsteps of Mikhail Kotsiubinsky.

dse to explare far regi,ons of tke sky.

II
I shall neaer get enough of looking at youyour eyesiyour brows,your hands.
As the old song goes-)ou are my ioy,
my loae, that miracle, my wife and friend.
I remember how it began:
I came in, a stu.dent, bandura* in hand.
You rmted, rne o tiny, little room(a brighter one there has neuer been).
The rent? Your mother said, "Oh that will be all rightj'
And youlou rushed out and criedz
"Wdae got a studmt!" I began to play the bandwd.
I strummed at the strings, Your mothet wept.
I rcmember the blacksmith's shop! (In those ilays
-aB.od*"-large

I

in the bachyards ol lile

Ukrainian

s

Lnged follc instrument

Pevr.o Tlcnnre w{N one of t}e leading U}rainian poets. This poem was wrt$eo
Sortly beforo his death in Septeurber. - Lw Ozercrli translated tti: poeo tnto Rusdan frm tho Ulaainian.
l,l3
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forgi,ng still was d,one there.)
October came. For me, along wi,th eueryone else,
the world opened up-you could see into all its corners.
October struck a blow on the anail of the whole planet,
and sparks were scattered eaerywhere,

like summer lightni,ng.
The clock of the world ran on new time!
I too walked toward the bright new hei.ghts.
Along paths, seeking and achieaingAhead were steeP mountains of daYs.
How you haae [rown! My woild!, my genius!
I shall neaer haae enough of looki,ng at
your wide expanses renewed by life!
Translated by BanNeno KorpN with the editorial assistance of Nar.r Bnevrvrrn.

I'AGESrAN LOVD SONG
Dy RASUL GAMZATOV

people love youRemember-Rasul Gamz.atoa is among thern.

If you hear that a thousand
If

If

you hear that a hundred people loue you-'
Remember*Rasul Gamzatoa will be either in the first
or last rcw.

'

you hear that snen people loae you-.
'Remember-Rasul
Gamzatoa will be anxong them, like a
Wednesday in the mi.dd.le of the week.
.

If you hear that only two people loae youRemember-one of them

If you hear that only

will

be Rasul Gamzatott.

one Person loaes

you-

Remember-he's Rasul Gamzatw.

And when you see not a single person around you, and find
out that no one loaes You anY rnoreThen you wi.ll know for certain that Rasul Gamzatoa is
dead.

fi]il

Gorrrnroln, one of the most popular poets in the Soviet Union, liv,es in the
southern autonomous republic of Daiestan-and writes in the Avarian language.
camzatot's poem is de&cated to a f-amous aotress. Nokolay Borodin made this
prose transla'tion after Gamzatov recited lu..s poem at the Soviet Writers' Congress

in

MaY.

The Seareh for Truth
Contlnuitg anil Change

in

Soolet Literuture

Dy VIII'DIIWR LAKSHIN

p)ROSPER MCrimde used to tell Turgeniev that Russian writers always searched first of all for truth in their work, letting beauty
come afterwards of its own accord. Combining realistic observation
of life with a social and moral purpose, Russian literature as seen in
the writings of Alexander llerzen, Turgeniev, Tolstoy and Dostoyevsky was always concerned with "questions" addressed both to the
writers' own time and to the future.
Soviet writers inherited this concern for truth and their predecessors' concept of art as a compelling public duty as well as the rue
core of their own lives. The only difference that separates the writers
of the l9th century from our own is that the moral and religious ideals
that inspired them have been replaced by the communist ideals of
fraternity and equality and the solidariiy of all the working people of

I

the world.
Soviet literature was born during great social upheavals that stirred
millions of people throughout the world. The significance of these
revolutionary upheavals was understood in difierent ways by the Russian writers who observed them. Ivan Bunin, Alexander Kuprin,
Marina Tsvetayeva emigrated to other countries. Alexander Blok,
on the other hand, welcomed the Revolution with the majestic rhythms
of his famous poem, "The Twelve." Besides the older writers, headed
by Maxim Gorky, who sided with the new power, young new writers
came from the war fronts and later from the struggles of the Civil War,
and from the villages and provincial capitals where the routine of
everyday life had been profoundly disrupted by the Revolution.
The literature of the twenties was full of bold explorations and
daring experiments. Vladimir Mayakovsky, Boris Pasternak, Alexander Fadeyev, Isaac Babel, Leonid Leonov, Konstantin Fedin, Sergei
Yesenin and Mikhail Zoshchenko all reflected in their brilliant and
original work the youth of our country.
This young Soviet literature produced a new character, a rcvolutionary hero. Such is Vassili Chapayev, a true historical personality,
a hero o[ the Civil War, a fighter who gave his life for the cause of the
Revolution. And that is the way Chapayev is depicted in Dmitri

il""r**

LlxsrrN is a Soviet Iiterary critic and an editor of the literary magazino
This article was prepared especially for Neo Woilil Retleo through
Nooq
Mir.
-courtesy
of Novosti Press Agency.
the
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Furmanov's story, not with a romantic halo around his head, but as a
living man wittr itt his weaknesses, faults, pe-asant ignorance and.at the
same time with an exceedingly infectiouicharm, courage and. intelligence. Daring and successful in battle, exerting a truly hynotic influ!rr.a ..rpo, his"men, the semi-literate commander possessed the talents
of a geireral and was a true leader of the P-egPle-. Chapayev is o.nly one
of th"e numerous characters cotr[nemoratea in the pages of such books
as The Routby Alexander Fadayev, Red -Caaalry. by Isaac.Babel,-Parti'
san stories by'vsevolod Ivanov and, The white Guord' by Mikhail

Bulgakov.

rflHEY sometimes say about the Soviet literature of the thirties and
l, forti", that it is poorer than that of the twenties' But it must be

.ror.d thu, in these de'cades there appeared new writers who introduced
new themes and new forms of expiession related to the- great changes
trtirg place in the social system is-well as in people's characters. It is
the Stalin
trr. Irut the social ,t**ph"r. of those years, influenced -bya truly
creapersonality cult, was not ionducive to the development of
'rir. iir"r"i"re. The dogmatic ideas prevalent af the time encouraged
writers who wrote supeihcially, smooihing over everything. Neverthe'
i.rr, ,:r. years of industrialization and cofectivization, and the years o1
wai aguirrst German fascism, were not barren for literature' The ap
Tvardovsky's Poem "The Land o[ Muravia"
o."r"i.. of Alexander,'Vasili
Tyorkin" during the war, were notable
i" ,t* it f*fes, and his
.u.rrt, in Soviet Poetry. And on the very eve of the Great Patriotic
W"r,A,l"*.y Tolsioy completed the writing of his^ePic Road to.,Calaary
,rra Uittuil Sholokhov hit *ot,,*ental And Quiet Flows the Don'
which recently won the Nobel prize for its-author'
sholokhoy found the ,re..$ury material for this folk epic-in- the life
of tr," coss"cks on the Don at one of the turning points of their his'
torv. The life story of Grigori lVlelekhov reflects the complex, difficult
of such events as the
ii#;f ht; peopte. 'carriedaway by-the whirlpo-ol
on- the side o[ the
first
;; ""d tlhe levolrtion, perpiexed, ngnti"gnot finding a
Guards,
Wtrite
ild t "ry and then on rhe s-ide of thi
From this
end'
the
in
alone
tragically
path of his own, Grigori is
emerges
upheavals
social,
great
of
tragedy
ineviiable
t""t "tr", the
people'
between
relations
in
attitude
tn"*"nist
_--OneofthegTeatestachievementsofthoseyearswastheappearance
,"*

"

*anfs1i11io" strong reading public. This can be seen from
tirculation of 6ur boolis-and literary monthlies such as
rhe literary magazine
"rror*ors
fiirn i,z"o*ya andmany others. By tradition
speaking
Anything
;;;.; u ,p".irl place in our literaiure' uPP"1" inwgrth
of a
pages
the
novel'
,i"J, [. rr'" ,rr"J, Poem or a big
maga'
the
makes
fact
This
boo-k'.
a
as
out
*"g;i"" before.being Put
know about all
very attractlve to"r ieade's who want to be in the
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r.n r-ec5nt years the number

of readers' letters on literary subjects
received
,h.
editsrial
offices
of soviet papers and magizines- has
PI
-to

considerably increased. These letters are mostly d.evoted.
contemporary literary problems. The readers share th6ir views on a certain
book, often elaborately discuss its strong and weak points; they even
enter into heated arguments with professional critics-. sornetimes the
shrewd cornments and aesthetic views expressed in the letters can compete quite well with those of the professionals.

the last period Soviet lirerature has been developing

in a
I)URING
-u
1sy7 social atmosphere. As a result it has become more true to

life, more concrete, more honest; it deals now with the vital problems
and re.al aspirations of the people, fulfilling their requirements for a
truthful and exact interpretation of reality. The rejection of the stalin
personality cult and of everything connected with it that confined the
spiritual, and intellectual life of the country, the open criticism of
Khrushchev's subjectivism, a more realistic approach to agricultural
problems, and the instituting of economic reforms-all in one way or
another have found reflection in present day literature.
portraying life in a ffuthful manner, literature helps society to
-gy
look itself in the face, to test proclaimed achievements and to recognize faults. And though there can aiways be found certain readeis
who expect literature merely to entertain and comfort them, the majority looks upon the writer in a more serious and conscious way. The
readers expect the writer to give a trustworthy account of their life,
and they ask him what they should do that they may lead better lives.
By "Iiving better" they do not mean being better fed and more
comfortable. Soviet writers are anxious that the relations between
people in socialist society should become morally irreproachable; that
disinterestednes, neighborliness and a considerate attitude towards
other people become a standard of behavior for every member of society. Soviet writers believe that the enjoyment of beauty evoked by art
should enrich the reader's personality, that it should awaken all the
talents and gifts that lie hidden in every person.

HE most outstanding books of the last several years are devoted
chiefly to two subjects*World War II and life in the countryside
today. The war left bitter memories and deep sorrow for almost every
Soviet family. It is clear why it still continues to attract the attention
of many modern writers. The war stories of Victor Nekrassov, Grigori Baklanov and Yuri Bondarev, Konstantin Vorobyev and Vassili

!

Bykov, Konstantin Simonov's novels and Sergei Smirnov's reports, contain not only bitter recollections and hatred for German fascism, but
also project a dream of peace achieved through suffering. The subject
of war has been rewarding material for the writer because it has made
it possible to show how man behaves when his spiritual strength is
strained 1s ths limil.

tt5'
Stories by Vladimir Tendryakov and Sergei Zalygin, Alexander
Yashin and Yevgeni Nosov, Boris Mozhayev's story, "tr'rom the Life of
Fedor Kuzkin," Vassili Belov's "A Common Matter," Feodo Abramov's
feature-stories in the press, all dealing with country life, have become
very popular with the reading public. The pertinence of the subject
is seen by the.fact that though advanced collective farms had achieved
great success, the lack of necessary material incentives for many peas'
ants over the years was not made up for by hard work, nor by enthusiasm. This was noticeable in the results of their work. Where
such objective factors as land and natural conditions are of vital im'
portance, the harm done by subjective pressure, hare-brained schemes,
and bureaucratic methods of management was Particularly great.
Truthfully depicting the actual situation in the countryside and ap
pealing for its improvement, these writers at the same time portrayed
with great warmth ordinary Russian Peasants whose hard work provided the whole Russian land with food.
Work at the big construction sites, life in the suburbs of industrial
cities, love and family relations, scientific conflicts, and the striving
of the young generation to find their place in life-all these form part
of the material of the Soviet writer and is reflected in novels and short
stories. Treatment of the prison-camp theme, as well as bold mockery
of bureaucratic methods, has proved that there are no forbidden subjects. When a tragic or satirical theme is presented with-out sensaiionalism and reveals a serious approach to important problems, then
no matter what arguments and disputes such a work may give rise to,
it will always find support among the reading public.
Many books and stories published in recent years give careful attention io the inner world of the characters. Mention here should be
made of the story "The Big Ore" by Georgi Vladimov, a yolng Soviet
writer, which caused a stir in the literary world. Very skillfully the
author related the story of an ordinary worker, a driver, who had come
to find a job at the big ore mines near Kursk. -In- h-is zippered velveteen jactet the drivei Pronyakin, a practical-minded, energ_etic and
sarcastil young man of the 1950's, is a true child of-his age: -Ye knows
his job, Lut one can hardly suspect a hero in him, and his fellow'
;;ri;;; for a long time beiieve that he is interested only in money
and does not care for the "big ore" which the workers of the mine are
tryinq to find with such great effort. They think that it is all the same
to hiilr what he carries in his truck-ore or dirt'
only the tragic death of Pronyakin, when he tries to drive his truck
loaded to the biim with the precious ore along a road washed out by
rain, shows his character in a new light. Vladimov does not attempt
ro portray the young driver -T b9tl9, than he actually- is; he simply
sh&s that there ari three "levels," so to speak, inside Pronyakin's
soul, and that to reach the deepest one is as diffi-cult as to get to the
.,big ore.,, The initial motives and dreams of the young driver are
il8
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very limited: he wants to earn as much money as possible so as to be
able to give up his vagabond life and seule down with his wife in a
house of his own with good furniture, a refrigerator and a TV set.
But besides that he is a very skillful driver, he knows his job thoroughly, he is fond of his truck-this is the second level of the man,
lifting him above mere material interests and making him a personality. From here it is not so far to the third level: shared social interests. With other ends in view beside his personal success, Pronyakin
becomes a conscious member of society. The author's approach makes
one meditate upon the important changes that are taking place in our

life today.

,THE desire of the reader to learn the truth at firsthand, to see it
r with his own eyes, has resulted in recent years in the blossoming
of documentary literature, such as diaries, memoirs, notes and letters.
General Gorbatov's Years and Wars, for instance, Nina Kosterina's
diary and Student Notebooks by Mark Shcheglov have all found a
warm response. Fiction, too, has felt the sobering influence of this
interest in the documentary. Odd plots and fantastic invention have
tended to disappear. Thus there appear books that are a combination
of art and the documentary, such as A" Village Diary by Yefim Dorosh
and Babi Yar by Anatoly Kuznetsov, a moving novel based on authentic documents relating to the German occupation of Kiev fsee NWR,

December 1966 and January 1967].
The special attention paid by many writers to facts, to the authenticity of the material, does not mean at all that Iiterature has become
monotonous, prosaic and dull. Dostoyevsky used to say that there was
nothing more surprising, curious and improbable than real facts. The
analytical character of modern prose does not exclude versatility of
form and style, nor does it exclude poetic symbols, and it does not

hamper imagination and fantasy. By the way, the traditions of So.
viet literature in this respect are much richer than is sometimes
imagined. Witness the recent Sreat success of the posthumous publi
cation of works of such writers as Andrei Platonov and Mikhail Bulgakov. In Mikhail Bulgakov's The Master and Marganta, Mephisiopheles walks the streets of ,Moscow in person, but the audacity of
this invention does not trouble anyone. Very unusual in form also is
Valentin Katayev's recently published story The Sacred Well, which is
a fanciful mixture of lyrical recollections, dreams and satirical pic-

tures of everyday life. Full of fantasy also is Yuri Dombrovsky's novel
The Keeper of Antiquities, as it projects the sultry atmosphere of Cen-

tral Asia in the 1930's.
Many works of fiction produced by writers belonging to different
generations have also become the center of attention during the last
Jeveral years. I should like to mention the two thirty-year'old writers,
Yuri Kazakov and Victor Likhonosov, the two forty-year-olds, Daniil

tzo
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Granin and Victor Astafiev, and Vera Panova and Victor Nekrasov
who are already in their fifties. Lastly, there are the oldest, Ilya Ehrenburg, who died only this summer, and Leonid Leonov and Konstantin
Paustovsky, still happily with us. These writers represent the generatioris of the "fathers" and the "children"; though very difierent in their
life experience, in the content of their creative art and in their persond
likes and dislikes, they have one thing in common. They see that the
social purpose of literature is conveyed not by lecturing the reader,
but by developing in him an independent, life-asserting view of
reality.
The greatest success with Soviet readers last year was the Kirghiz
writer Chinghiz Aitmatov's story Farewell, Gulsari!, published in Nouy
Mir. This was an event not only in Kirghiz literature but in Russian
as well, into which the author beautifully translated his story.
Gulsari is the name of a horse, a fast pacer with a bright yellow
coat whose fate interests the young Kirghiz author not less than that
of his owner-cattle-breeder Tanabai. The horseman and his steed

are the traditional characters of oriental poetry. The story of the

pacer Gulsari reminds one of Leo Tolstoy's famous stoty Hoktomer.
The dying horse and the old man are left alone upon a deserted
winter road. Trying to get warm by a fire built on the edge of a ravine where Gulsari now lies dead, Tanabai recollects both the horse's
life and his own. The author tries not to make the horse appear too
human, nor does he want to draw a direct parallel between the fate
of the man and that of the horse. But so much in Tanabai's life is
connected with his horse, that Gulsari seems to become part of himself, in the sime way as the starry sky and the steppes, the nomad tent
and the herd of sheep have become a part of him. The horse shares
with his master the glory of victory at the ancient steppe tournaments;
Gulsari alone was the mute witness of Tanabai's secret meetings with
the gentle Byubyuzhan and of the dreadful moments of his master's
grief and despair. Pictures of faraway years pass through the old shep
herd's mind-his youth, the Revolution, the setting up of the collective
farm, the war, the first postwar winters and springs-all the happiest
and datkest days of his life.

SHOULD not want the picture of Soviet literature drawn by me in
this brief survey to look too idyllic. In the Breat stream of our literature there is, of course, a certain amount of hack work and ffash. There
are dogmatic survivals also and a low level of artistic culture is evident
at times. But it is not this that basically determines the spiritual life
of our society and the part Soviet literature plays in it.
The greatest responsibility of the writer is to tell the ruth. But he
will not be able to do this if he does not attempt to see the future as
well as the presenu if he allows himself to be carried away by hopeless
ness and gloom; if he does not try to support the weary and hearten

If
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the weak. A combination of realism and historical optimism forms
the essence of cont€mporary Soviet literature. This is the direct result of its experience over fifty years, an experience of daring er
plorations, important discoveries, and mistakes, and then the renewal
once again of further explorations and discoveries-inseparable signs
of healthy growth toward maturity.
SOUET
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IIya Ehrerrburg
7B9t - 1967
uitl be summoned. for a, space
To uater wlth lti bhod the ftmoroeil earth; by eoery road
Your persecutors, Motheilutd,, oill come to you,
Kssfig your blooilg lootprints ln the snau,
Sometimes a people

HESE lines, expressing a profound love of counffy, are from a
poem, "To Russia," written by Ilya Ehrenburg in 1920-almost
fifty years ago. This same passionate love of country sounded
through the articles he wrote for the army newspaper Red Star
during World War II, articles read and treasured by millions of sol'
diers, partisans, civilians in the bitter years of the Hitler invasion
of the- Soviet Union. And it was the same deep feeling for the
country of his birth-inseparable frorn an uncomPromising internationalism*that led Ehrenburg to work ceaselessly in the Postwar years

I

for

peace.

The friend of Mayakovsky, Babel, Picasso, Bernal, Aragon, T\Ieruda,
curie, who spoke to us through frve turbulent decades from
Joliot
-Mor.o*,
Paris, Madrid, New York, Florence, London, Peking, from
peace councils, literary congre-sses, intellectual symposia held in
every quarter of the globe, is silent.
fhrtnburg was sp6kesman and interPreter between many worlds:
the old world of the Russian intelligentsia in which he grew up, the
new, raw world of the Revolution, the decadent world of Western
capitalism hardening into the final death struggles of imperialism.
Above all, he was lnte.preter and spokesman in a most difficult
historical period for those who had lived long and experienced much
yet had kipt their dreams and hopes alive.
' To the young .people of the Soviet Union Ehrenburg's presence
in his Mosiow ipirtment filled with the paintin-gs of his -friends,
picasso, Chagall, biego Nvera, must have seemed an unbelievable
stroke of gre-at good fortune. His talk and his writin-gp about the
daring day"s of tlie twenties, the w.r in Spain, the struggle-against the
Nazi i"nvahers, and his loving recollections of his brilliant friends who
had fallen victims of the Stalin repressions, must have heartened
and reassured his youthful hearers, many of whorn were on the thresholds of their own careers.
For in his later books, particularly in the many volumes of his
memoirs entitled MmrYeari and Li.fe, Ehrenburg strove, with all the
122
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skill his.*ary years of writing
qiven him, to help his country_
men understand the meaning of|r1d
Lenin's great behest:'that the new
socialist society_must guard all the cultureLf the past and draw from
it spiritual and intellectual sustenance.
over the years Ehrenburg had been a valued. contributor to New
world Reuiew. IMe were.especialy proud rast year to print rhe concluding chapter of _the sixth, and lresumably last, v^olume of his
memoirs directly after its appeatance irt Nouy Mir. This year
Fhrenburg decided to write one more volume of recollections and
he personally sent us a copy of the introduction. Entitled .,The
climate of our Time," publication in our June lg62 issue was its
first appearance anywheri.
what Ehrenburg had thought would be the final volume of his
recollections ended when he began in l95B to write The Thaw, his
novel that heralded the post-stalin period. But the ten years thdt
followed, he writes in the new introduction, were difficult and
puzzling, at the same time of such significance, that he felt he
must put down his thoughts about this climactic time:
The mid-flfties marked the end of various myths for many millions of peoo.ng cq' resurrect them. of course, it ii more am"*irrto rir" ,iod".
skv circled bv "sorrtnil<s" than.under a bky inhabited by
It"
is'more difficirlt fo beireve m rhe power ot humanity thanA;d"-;;a
""e.1".
in thewisd-om
of a
single creah,e elev-ated to the statirs of "chief." ndt there is trr"
hood and the era of manhood. And the difierent eras do rrot come "i"
"T "rrira_
i,,'liku
some
assorunent of goods from whieh you can make a choice.

qle' N9

late evening of my life,', Ehrenburg concludes, ..has been
-._"Ih. and
difficult
restless, but, avidly, I have lioked to it. yourh.,,

NDER the crepe-swathed chandeliers of the Writers, Club in
L., Moscow, on
_september 4, passed thousands of Ehrenburg,s

admirers to p,ay their last respecti, scientists, artists, students, workers, soldiers, friends from abroad. The coffin, covered with wreaths
from relatives,.the
friends, the Central Committee of the CpSU, the
Presidium of
ussR supreme Soviet, the world peace council
and-many otherindividLals and-organizations, was surrounded by a
display of his medals, orders and awards on red cushions-the order
of Lenin, awarded on his seventieth birthday for his contributions

to Soviet literature, the International Lenin peace prize.
- B-o1is Polevoi opened the memorial meeting. IIe was followed by
the friend and writer A. v. Lidin, G. A. Zhukov of the sovier peace
Committee, the Czechoslovakian writer fan Drda, Andre Blumel,
President of the France-USSR- Friendshii Society, and Ruano Igparty of Spain.
nacio, who spoke in_ behalf of the Communisr
At the grave, N. S. Tikhonov, Isabella Blum of thi presidium
of the World Peace Council, and the writer L. A. Kassil spoke word.s
of farewell.
y.
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zations of women throughout the world concerned with
soYtET

Soviet Ul--omen
Greet Thedr Slsters lrom lllang
Dy

No;tiorns

AUGUSTA SITRONG

UNIQUE and unforgettable international gathering took place
early this year as 300 rePresentatives from 90 countries came to
the USSR as guests of the Soviet Women's Committee, for Inter'
national Women's Day and in celebration of the Fiftieth Anniversary
of their socialist revolution and its half century of women's Progress
toward full equality. Part of the observance wa$ a three-day symposium on "The Role of Women in Socialist Society," which in aciuality became a panoramic view of the condition of women and

n

children in every continent of the world.
The setting in Moscow's Friendship flouse was dramatic, in a hall
deck with thi flags af all nations, with the women ceremonially
garbed in all the colors and styles of their native dress, in all their
varying beauty of features and coloring.
it was as if Tennyson's "parliament of the world" had become
a reality, as one saw them mingling in such ryity-t the -women of
European descent, varying from the pale blondes of the North,'the
Estonians and Scandinavians, to the handsome, intense faces of the
women of Spain and Latin America; the women of the Middle
East, from countries which only very recently have permitted them
to unveil their countenances, and given them an opportunity to
voice their aspirations, women from Afghanistan, Turkey, Saudi
Arabia, Kuwaii, these all the more grave and dedicated since a liberated few were spokesmen for the millions of still oppressed
women of their cou-ntries; the wornen of the Orient, the women of
North and south Vietnam in their modest black tunics, full of quiet
fire; and the black and brown women of the newly independent African countries, regally clad in flowing robes of exotic fabrics'
The sympotirrm' *us opened by a -distinguished -presidium of
**.n hinoied for their ioles in ihe liberation of their countries
or in the emancipation of women. Among them sat Dolore-s Ibarruri,
Civil War, and Madame
the magnificent heroine of the -Spa11h
'women's International Demoof
the
EuEdnie" cotton, president
-whose
work has strengthened ties among organicr#c Federation,
literary critic, and an editor of Freeilomways,
1-r^ Srnowc is an essayist andFreedorie
Movemenl on whose behalf she at, o"-".totu review of the Negro
[."=a"a tn6 zathering here desicribed. Mrs. Strong has a Master's Degree in the
ili; of Negro Li"terature and is now studying at New York University for a
Doctoiate in Llnguisdcs.
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peace and

human progress.
There was Valya Tereshkova, the first woman cosmonaut, famed.
for her Vostok space flight, a symbol to all of the changed status of
women under socialism, who reported that additional Soviet .women
are now being trained as cosmonauts. A wife and mother, she told
her goal in life, a common goal shared, she said, with all women:
"To occupy a dignified place in society as a mother, a citizen, a
human being . . . to influence our own governments and other governments for peace."
At her side sat Mme. Jeanne Martin CissC, General Secretary
of the Conference of African Women, who told how women, traditionally held in high esteem in African nations, had become ..slaves
of a slave" with the coming of foreign domination, and were only
now beginning to emerge. There was Mme. N. Zaripova, VicePresident of the Supreme Soviet of the Tadzhik Republic, representing the new woman of the East, who brought greetings, ,.warm
as the rays of our Southern sun" to the gathering. There were representatives of the UN, UNESCO, the ILO, and many others.

MADAME Nina Popova, Chairman of the Soviet Women's ComrYr
s1i1gss, detailed the achievements of Soviet women during the
50 years under socialism.

Half of all those engaged in social production in the USSR today, she reported, are women-in factories, offices, collective farms, and
in various branches of the economy.
For the American observer, concerned over racial strife at home,
there were enviable statistics: "more than a hundred nations and
nationalities have voluntarily united into a single multinational
state, and are closely cooperating in state economic and cultural

development."
That statement came to life, not so much in figures as in some of
the women themselves who participated in the symposium, like
Sonomyn Udval, president of the women's organization of the Mongolian People's Republic, who told of the conrinuing effort of their
group to give a primary and secondary education to all women up to
the age of 45 who had no education; who told us that women make
up 21 per cent of the deputies to their representative body, the

People's Khural; who also spoke of women cattle breeders
and of seasonal and nomad schools set up to raise their educational
level. It came to life in the person of Khandmaa, a petite woman
of middle age dressed in smart \Mestern clothes, with her hair
wrapped in an immense gleaming mound on her head, who was
director of a textile combine, the largest in Mongolia, and her
companion, an outstanding teacher, v€ry young, very red-cheeked,
in her native dress-long tunic and with leather belt, her thick
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reddish-black braid hanging down to the tops of her little highheeled boots. Teachers are greatly honored and education valued
in these countries where the revolution is younger than in the West,
and had even further to go and where, uP to 1931, not a single
girl had attended even secondaly school.
As she spoke of the increasingly vital role played by women in
the econom-y of the Soviet Socialist Republics, the vision rose of
of man and woman is being ap
a society in which full equality
-all productive
workers in both industry
cent
of
50
per
proached:
ind agricultur6 are women; 86 per cenr of those in health services
including nurses and doctors; 55 per cent in management and on
the boaids of cooperatives and public organizations: 44 per cent
in science and scientific enterprises (and one thought of the 2 per

cent o[ United States women
per cent in construction.

in

science

by

comparison)

; and 24

problems remain, old traditions die hard-and the ideal so'
ciety is yet to come. Some of the difficulties- still to-te over'
.o-" *.r. fiankly discussed by the speakers. In the socialist Asian
republics there ii sdll a struggle against feudal marriage customs.
ena in general under socialism the age-old problem of women's
household' chores and the demands of m'therhood are yet to be
resolved in the best way for the working wornen; women still form
a disproportionate number of those employed- in manual labor, and
becarise Lf household duties less often acquire the more complex
technical skills in industry and agriculture, and more frequently

UT

earn lower wages for this reason.

it

was indicated, are studying these
sociologists"and psychologists,
"And the hnal answers have yet to be found to many of the
oroblems.

of the physical aptitude of women in various fields of work,
lrr"rtior$
die rpeciat ,"qri."-.t ts of $9!1 - physiological and- P-sychological
,reeari and implovements in facilitiCs for the care of children and
of motherhood.
the
- ftprotection
gathering was electric with the promise of the future, and
"
the warm admiration expressed by the women of
wittr itre"vitality;f
all countries for the path-bleaking role of Soviet women. It was exoressed by the womdn of the Eastern European socialist countries,
,o.irlirt revolution is barely a generation old, like Bulgaria
i"t
adopted o-nly
"i"
*fr.i" the first law granting women equal-rights--was
whose
Republic,
equality
Arab
United
the
in tg+Z; by womenlf
from
by
womcn
in
1964;
only
constitution
the
*r, *ritte" into
pro,dly,
"\fe,
who
said
Mali,
and
Algeria
like
narions
eiri.u"
a new and radical society_-_socialism."
ioo,
---iifit" you are buildin[ioo,
that e_xtended comradely_ and sisterly
*rJ a gathering,

to the -most oppressed of all women-those fighting _against
.ofo"irfir- and imperiilism: to the women from Angola and Mozam-

hands

woilEx
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bique who said, "Our women are fighting in the bush as guerrillas
beside our men. Raise your voices to liberate our people who are
tortured and imprisonedl" They applauded, also, the women of
Spain who told how women, even under the fascist dictatorship of
the last 28 years, had organized demonstrations against the American
role in Vietnam, and the women of Chile, Columbia, and other
Latin American countries, who despite their own oppression, pledged
solidarity with women of the world in the fight for peace and to
end the US intervention in Vietnam.
sovrET

1967

,THE MOST solemn moment of all came when the audience rose
r in tribute to Mme. Nguyen Ngoc Dung the representative of the
South Vietnam \.4y'omen's Union for Liberation and her heroic words,
"The women of South Vietnam will not put on another yoke."
Not a person moved as she spoke: "We fully support your struggle
for peace, democracy, social progress, and for the happiness of your
children. We consider your successes as our own successes . ." She
told of the will-power, the self-sacrifice, the creative genius of the

women of her land in defending their children-how they were
active in the liberated areas of South Vietnam building schools,
maternity houses and medical stafions; how they formed touring
medical teams of women; how older women joined the "Soldiers'
Mothers Association" to care for the wounded, and still others joined
in military activity. She described the .women of North Vietnam
holding "a rifle in one hand and a plough or hammer in the other,"
resolved to defend the North, liberate the South, and reunify the
country.

In a moving appeal, especially to women of the United States,
the Vietnamese women urged Americans to help expose the crimes
of the American war machine and to begin campaigns to keep
American soldiers at home. As Ameqicans love their children, she
pleaded, let those who wish to protect Vietnamese children make
their watchword: "No American soldiers in Vietnam."
In personal talks with women representing the United States, the
Vietnamese delegates greeted them warmly as sisters from the peace
and justice loving people of America, and urged that they speak
to the sisters, mothers and wives of servicemen urging them to also
fight for peace, tell the story of Vietnam, show their films, urge the
unions to strike for peace. But both spoke with pride and confidence
in the new way of life the Democratic Republic of Vietnam is building in both South and North.
They, too, like all the delegations present, voiced hope and confidence in victory, heartened by the example of the world's first
socialist revolution. They, too, had come to join the women of
the world in tribute to the achievements of socialism and its contributions to peace and freedom for all men.

\
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,i society. Today, a Soviet student is, and should be, to a much higher
I degree, a symbol of everything progressive and finest in modern young
\ men and women.
I The upbringing of a man should start with respect for other men.
of this feeling the most dreadful thing that can happen
i In the absence
people may take place-the gradual loss of self-respecg of
I/ to young
that "sense of honor and dignity" which Lobachevsky constantly
refers
to in his speech and whiih was its ethical pivot.
f When
you lose your self-respect, the next thing that happens
/
' is the feeling: "to hell with it all." But the sense of self-respect gives
rise to true, genuine discipline, to a serious approach to life in general. It is said, for instance, that discipline exists so that students
might not miss their lectures. But if you respect your students,
l
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NA]IIE IS TIYEI\TTY YEAAS''
by P. S. ALEXAIIDROV

PY THIS time-the 50th year of the Soviet state-our concept of eduI-l
cation has been, of course, greatly enriched. For the essence of
the ideology of the communist society towards which we are moving,
is the development of manysided, socially integrated personalities. In
a fully evolved communist society the limitless opportunities for individual development and the universal availability of the great heritage
of human culture will enable each person to unfold all his potentiali"
ties. At the same time, the individual will not hide his unique inner
worl4 with its own order, beauty, and harmony, under a bushel
basket, or, as they say, "in the storehouse of the soul." He will carry
his inner life into society and in this way contribute to the infinite
treasure of human culture.
The Russian mathematician Nikolay Lobachevsky* once said: "To
live is to feel, to enjoy life, to have a constant sense of the new, reminding us that we are alive."
Lobachevsky's basic idea was: do not pass by the wealth surrounding you, the wealth of opportunities afiorded to you by social life,
science, art, nature. Go ahead without blinders, look on every side,
take everything in. This is what is meant by enjoying life, living
passionately, giving your emotions the direction which leads outward
io society rather than inward to the dark corners of the segregated,
individual life.
Both science and art, like all human creativene$s, are social phenomena. A man placed alone on a distant planet and provided with
all "creative conditions" could not become a creative personality. His
creative potential must "discharge" itself in soclety, in a collective.
What, then is a collective and what kind of collectives are there?
A collective is, for instance, a study grouP joined by the student in his
first year or a seminar in the senior years of study. Tler-e is something comrron to these two small collectives: the-sense of belonging to
the vast and glorious community of Soviet students. In the Past, a
student always inspired resPect in the advanced section of Russian

TNikol"y I. Lobachwsky,
gcom
whocc oon-Eirclidea.

lTgr-lgs6! was .one. of thc great 19th centurt
uy was a fundmeocal dixovery.

mathcmaticiaas,

P. S. Ar,rxeNonov is Professor of Mathematics at Moscow Univerl-*r**
version of a lecture on education given to the
sitv. This article is an abridged
-university, under the auspices of tte 'Knorrledge
,t id*t* and teachers at the
Sociery," Tho text, translated by fiooocti Ptess Agerwy, was published in
f*msimobkaga Ptaoila, March 29, I'967.
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then make your lectures interesting and the students will not stay

i
i

awayl

In the senior year$ the earlier

study group is generally replaced

by a scientific seminar in which general studies becorne specific
scientific interests. With the good student interest in a particular
science soon begin$ to predominate. An altogether new emotion,
belonging to the most porverful human feelings, arises: creative
excitement. And a new collective, with new forms of responsibility,
comes
I

!

into

existence.

SUCH collective is dear to my heart-the community of young
flNE
v mathematicians of Moscow University in my student days there.

/ Our conditions of life were hard. We lived on rations that were not
too abundant..And our clothes too were not of the best. Yet we lived
and studied with zeal and zest.
Why was this so? I suppose because we felt that we were on
the crest of a mighty wave that was sweeping the entire country.
The feeling that a truly new world was being built provided the
inner foundation on which our enthusiasm grew.

I

In 1923, P. S. Uryson and myself were among the fint young Soviet
scientists to find themselves abroad. We were sent to Grittingen
University in Germany. This, as you know, is one of the great world
mathematical centers, it was perhaps the foremost mathematical center
of that time. We weie well received, and we at once felt ourselves

in an entirely new atmosphere,
of

science.

members

of an international family

This international family dates back to the days of Descartes
and Spinoza when all important scientists corresponded with one
another wherever they lived; when letters carried by mail coaches or
by horse took much more time to reach their addresses than they
do now. Despite all the walls separating the hundreds of countries,
scientists, conscious of their great progressive strength, were conscious also of their unity.

l3o
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The sense of belonging to a definite collective is inevitably connected with a sense of responsibility for it. This is what distinguishes
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life

is posible to create

(take such habits as smoking, use of alcoholic drinks, etc.).
I do not know o[ any genuine taste developed through fashion. Yet
it is the following of fashion in one's young days, and the bravado
of pretending to be a grown-up related to it, that is the source oI
a scourge which unfortunately still exists. I am referring to drinking.
Most young men starting to drink or smoke at an early age do this
to appear grown-up. Small doses of alcohol have a stimulating effect,

Yesterday I read a recent statement made by one of the greatest
living physicists, Max Born, who was a professor at Gcittingen when
I studied there in the 1920's. I knew Professor Born very well. In
the statement he says: "The future of science depends on whether
it will be possible to bring the urgency for discovery and creation
into accord with the conditions of our social life and the ethics
by which it is guided." I can only add to this that by achieving such
accord and harmony depends the fate not only of science but oI

causing a slight agitation. But why should a young man need any
stimulantst After all, the need of an artificial stimulant of whatever
kind-be it wine or vodka-only reflects a lack of inner wealth-fantasy,
gaiety, imagination.
An equal sign should not be placed between being an adult and
puffed-up "seriousness." Being an "adult" consists, in my opinion,
of having a sense of responsibility towards society and towards yourself, of independence (independent choice of what you like or dislike) ,
and of the order, as mathematicians say, in which you place the
values of your life.
But this does not at all require you to be "serious" in the sense
of giving up the right to have some fun, to behave like a child, to
act in a way which distinguishes a seventeen-year-old from a fifty-yearold. Recall the same Lobachevsky. Everyone still remembers how
as a college student he mounted a cow and using its horns the way
a driver uses his wheel today, made several tours of the park in
the center ol Kazan. Imagine what a flutter anything like this would
have caused in our academic worldl
Please understand me correctly. I have no intention of calling
upon the Doctors of Sciences of tomorrow to take walks on window

mankind as well.

ledges.

DUT LET us descend from these cosmic problems to our daily
-fD inlslseurse with the students. I have refirred all along to the
collective as the basis of student life. But the dialectics of being
is such that the sense of the collective has its antithesis too, by
which it is superseded and falsified. This is the sense of the herd,
which finds its expression especially in the desire "to follow the
fashion." Following the fashion is renunciation of one's own taste,
which is humiliating to a thinking man. To follow fashion is to make
everyone fit into a single pattern: the very opposite of the spirit of

A SENSE of self-respect. \Atrat wonderful words these arel And
A 5p* closely relatei they are to enthusiasm, which I regard. as

the collective from the "group" which gets together simply ro have
these days the sense of belonging to the international community of scientists imposes upon us a particularly

a good time. In

heavy responsibility.

Modern science has reached a point where

it

heaven on earth; it could, for example, feed all mankind, had not
a large part of its capabilities been used for the very opposite aim:
the ability to create, in the event of a thermonuclear. war, a hell
on earth transcending all imagination.
Every scientist and every young man who regards science as his
basic occupation ought to ponder these things. Science is inseparable
from politics. On political decisions depend whether mankind will
move in the direction of a boundless, radiant future or sink back
into an abyss. Every man, in particular, every man who is twenty
today, should understand that this depends on him. Those studying
here within the walls of Moscow University, should feel especially
responsible.

a creative collective.
A true collective is an association of free and independently
thinking and feeling personalities, mutually enriching each other
by virtue of the characteristics inherent in each. We see communist
society precisely as such a collective.
It would not be so bad if fashion applied only to the length of a
woman's skirt or the angle formed by her shoe heel. Unfortunately,
however, it extends also to opinions, to literary tastes, to the very

ffi
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the basic spring of education and the basic spring of creation. Enthufor one's wonderful sciencel I am speaking as a mathematician
and thinking of mathematics, but I appreciate of course that any
ffue science is splendid. I believe in enthusiasm for science, art,

siasm

nature, enthusiasm for the very sports which some of my colleagues
often scorn without any reason (it is certainly better for students
to watch a game of hockey than to play a game of cards). Without
enthusiasm there can be no fathoming the secrets of the universe
nor any real understanding of the arts.
Nobody ever asks what it means to understand nature. But
everybody debates on how to understand art. In my opinion, to
understand art is simply to love it, nothing else. I think anyone
capable of listening with enthusiasm, again and again, to at least
one piece of music has the ability to understand music.
Tchaikovsky and Musorgsky, Beethoven and Chopin all spoke

I3A
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of music as a unique form of human intercourse. I recall a conctrt
at the Grand Hall of the Moscow Conservatory. The pieces performed
were Beethoven's Ninth Symphony and his Third Piano Concerto.
The concerto was played by Sviatoslav Richter. I looked at the faces
of the 'students of the Mechanics-Mathematics Department who had
come with me and thought: "It was in order that man could have
the kind of expression on his face these students now have that
Beethoven wrote the Ninth Symphony."
Among man's emotions there is a special one-the embtion that
springs from his sense of beauty. There is beauty everywhere. Each
correct geometrical figure, a globe, for instance, made of polished
granite, or the surface of snow after wind and blizzard when it
suddenly gets very cold and the snow lies in such tranquil waves
(what we in mathematics call an analytical surface) . These are all
beautiful indeed. And it is to our sense of beauty that "pure" art,
including what is called "abstract" art, at least in its serious manifestations and expressions, appeals. Unfortunately, the adherents of
"pure art" wish to recognize only this "pure beauty" as art.
Yet it is a fact, in my opinion, that art is not limited to sdmulating the emotion of beauty. Art is surely bound up with many
other emotions, such, for instance, as those born of great ideas that
agitate all men. Take, for instance, Beethoven's Third Symphony,
which he himself named "Eroica," or take the greatest works of Bach,
Tchaikovsky, Shostakovich-it is hardly possible to dispute that these
works, which link purely esthetic feelings with the sum total of
man's deepest aspirations and emotions, are the most famous and
most lasting.
The prime task of education is to help the still unformed personality find the dividing line between what he "likes" and "dislikes,"
between what he finds "boring" and what he finds "interesting."
Good or bad taste depends on where this line passes. Here is what
Lobachevsky had to say on this point: "Mere mental education does
not complete one's upbringing. Man, while enriching his mind with
knowledge, must still learn to enjoy life." There is this note ever
present in Lobachevsky's philosophy of life: enjoy life, feel its beauty,
be conscious of the fullness of the world surrounding you.
The development of taste must begin early in life, at the very start
of any upbringing. My teacher Nikolay Nikolayevich Lusin was in
the habit of repeating: "Any poor book read is poison drunk." This
equally applies to bad films, bad music.
There is the famous aria on slander in Rossini's opera, "The Bar-

ber of Seville." How slander imperceptibly, gradually penemates,
spreads, r{orrns its way everywhere. It is just the same with banality.
You cannot "complain" about it. It is not a criminal act. But in essence it is as muc6 a distortion of man's esthetic nature as slander is of
his moral nature.

.
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of the university elevators I happened to overhear a dialogue between two girl students. One ofiered a cigarette to the other.
She said: "I don't smoke." The first girl answered: "Well, do, it is
the fashion now." I am not going to read a lecture on the harmfulness
of tobacco. But if you want a biief and precise description of banality, here it is: "Do it, it is fashionable now."

At

one

pEAUTY in Russian is expressed also by the word charm. There is
I-D 6"161, an image of a woman in all Russian literature filled with
greater charm than Pushkin's Tatiana. One of the forms of an artist's
immortality is the charm of the images he creates. Charm is beauty
filled with inner warmth. Reverting to the ill-starred girl student with
her cigarette, I must say that there was at that moment very little
charm about her, charm which any girl of her age ought naturally to
POssess.

All human creation bears within itself both knowledge and beauty.
There is an element of knowledge in the very uniqueness of the emotional content of any work of art. We learn something new both
about man, and about the world, something that cannot be conveyed
and learned by any other means, except the given work of art itself.
This is why, as Pushkin said, one canirot convey by words the meaning of Raphael's "Madonna.'
On the other hand, any scientific discovery (mathematical included) is inseparably connected with our esthetic emotions. Such
a discovery demands straining all our intellectual and emotional
strength and will power, which poets call inspiration. Inspiration so
understood is inseparable from the very act of cognition of a scientific
truth, when after long and often futile efforts a veil suddenly drops
from the eyes and the horizon broadens. In mathematics, as is shown
by the experience of all dedicated mathematicians (it is probably the
same with all other sciences), the perception of truth is thus insepa.
rable from that sense of ecstasy which comes to us when our sense of
beauty is deeply stirred.
It is important to point out, I think, that a creative perception of
the world and of one's own life is not only accessible, but at a youthful
age natural, to every uran. The eminent medical psychologist, Ernst
Krechmer, says that any young man between 16 and 25 years of age,
and even older, has the psychology of a potentially gifted man. It is
the task of education to help young people develop these gifts.

T MUST close by quoting once again Lobachevsky's wonderful words,
lwhich are both a h),rnn to student years and a plea that the tradi"
tion be kept: "You are now entering the world. The novelty and di'
versity of impressions leave no room for reflection. But a time will
come when the splendor of today will be overcast by the past, with
the enchanting beauty of its dimness, like finely tarnished fretwork
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on bright gold, like the reflection of things in the full mirror of warer,
and then the years of education, the years of untroubled youth, with
all their innocent pleasures, will come to your memory like the image
of perfect bliss, irretrievably lost. Then you will meet your fellow
student, as you meet a close relative; then in speaking of your youth
you will recall with a sense of gratitude the names of your teachers,
you wili confess how much good they had wished you and you will
solemnly pledge to each other to follow their example.
"Examples teach better than comments and books. You students
of this institution have benefited by these examples. You will learn,
and worldly experience will confirm you still further in the belief,
that it was solely love, love of neighbor, selflessness, genuine goodwill
towards you which imposed upon u$ the obligation to enlighren your
minds, inspire you with desire for glory, with a sense of nobility, justice and honor, above all, with a strict, unimpeachable honesty capable

of withstanding the reach of any punishment."
To be able to address students with such words, one must have
fulfilled one's duty to them. The duty not only to teach them, but to
bring them up in the spirit of everything Lobachevsky praised in his
speech, obliges us today to contribute our share to this joyous period
of man's flowering.
Student years may be described by the words of a great French
writer: "Youth is an eternal spring whose name is twenty years." Our
teaching profession is a happy one. It opens to us the secret of eternal
youth. One generation follows another, but we see before our eyes
always young and happy faces. Students are unfailingly full of mirth
and entranced with science and their own youth. They will play
football before every university door regardless of whether the uni.
versity authorities permit it or not. Always this eternal spring flowers
and spreads over the world.
But since we have been so fortunate it is our duty not only to train
"well-shod" specialists who will later develop into what we call
"cadres." It is not cadres but living young people, living human souls,
we are forging here (to continue the blacksmith terminology we have
already used) , forging but not shoeing. trVe must take care of them
with all our minds as well as all our hearts, we must bring them up so
that they will have as many as possible of the human emotions spoken
of by Gogol, and that these emotions will penetrate their whole being
as deeply as possible, so that not a single one of them will be carelessly lost on their life's journey.

In 7975 Ezssia had. leuer than 70 million pupils in elementary anil
secondary schools. The present total is 50 million, plus lour million in
technicuttus anil oocarional schools. There are now 4,700,000 stuitentg
in higher eilucational institutions ae against 7301000 in 7914-75. In
7973, therc were less than 2001000 diplomaeil tpecialists with rccondary

or higher eilucaion in Tsmlat Ru*ia. Toilay there are L3 million.
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flexibility, more independent study, lese formality,
leee emphaais on rote learning"
byE[,IiLAB.EFH MOOS

EDUCATION is the found.ation on which the transformafrom a backward, largely illiterate country to one
of the leading nations of the world economically, scientifically and
culturally is based. The vast achievements of these fifty years of
Soviet power could only have been accomplished by an educated

MASS
rvr.
dsn of Russia

population.

Lenin's call for universal education, his appeals to "study-studystudy," established the serious concentration on learning which characterizes the Soviet Union today.
The young Soviet Union had no precedent to follow in its drive
for mass schooling. Faith in man's 'possibilities for growth, given
the necessary opportunities, inspired these Soviet pioneers in edueation. They moved ahead confidently, creating alphabets for peoples
with only a spoken language, conquering illiterary among the tribes
of the Far North and the nomads of Central Asia, opening the road
to learning for women where ancient tradition had denied them any
opportunity for schooling. Even when struggling for life against interventionists, famine and the devastation of war, the work never
ceased. Schools were among the first institutions to be built, study
continued under conditions which, like the 90-day siege of Leningrad,
can only be compared to those under which the Vietnamese, dedicated

to learning, continue to carry on.
The system of education, based on European programs, evolved
many special feattires over the years by trial and error, working out
new programs and methods to meet the ever-growing need for more
and more highly rained people to cope with modern science and
economics.

Now with a population some 95 per cent literate, with 43 univer.
in every Republic, with 72.6 million people study.
ing, the drive to improve and expand education continues with vigor.
Many new trends are evident. The most important seems to me to

sities, at least one

frr*r." Moos is a well known educator. Followine a series of pamptrlets on
education in &e Soviet Union, published by the Nati6nal Council bf imericanSoviet Frien&hip, she has now written a deffnitive book, Sootet Educattont
Achleoements and Goals. Also an NCASF publication, it is just ofi tho press.
t35
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be the trend. toward. greater flexibility, more independent study, less
formality in the classroom, and much less emphasis on rote learning.
The program ndw includes elective subjects in the 8th, 9th and lOth
grades for the first time.
SIBERIA, the vast Soviet East where even rhe casual visitor feels
ffNthe dynamic enthusiasm of the youth who are opening up the

almost limitless resources of the land, one of the most exciting and
unusual experiments is going on. This is the new boarding school
for boys and girls from 15 to 18 gifted in mathematics and science.
The school is attached to the University of Novosibirsk, in the famous
Science City (called "the greatest science center in the world" by
ex-Senator Benton) and was opened in 196l on the initiative of
the scholars who want most highly prepared pupils for the advanced
schools and who believe that the potentiality of youth has not been
fully explored and cannot be in the general school setup.
Fifty leading scientists, many of them members of the Academy
of Sciences, give their time for courses of lectures and seminars and
work on the committee tha[ plans the programs and selects the pupils
and in meeting socially with the young people.
The local Ministry of Education finances the school and there are
29 teachers on the regular staff for the 523 pupils. These reachers
are approved and advised by the scientists who participate with the
educators and the Communist Party education committee in the
planning.
Ifere, the director told me, the most carefully selected pupils,
the best teachers and the most modern programs are combined.
The school is more like a college than a high school, with two-hour
lectures combined with seminars and practice periods. Classes are
very small and much independent work is done. Since some pupils
are admitted for one year (the tenth and final year) , some for
two years and some for three, the programs are complicated and
almost individually planned.
Details of content, methods and schedule are of great interest to
educators, but cannot be described in detail here. The most significant
aspect of the school, it. seems to me, lies in the fact that it reaches
out to find young people wherever they may be. The only requirement is ability.
Selection is made by a nationwide cornpetition, the mathematics
olympiad. Problems for the test are worked out by the scientists
and designed to test ability to think independently and crearively,
not merely school-book knowledge. Most tests are based on material
not previously learned in a class room, thus equalizing the chances
for pupils from difierent schools. Winners of the first test, by correspondence, may enter the second round. Last year 12,000 took the
second group of tests, given in local centers with the help of graduate
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students from the University. The winners

of the second round, 800
last year, are invited to spend the summer at a camp at the University. There sports and other activities are combined with lectures
and laboratory periods and the scientists observe and learn to know
the pupils. Pupils are chosen for the school from those who attended
the camp.
The pupils this year come from 21 different nationalities, from
small villages and farms as well as towns. The social cornposition is
significant as a proof of the real democratization of Soviet education:
43 per cent are the children of workers and farmers, 57 per cent
children of doctors, nurses, artists, teachers, administrators, workers
in rade etc. Only 17 children are from faryilies of professors. Great
efforts are made to find pupils in remote and rural areas; when
necessary, such pupils may be given special help for a month or so.
They are given priority when they pass the tests.
Among the nationalities represented are the Yakuts, the Koreans,
the Buryat-Mongols, the Turkmenians and the Kazakhs, all peoples
considered before the Revolution to be unable to learn even rudimentary subjects. Here the scientists are not only providing unique
opportunities for youth to develop happily and fully; they are actively
demonstrating that the Soviet faith in man is justified, that the
achievements of the individual need have no relation to race or
nationality, given the right environment.
NE OF the tenth-grade pupils with whom I talked the day I visited
the school, dramatically illustrated this principle. A handsome,
dark youth of 17, he had been the head of the Soviet team of mathematicians that had competed in the international meet in Yugoslavia.
"I was born and went to school in a village 100 kilometers from
Tashkent," he told me. "You can't find it on any map. I was bored
with math in the fifth grade and read all the books I could. Then
my teacher suggested I take the math Olympiad test when I was in
7th grade. I did and passed. They invited me to come here for the
summer. They thought I was too young so I went back home for
my 8th grade and came here after that."
His parents lived on a kolkhoz, the school was a small rural one.
This young Uzbek will continue in the Institute when he graduates.
He was but one of several such examples of children from the once
illiterate nhtional groups, now, under the Soviet system, flourishing
and developing far beyond the wildest dreams of their fathers. Surely
one of the greatest accomplishments of the Soviet revolution has been
the opening up of the world of learning to all the people, regardless
of their race, nationality or social situation. This new school is an
illustration of the serious concern of the Soviet Government and the
people for ever widening and opening further the road to learning.
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The filtieth yew ol socialistn has great mcaning lor young people
around the uorld,, and th.ey tenil to see it in ilifferent wayt. H.ere fioe
young people, one Sooiet and, lour Americanc, say what thay want to tay
on thia occasion. We hope that the inrpressions of Sooiet lile gaineil by
,oenage anil $udena oisitorc tron the United States will be diccucseil by

othert uith

similu-or d.i*imilt-experiences, orllil we inoite red*t,
ol these problemt.

young anil old,, to colntribute to a iliacuseion

A I}TNSSAGD TO ADIDRTCAIU YOUTH
.,'i,

6y NINA ZIIEMCJIUZHINA

S I was walking down one of Moscow's main streets I spotted a
nf, photographic display around which people were crowding eagerly.
It was devoted to heroic Vietnam. Two photographs hung side by
side. They were of two demonstrations-one in Moscow, one in New
York. Both Soviet and American youth have protested angrily against
the war being waged by the US Government thousands of miles from
its own territory.
Young men and women in the United States are unwilling to
tolerate this inhuman policy conducted by their government in Vietnam. Young people today do not know the horrors of the past world
rvar-many of us were born after it had ended. But I shudder to think
that, while I am going to lectures at the University, meeting my
friends, or simply strolling about the streets, bombs are exploding in
Vietnam, people are running for shelter, trying to save themselves
from the death that comes upon them out of the skies.
Why is it that people should have to weep over the death of their
children, the agonies of women and old folk, in order to gain the right
to live as they themselves want?
This is a question that moves the hearts of all who are not indiffer.
ent to the fate of others, who are worried about the outcome of events
on the Indochina Peninsula. The number of such people is gtowing
all the time.
Soviet young men and women are doing everything they possibly
can to help their Vietnam brothers and sisteri in their gtim struggle
against aggression. We take an active part in solidarity meetings w'ith
the Vietnam people, and all over the Soviet Union special commissions
have been set up with the aim of uniting the efiorts of all young people
in the fight against the American war in Southeast Asia.
Nnle Zrrv:cnuzrm.re is a forrth-yeer student of the Philological Faorlty at
cow State University,
t38
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am a member of the youth commission set up by the Moscow
Peace Committee, which is made up of factory and office workers, and
ltgdents. We organize meetings and demonstrations and arrange exhibitions devoted to the courageous defenders of Vietnam's freedom.
We meet young people of our own age from other countries and discuss with them the best and most eftective ways to express our $upport
for the Vietnamese patriots. The young men and women of our country are giving a great deal of material aid to Vietnam, many of them
donating a proportion of their pay or student allowance. I remember
a girl student coming in to the Moscow Committee and handing over
some money her parents had given her for a birthday present.
stronger our opposition to war, the sooner the Vietnam people
-The
will
get peace and freedom and the soon€r the youth of that much.
tortured country will have an opportunity to lead a normal life, to
study calmly and to rejoice in every day, as is so natural at our age.
We have read about young Americans refusing to fight in Viernam,
about their marching with slogans demanding a rapid end to the
bombing and the cessation of military operations. We express our
warm solidarity with you, our friends across the Atlantic. And we
appeal to you to be still more active, more resolute in the fight to see
that peace reigns in all corners of the world. We have no right to
be indifierent. Young people share the general responsibility for the
fate of peace. Indifierence can mean our death tomorrow, for it is
young people who are sent to the front.
I am deeply convinced that if we act together we can accomplish
much. Let us redouble our efiorts to help Vietnam secure peace, to
enable the people of that country to drive out once and for all the
uninvited strangers who have come to their land with guns.
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6y BEIADEE NAITEM

EAVING home for the first time alone on a journey halfway around
r-.4 dre world was truly exciting. Ten o[ us yelling "Good-bye," giving last-minute kisses, and calling, "Don't worry, I'll write," were
rushed into the plane. I still couldn't believe I was really going,
though I knew very well I was. Nobody cried-it was too fanrastic to
cry about. There would be so much to see and learn in that short
time that we couldn't be homesick.
We arrived in Moscow very late at night-and dead tired. Next
Brr.eoBB Netnlr, a l2-year-old New Yorker, spent four weeks at tho Artek Young
Pioneer Camp on the Black Sea. She was part of a group of American children

and teenageri invited by the Committee oI Youth Ggaiizations of ttre USSR,
tbrough the National Council of American-Soviet Frienilship.

volcEs oF Yot TH
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They spoke English extremely well for they learn it from the time
they enter school until rhey leave. We all liked them very much
and they were a lot of fun.
Then there were the Uruguayans, who were great people. We met
them in Moscow and they came to Camp Artek. One of the girls in
our group spoke with them, for she knew Spanish and translated for
us. Ttrere were also many other wonderful people, like the Poles,
Russians, Bulgarians, Romanians and so many others. They were
all so sweet even though we couldn't speak their language.
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day we slept late, but during the following week we got up early and
saw the beatuiful and interesting sights of Moscow. Ttrere were many

things I thought were really beautiful; one was the subways. You
ride great escalators and when you reach the bottom there are magnificent murals on the walls and ceilings of the station. I was told that
these were made years ago when many people were illiterate so they
could tell their stations by the pictures on the walls. After that great,
fun-filled week in Moscow, we left on the train for Camp Artek.
We arrived at Camp Artek late at night, took a strower, were looked
over by a doctor, and went to bed. The next morning we awoke to
the sound of a bugle. I looked out and saw the beautiful Black Sea,

first floor is for the boys, second floor for the girls, and at the top is a
sundeck. The buildings were all glass so you could see everything
around and sunlight always floods the rooms. I learned that the government always pi&s the most beautiful places they can for childrenls
camps, and they surely did a great job in choosing this site.
The American delegation had many exPeriences with Soviet children and with children from many other countries by going on trips
and hikes with them or playing a game of volleyball. We also had
many "Press Conferences." This consisted of each country's delega'
tion asking questions about other delegations' way of life, schools,
and politics, through interPreters. During these conferences we all became good friends. The teenagers there are very similar to us for
they enjoy music of all kinds, including rock-and-roll. They like sports
and they love to dance. They are like us in many ways but they are
much more disciplined and work very hard.
I found the food in the Soviet Union very good but difierenr The

food at camp was similar to our$ but cooked in a difierent way. Instead of soda, they have a fruit drink that's slightly bubbly which
costs about three cents a glass.
I loved everything at camp, but the one problem was that there
was no planned schedule. You see, the camp is mainly a rest camP
for the Soviet children, for they work very hard during the winter.
Each delegation was supposed to plan its own scJredule depending on
what it likes to do.
We still had a terrific amount of fun for we had many things to do.
To share the fun we also had two Soviet translators and one Soviet
counselor. These became like second mothers and fathers to us and
we all loved them dearly. We made friends with everybody we met,
esnecially the ones we could talk to in English, French or Spanish,
f* in o,rr delegation these were the languages we knew. I liked most
of all the Swedish delegation, who were in the same bunk with us.

so many unforgettable experiences that I can't write
about because of limited space but.I'll tell you a few. The
most beautiful took place during the next-to-the-last week when there
was a stonn at sea. It was truly magnificent, huge waves came rolling
into the beach rattling the stones and creating a silvery spray that
sparkled
in the sun.
- Whenever
we could we would sit out on a kind of pier made of
cement and watch the beautiful sea with the wind blowing around
us. The last day we sadly left Artek and arrived about eiglit o'clock
in the evening in Moscow. We were to stay the night and leave'the
next, morning for home. We all mlssed the Swedes so much, for they
wrote the name of their hotel and our hotel on a card.
We got a taxi that took us there, paid, and went in. We had a
marvelous time playing "Hal" In this Swedish game, everyone lies
with his head on someone else's stomach. The first person says
"Ifat", the second says "ffat lfal", the third says "Hat Hat fla," etc.
You are not supposed to laugh, and, of course, we cracked up laughingt
At 10:30 we left the Swedes and tried to get a cab but the taxis
either didn't want to go uptown or just didn't know where our hotel
was. So we started to walk and we walked about a mile. Finally,
we came to a taxi station, showed the cab driver the name of our hotel
on the card and piled in. We rode for half an hour and decided
that the driver was just taking us for a ride. At last, he let us ofi at, a
place with bright lights hnd lots of people. We compared the letters
of the big sign at this place with the letters on our card-they were the
same. Well, it ended up that we were in a big train station with the
same name as our hotell
We found a nice cab driver and after about 45 minutes we made it
clear to him that we were an American delegation who knew English,
Spanish and French. He waved us into his cab. We said to each
other, "Why not, we can't stand around here all night," and we got in.
He drove us to a luxurious hotel where there was a woman who spoke
French. One of our girls also spoke French and explained our problem. The woman explained it to the cab driver who took us to our
hotel. He received a million thanks, and it turned out to be a unique
experience for everyone involved.
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with its gorgeous colors of green and blue, where Camp Artek is
situated. Then I looked behind me and saw huge mountains with
lovely little pufis of clouds hugging them. The bunks were in two big
buildings on each side of Friendship Square. In both building;s &e
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In our classes, in the papers and books, or in conversations

about
the USSR, they all say that the Soviet people are unhappy, hate their
government, don't have any luxuries; that in newly-built buildings,
they forget to put glass in the windows, the door-knobs fall off, and
they have no freedom. 'This is just a small bit. What I wanr rhe p€ople of America to know is that they are huppy, contented people, who
are still striving for a little better way of life for everyone, everywhere.
More than anything the Soviet people wanr to be friends with
us and to have peace in the world. There are a few shabby parts of
Moscow but the buildings being built everywhere are for these people
to live in. You see, we shouldn't fight against these people, we should
be willing to be their friends, for when our hands are clasped in friendship, we shall live in peacel
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by PLVL LITSKY

HAS now been one month since I left the international
rfT the Crimea of the Soviet Union called Artek. My mind

camp in

basks in
fond memories of the wonderful friends and beautiful things I have
seen. I still remember vividly the night the American delegation arrived at Camp Artek. My head was swelling with thoughts of Moscow.

We were the guests of the Soviet Union and during our stay in
Moscow we received all the help we could want. We had two interpreter-guides, we stayed in the Hotel Yunost, we received tickets rc
whatever we wanted, and all was paid for by the USSR.
Moscow was in a festive mood. There were placards commemorating 50 years of socialism everywhere. But the wonderful part of Moscow was the people. One day Paul Morgan and I were traveling in
the Metro when a man walked up to us and asked us where we were
from. When we told him the USA, he seemed very happy. He showed
us around all morning. This same sort of thing happened quite a few
times.

My first view of Artek was frorn the bus. There are eight camps.
in the nicest one. This was the Sea Camp. We saw people
dancing on the roofs when we arrived. There were 32 foreign delegations represented at Artek. Eleven of theme rMere at the Sea Camp.
There were 500 people in the Sea Camp. In comparison, there were
2,500 at the neighboring Mountain Camp.
My first impression of Artek was not very good. The rules were
very strict. But later I learned ways of getting around them. I found

'We were

Paur.

Lrrsrr, a l5-year-old Californian, was a menrber of the American group at

Artek last sunmer.
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the Soviet people to be ultra-patriotic. A great deal of marching was
done and most of the kids wore uniforms. When I explained to the
camp director that I was a pacifist and could not march or wear a uniform, he understood and respected my right to dress as I pleased, and
participate in what I please. No one had any hard feelings.
The factor which made the stay at the camp a success was the people. I could not speak any other language well, but through the use
of sign language, and common beliefs, I was able to communicate and
make many friends from all over the world. I had interesring discussions on all matters with English-speaking Soviet kids. I learned a
great deal about their way of life under socialism, and they learned
a great deal about my life.
The Soviet children are very difterent froin us, yet rhey are very
much alike. They go to school, enjoy sports, play instruments, have
hobbies like stamp collecting, and coin collecting, and are like every

child around the world in that respect. On the other hand, Soviet
children are very patriotic and are more disciplined than we are, and
their activities are more channeled and controlled.
We shared our room with the Swedish delegation. When the
counselors would leave, we would have great fun. We had pillow
fights and all the fun two groups of kids have when they come together
even though the Swedes spoke only a little English and we couldn't
speak any Swedish.
- An interesting delegation was the Angolan delegation. These kids,
aged 13-16, had all sworn to liberate Angola from the Portuguese op
pressors or die.
My four favorite delegations were the Indian delegation, the Austrian delegation, the Swedish delegation, and the Romanian delegation. We would run, and play like all kids around the world. And
we would sit and discuss problems in our countries and talk about our
life. We would have friendship fires where the Americans would get
together with another delegation and sing native songs and discuss
things through translators. Each nation would have its own nationality day. On this day it.would set up an exhibit in the main room.
That night the delegation would sing native songs and do native
dances. This was usually the highlight of the day.
Some interesting things happened to me in the Soviet Union. One
day the delegation was across the street from Moscow University, looking down on Moscow spread out below us when guards started pushing us away. I was mad and would not move. A few seconds later
I saw a few feet away from me a person dressed in white robes. I
found out that this was the King of the Cameroons. My second brushing with royalty was the day the Shah of Iran came to the camp. I
shoved out my hand and he shook it. Finally, the most wonderful
thing that happened was on Vietnam Day. Paul Morgan and I were
invited to go up to the Mountain Camp to give a speech. There were

iii

Its,
600 people there. Our speech radically opposed the war in Vietnam.
When we finished, the people cheered for a long time. Later we were
given two Pioneer scarves sewn together with the signature of 200
people against the war. It was a thrilling moment I will never forget.
It has been one month since I boarded the bus yelling "dosvidanya."
But the magic of the camp is still working. I have received over 20
letters from all parts of the world from friends I have made in Artek.
Camp Artek proved that while the people of the world may be different on top, underneath they are all the same. They enjoy having
fun together. Camp Artek is the only place in the world where you
can have a basketball team made up of one American, one Russian,
one Mauritanian, one Angolan, one Swede, and one Romanian, all
working together in a cornmon cause. The one thing we all held in
common was the hope of growing up in a world of peace. We pledge
ourselves to make this possible. The motto of the camp is what we
strive for. lt is Mir i Druzhba. Peace and friendship.
ilwn.
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and values I could really believe in. The principles of this societn
begun in 1917, have made a basic change in the quality of human
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THN PIqIESON T WAS ABLN TO BE
by AITIY GRAND

young, you're naivg an idealist, a dreamerl This is what
many will say if you express the opinion that money in itself does
not satisfy. They shake their heads when you say that reality can
be more beautiful than fantasy, if we would work to change a problem-ridden reality instead of adapting to it. There is a fragment from
a song by Earl Robinson which is my answer to cynics of all ages:

I

spirit to dream

In the youth camp, I became friendly with a young man from
a small city in Siberia. He spoke English very well and so we were
able to discuss many things. He had already been graduated from the
university, and now worked in the field of television. When he mentioned that he had just rejected an important position in Moscow,
I asked him why., I'm sure he didn't realize how exhilararing his
answer rva$ to me, because to him this was the logical way of reasoning.
He didn't need more r=noney, he said, since he had everything he
wanted in his life, in Siberia. But, most important, Siberia was just
getting started,_ and _there was great need there for Eained people iite
himself. He also added that he could nor comprehend thL diive for
money which could persuade a person to give up work which fulfilled him.
In this sense, the Soviet Union is a paradise for.the dedicated
student. Education is free and students reieive a stipend for personal
expenses, which do not include lodging food or books. The student
is never a financial burden to his family. This is obvious when you
discover that many professionals come from worker and peasant bickgrounds.

\fOU'RE

If youto#H"T"*t*_f

beings.

dreams

If youte young enough in spirit to believe . .
Hold fast to your &eams. . . .

.

I

have always held fast, and after visiting the Soviet Union this sumI feel the strength to hold on forever.
The places that meant the most to me were the youth camps. Ilere,
we were able to become involved with people informally and beyond
the official level. We were able to participate, not just observe, and
to develop real friendships. Sometimes, I was even able to forget that
I was just a visitor and not Soviet too. There were things that I began
to feel and understand that would have been impossible, had I been

mer,

traveling as most tourists do.
The most exciting experience for me was to find, in reality, people

Ar.ry GneNo is an English major at New York University, She was a member
of a four-woek tour, sponsored last summer by the Student Division of the Natio,nal Council of American-Soviet Friendship.

Not

on to , the university level. But there is no
to be unemployed, as there is no shortage of jobs
and job training opportunities. The whole concepr of laboi is difierent. Since most people will spend days and years of their lives earning a living, the work they perform must be meaningful to them,
in order for them to feel they are accomplishing something, and not
just giving.up time for money. Any type of work can be in individual's means _of expressing himself and substantiating his identity. In
the Soviet LInion, they feel that this is a very basic need of man.
__ The young people I met illustrate the soundness of this principle.
They are not plagued by the problem of alienation, so cornmori in
Ame-rica. They feel a sense of belonging, are able to be patriotic in
good conscience, and not constantly at odds with the views of the
people arou-nd them. There is an absence of tension among Soviet
young people. Some critics call this a sign of apathy. I think it is
1:igl of security, like-the-_feeling you have when you are among close
friends, or with your family.
It is sad to think that in America, there is so much young blood,
locked in a closed system, drying up because there is no place-to flow.
And all the strong hands, refusing to grasp, afraid of being burned.
These are the people I think should visit the Soviet Union. The
young people I met there were so vital and optimistic, so eager to set
out on new ventures. Their enthusiasm extends to all faceis of life,
not just their careers.
everyone goes

rea_son-for anyone
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HAVEN'T mentioned the best part of being in a youth resort, which
II' is the social life. I was never so happy in my life to be twenty
and a girl. Every evening, everyone came to the cafe to dance, to meet
people, to talk. As a veteran of many "mixers" at school in New
York, I really felt and appreciated the difierence. The boys treated
the girls like people, special people, not pieces of meat to be inspectbd
and stamped with their approval. I have never found it particularly
exciting to be leered at. I much prefer someone who will ask me to
dance, or choose me to talk to.
This is the way of Soviet men. They are not afraid to reveal that
they like you. They are honest and emotionally expressive. It was
very easy for me to relax and enjoy myself because of this. It was
wonderful to be included in good clean fun, with'people who can enjoy themselves, together. Although some people I know call this
"square" and too tame, I think it is the only real "high," the only
worthwhile "kick" because it is natural, not desperate, and because
there is no black pit on the other side, waiting.
I found something very comfortable in the natural way Soviet
young people display their emotions. It is not considered unmanly
for a man to shed tears. There is nothing sinister about two men
embracing, or even kissing. In America many people are taught from
childhood that this kind of exuberance is uncivilized and unnatural.
There is something frightening about the definition of "civilized"
implied here because it deprives people of perhaps the greatest pleasure
in existence, the giving and receiving of love and afiection. This way
of thinking bears a great deal of the blame for the dehumanization,
"pacification" and desensitizing of our population. Many have be'
come indifterent to bloodshed and brutalitY, too.
My enthusiasm for the Soviet way of life has colored my impressions. Life there is not only a youth camp. People there also suffer
personal tragedies and disappointments. This is a Palt of life and cannot be denied. But I believe that the nature of their society imbues
them with greater strength to overcome problems, to keep their balance. They are strong, determined people, very much aware of their

WNDY ON rND SOth ANilTVEESARY
THE OCTOBER REVOLUTION has opened up for the young generation
of the USSR all possibilities in the different ffel& of social life. . . .
Soviet young- people today still have to solve many complicated tasla
and gain ,iew 5xp^eri6nce in ihe building of a new sodiety. Enjoying the

advantages whicti socialism offers them, they participate together with the
whole p"eople in the solution of these tasks. . .-.
the Great Oct
Mav tEe 50th anniversary of the_
May
Qctoler logialis! _Revolution be
an occasion for the development and strengthening of friendship and coopworld. .-._.
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eration of,
of Soviet
Sowiet youth
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:Aryeal bg the Worlil Federaion ol
Ddnotalic Youth, Much 25, lg07.
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shortcomings, personal and national. They are constantly trying to
improve, to learn.
Now I am home, on familiar ground which often seems so strange
to me. I miss the person I was able to be while I was in the USSR.
I am trying to keep all my thoughts about it close to me and fresh
in my mind by corresponding with some of the Soviet people I met.
This is not really satisfying enough and so I will have to go back again
perhaps to study, to see things in greater depth.

SOVTET SOCTALTSM ANID US YOUTH
by DAYID Il\IBMAt\t

RITING about the meaning of Soviet socialism for American
youth is like trying to assess the "relevancei' of science to human
progress. One is tempted either to dismiss the question as trivial
and obvious, or to recount 50 years of history in the context of thousands of years preceding. What follows is a brief resume of some Fiftieth Anniversary thoughts.
I am an American, and a socialist. I therefore see the current
tensions and ferment of young peopld in my country as a reflection
of crisis inherent in the capitalist social order, a heterogeneous mixture
of _positive and negative responses to a society which breeds imperialist oppression and war, exploitation, alienation and degradatibn
of human beings at home, and perversion and corruption of humanist
values and our own democratic heritage. These responses are the
germ of what could become the greatest liberating force in history,
freeing the world and the United States from the present imperialist
iron heel, and from the unspeakable threat of nucliar war.
Young people are important because their vision is purer, more
energetic and sweeping. It is also more urgent, since their demands
can be realized in their lifetime, and they may hope to enjoy rhe
fruits of their struggles. In a sense, young people embody the potential of the future, carry the seeds of the emancipated, fully-free man
of whom Marx spoke. I hope this does not sound like a bunch of slogans. We don't say these things often enough and we should learn
to say them in fresh ways.
That is my perspective. I know that most of my contemporaries
do not see these things. That is why I regard anything which sharp
ens and deepens the turn toward the Left among American youth
as supremely important.
Then how is the Soviet Union relevant to this process? It exists.
Through the reams of propaganda articles and TV commentaries and
Devro Lerslrarv, on the editorial staff of NWR, is a graduato shrdent in economics
ia Nem, Yorlc City.
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course outlines and "explanations" and "interpretations," this singlb
fact stands out. The Soviet Union, the first socialist country, exists.
Its people work and plan, meet and discuss in factories, clubs, schools,
build and grow. They are a people who really love life, who regard
obstacles as challenges whose overcoming will leave its mark upon
them. Lust/, as in our pioneer days, but with a certain collective confidence, a oneness with others and with nature, a sense of growth and
power. Building a planned economy with unprecedented speed, balance, and social harmony. Building a culture whose motif is the unconquerability of the human spirit. Building ar last a genuine equality of all peoples in the sharing of creative labor.
I am not going to examine here any of the controversy surround.
ing the Soviet Union and its accomplishmenm. If the reader's experience coresponds with mine, he will know that many of the criticisms
levelled at Soviet shortcomings, the list of which can be extended indefinitely, reflect, in part, the new higher standards of socialism. What
capitalist society ever set out to eliminate bureaucracy? What capitalist society ever proclaimed each individual's right to satisfying and
adequately rewarded employment? What capitalist society ever placed
as high a premium on youth and education? What is freedom, kids?
The right to get high in Tompkins Square Park or the right to a real
and continuing education-no economic hang-ups or academic put-ons?
That socialism exists in the world and has existed for fifty years,
and that sooner or later young people in the United States will know
about it*this alone qualifies the Soviet Union as a major influence on

Soviet young people lead purposeful, fulfilling lives-wherher as students at Moscow University or engineers at Bratsk-although they
participate in highly organized and centralized institutions. When
the organization is oppressive, the Soviet youth does not "opt out";
on the contrary, he increasingly works for solutions within the organization. The Soviets are proud of their thorough and widespread
grievance procedures; another example is the tremendous rise in
organizational activity-p ar ticip ation-which must accompany the economic reforms and the rising importance of local bodies of political
conrol. As always in a country that is rapidly changing, young people
are especially important in the USSR, especially ar the focal points of.
change such as the new hydroelectric stations, the newtechnology
industries, the new experimental farms, and the new social and moral
experiments of socialism developing toward communism.
Soviet youth are not so much "turned on" but "hooked in"! If
that sort of oneness and realness can be achieved in a highly organized
framework, then perhaps organization as such is not the enemy. Soviet socialism can help American youth learn this lesson, one which is
opposed by our ruling-class ideology and the fronrier psychology of
Americana. Contact with the lives of Soviet young people can help
American youth to grow out of the sterile, negative .6rrcepi of freedom,
freedom from; we can increasingly ask the positive queslion-freedom
for what, to do what?-in our search for the future.
Finally, we return once again, for a major contribution to Ameri-

American youth.
about the USSR that "turns people ofi" in the United
highly organized and channelld character of social and.
economic arrangements there. This, plus the centralization of authority (of whose excesses the Soviets now speak continually), are aspects
of Soviet life that aftect American youth in two ways. First, young
people who travel to the USSR will see certain tensions and conflicts
at work: the struggle to make the Komsomol (Young Communist
League) more meaningful to Soviet young people, the discussions
among youth about many of the things we discuss-democracy, participation, integrity. Soviet institutions are eaolaing. As anywhere, paths
must be forged, and they arise out of the existing institutions, including those of the old Russia. When we realize that socialism never
exists anywhere as a pure entity, but is "mixed" with a specific national history, then we will be ready to face the task of creating
a socialism here that reflects our own national past and special historical needs. Socialists in the United States did not see this until
after the experience of building socialism in the world began. After
fifty years we are only beginning to appreciate it.
Second, US youth will realize that, strange as it may seem, most
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can youth, to the lusty quality of Soviet socialism which says, ',I will
not be lickedl" The USSR, on her fiftieth birthday, shows that problems, however difficult, can be licked; rhat social change is always
costly and never perfect; that reality is never simple and straightforward. We need not "apologize" for the crimes of the Stalin period,
or for iniquities which still exist, to see the tremendous liberating
momentum of this society. This says to American youth: "Stop wailing about trivia and splitting hairs. Get down to work." The-Soviet
experience can help steer us between the Scylla of cynicism and the
Charybdis of utopia, and in.the United Stares, especially for its youth,
the passage between them is very narrow.
Thus Soviet socialism, both today and even more potentially for the
future, stands as a rock against the waves of official propaganda, and.
helps carry the message of socialism to young people, both the majority who need a direction, a belief, and the Left minority who see
something to believe, but are as yet afraid to believe it.
I hope the Soviets will -regard the thoughts of our young people,
as they grapple with cmcial problems in their lives, and the glimmerings of hope and understanding imparted by knowledge of or personal
experience with the Soviet IJnion, as a form of tribute from tlie youth
of the United States to the fiftieth anniversary of the Great October
Revolution.

nEclET WEAPON
l5l
Russia's supremacy lies in a difierent diiection.
- Although clouded by a smoke screen of materialist philosophy and
phraseology, the glory of Russia's revolution is that of the spirit.
Moreover, material values created, however great, have been already to a large extent swept away by the German invasion.
Its true legacy is more lasting.

It

consists

in

creating a powerful human potential for future de-

velopment.

WZK
The tollowing uticle, uhich appeareil in The Voet African Pilot
on October 70, 7945, uaa tcrrt to ua by Alphaeus Hutrton lor oui aru
nioertary iesue. ..Dr. Hunton, ruao in Zambia, writee tha, the orticle
"reflectt what the Sooiet, Union tneant lor many Alricans tt a point
in hittory belore things got obscureil by tha Colil Var. Etsen that is
uorth rentembering."
"Zik" is Nuamdi Azikiwe, who wae the Presiilent ol the Feileration
ol Nigeria ulr,til the tanttary 7966 coup.

AN, address to the Empire Parliamentary Association ar the
Itr-NHouses of Parliament in London, General Smuts said:

"When we consider all that has happened to Russia within the
last 25 years, and we see Russia's irrexplicable rise, we can only call it
one of the great phenomena in history.
"ft is the sort of thing to which there is no parallel in history, but it

has come about."

I will try to explain this great rise, which seemed to General Smuts
"inexplicable" and which has so much surprised him and the world,
including Hitler.
I suggest that the key to understanding Russia's new strength and
triumphs is the participation of the masses in the life of the community.
Herein lies the road Russia has been the first to travel, her new
"secret weapon" and also her great contribution to the world.
In what follows, I indicate briefly how this fundamental democratization is brought about and sorne of the wonders it has worked in the
life of the individuals and the community.
Considering the relatively very brief span of time during which
constructive work under Soviet planned economy was at all possible,
we must agree that the speed of development outdistanced the feats
of private enterprise.
I think, however, that this point has absorbed too much attention
both of admirers and critics.
The true achievements of the revolution are far greater.
Impressive though the production figures are, neither in efficiency
nor in quality have the highest standards yet been reached.
!50

The central item in the great_transformation which has taken place
is man himself, his relation to other men and to the community.
_ The collapse of the old regime was characterized by disintegra-

tion of society.
The task of the revolutionary government was prompt and vigor-

ous integration.

This implies the raising of the people, including women, and inso-called "backward" races and nations to full participa-the
tion in tlre life, political and cultural, of the whole people.
Part of the spiritual heritage, which cannot be easily destroyed by
invasion, is a new system of law embodying a step forward in the
application- of the principle of brotherhood of men, narionally and including

ternationally.
It provides for complete equality of women with men and of national minorities.
- It has set up the first legal scheme for public ownership of the productive resources in which the motive of profit is substituted by-the
motive of service.
It has created the pattern for land utilization under public ownership, including town and country planning unhampered by vested interests.

Having studied this legislation, I am convinced of its value outside
the Soviet Union, whenever and wherever these subjects are dealt with.

One of the, changes brought about by the active participation of
the masses in the life of the community is the changed attitude towards the future.
Love for the future, and, what is one and the same thing, readiness
to sacrifice the present for the future distinguishes the Soviet Union
from the rest of the world, perhaps more than anything else.
Probably at no other periodtras any nation been asked for greater
sacrifices than had been asked from the peoples of the Soviet Union
during the years between the two world wars, and no nation has ever
responded more readily to the calls made upon it.
Yet after all the privations already experienced, when the people
had just started to have their stomachs regularly filled, and were
beginning at long last to see some dividends for their efiorts, the
German invasion came.
We all know that war demands great sacrifices and inflicts great
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sufiering on
people, who are always its victims, and we all know
that the sacrifices and sufierings inflicted on the Russian people by
World War II were particularly heavy.
What has puzzled the world is the gallantry and strengrh with
which this new burden, so terrible and so great, has been borne and

I9I7 u,nd World, Seienee

overcome.

Harold Nicholson wrote of "the utter intensity of Russia's resolution," of "Russia's energy such as the world has never seen before
-an energ'y in comparison with which our own day to day efforts
app€ar mere dawdlings."

The explanation of this uttfl intensity of efiort is the love of
the people of Rusia's future.
This extaordinary love for the future is brought about by the
participation of the masses of the people in the life of the community.
The life of the community difiers from the life of individuals
in terms of time.

The former is infinitely longer than the latter, and this additional
'time is in the future.
Not only is the bourgeois outlook centered in the life and wellbeing of individuals, more isolated and selfish, but concern for the
future is much more narrow and limited.
The more the people share in the life of the community as a
whole, the more they identify their lives with the life of that whole,
the greater their love for that whole and its future.

NO NAOIAI, I}ISGAIilIINAIION
Abrahanns, the well-knoun black South Alrican noueli.t, utote
the lollowine in The African Standard of May 77, 7946.

Peter

fN STRANGE places in and outside Africa and from the ordinary,
I common people of South East, Central and West Africa, I have
been told that there is no color bar in the Soviet Union. . . . It is a
crime to practice any form of racial exclusivism. Seamen coming back

from war-time convoys to Russia were full of descriptions of the
absence of color discrimination there.
The land-hungry peasant of Africa knows, in spite of censorship,
because he has been convinced by "agitators" who had made secret

trips to Russia, that the land there belongs to the peasant . . .
Because the Russians come nearest to symbolizing the secret
dreams of millions of black folk, colonials have a passionate and
personal interest in the Russian State and people. It has nothing
or very little to do with party politics or the red bogey.
It is something simple and human, To them it represents the
complete opposite of the Governments under which they live.

bY
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YEAR l9l7
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ushered in an era in science and technology aknost
as important as the new era it marked in politics, and closely
linked with it. The handing over of a great imperialist state like
Russia to its peoples under the inspiration of Marxism placed science
in a completely new framework.
Not that science had not played a very large part in the history of
Tsarist Russia. Peter the Great had, in his introduction of Western
ways into Russia, taken over science as one of the major factors
for transforming that backward country and had founded the Imperial
A-cademy of Sciences. Peter, however, was essentially under the spell
of German science and his academy, however brilliant, was of German
character.

It took the genius and enterprise of that polymath Russian,
Michael Lomonosov, to give it a genuine Russian-character. IIe was,
in many ways, the founder of Russian science and of much of its
technology as well. He also founded Moscow University, which still
bears his name, and made important contributions as historian,
linguist, chemist, physicist, artist and poeL
Lomonosov was, however, only a forefunner. Russian sciehce continued to grow all through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
although it was essentially academic in character, still strongly influenced by continental, and in particular, by German science. It had,
however, very distinctive individual contributions to make, especially
in the fields of geology and mineralogy and that of chemistry, with
the epoch-making periodic system hypothesis of Dmitri Mendeleyev
and the almost equally important mathematical innovation by Nikolay
Lobachevsky of non-Euclidean geometry.
The change wrought by the Revolution of 1917, however, was
incomparable with anything past, both in its own importance and
in its irromise for the future. In the first place, this change was to
come from the inspiration of Marxist theory. Marx and Engels
themselves always laid great emphasis on the natural sciences, and
the fact that Lenin was very much interested in science had an
immense efiect. Before the development of Marxism, science had
Pnorrsson J, D, BmNer- is the world-famous scientist and progressive leader.
An appreciation of his life and work, by Gordo,n Schafier, foll6ws-on p. 150
t5:!
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of either
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as abstract theory as
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in the case of Newton,

as revolutionary descriptions of nature as in the case of Darwin, or,
in the Napoleonic era, as a means of enriching capitalist enterprises
by making soda and sugar. Now for the first time there was a prospect
of deliberately using science by the people for the people.
This new concept of a creative relationship between science and
society was at last tried in Russia after 1917, transforming profoundly
the whole position of science, its methods, and the personnel of those
engaged in it, while at the same time building on foundations laid by
the old Russian Academy.
A large number, but still a minority, of Russian scientists joined
the emigration and spread themselves through Europe. Those who

remained had to build a new kind of scientific civilization from tle
very start. The word science, "nauka" in Russian, includes much
of art, history and phil,ology. Work was now pushed forward with
great enthusiasm in all these fields. The importance of research was
recognized from the start and many Scientific Research Institutes

were

built.

These included the Physical Technical Institute in

Leningrad under the direction of A. F. Jofie, the Institute of Animal
Behavior under the already world-famous physiologist Ivan Pavlov,
which changed our whole understanding of the nervous system, and
many others.

DO NOT intend to try to write a catalogue of the Soviet contributions to science and technology. It would take far too long. I will
only mention some of the salient directions of work.
In the first place, when after the civil war the new Soviet Government found itself in control of the vast territories of former Russia,
the first problem was to find out what these territories contained
and how they could be used. This involved physical, geological
and mineralogical surveys which amply paid for themselves by the
discoveries of mineral resources, including great new fields of iron
ore, oil, diamonds and potash.
These were not just lucky strikes. They were the fruit of profound
understanding of geolog!, very much in the old Russian tradition
but carried out with tremendous energy and enterprise. At the same
time, the basic technological approaches in iron metallurgy were
largely improved by the use of such new techniques as tonnage
oxygen and continuous casting. The innovation of basic theoretical
metallurgy was, however, very largely a Soviet contribution which
has since benefited the rest of the world. It finds its scientific base
in solid state physics, especially in the work of the great school of

rf

Jofie.

Crystal physics is one of the fields in which Soviet scientists have
been preeminent. This has led naturally to the study of solid state
electronics and transistors. At the outset of the Soviet regime, chem-
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istry, particularly organic chemistry, was not widely developed and
was largely in German hands, but this was amply compensated by
the work of N. W. Semenov which found its practical realization
in the synthesis of artificial rubber. This artificially produced rubber
saved the Soviet army during the war. It was only after tle war
that a real drive was made to find a more complete utilization oI
chemistry in the developing plastics and synthetic fiber industry. [See
article by Academician Semenov, page 159 of this issue.] .-.-All these advances in the physical and chemical scicnces com.
bined with advances in mathematics, in which an entirely new school
had been founded, account for the postwar achievements in space
science. It should now be realized that the flights of the astronauts,
and much more the skill of rocketry, itself the fruit of the inspiration
of K. E. Tsiolkovsky, came to involve practically all other iciences,
including astronomy, in which the Soviet Union has also made notable
advances, and that of electronic control. In fact, the success of "the
first Sputnik aroused the USA to the value of scientific research and
to its educational system as well, so that science in the Soviet Union
can be said to have become the guide-light of all world science.
In addition, deep knowledge of the properties of atoms and radioactivity gave to the Soviet Union not only the necessary theory but
the means of making the atom bomb and, later, the hydrogen bomb,
long before the Americans had thought it possible for them ro do so.

RUSSIA IN l9l7 was the center of a primitive and agricultural
rG
civilization. The first need was to change to a more industrialized

state: to apply mechanical means to production and to set up large
new factories for the manufacture of tractors and electrical plant.
"Communism," as Lenin said, "is Soviet power plus electrifiiation
of the whole country." The second need was in agriculture which
meant, among other things, furthering the understanding of the
biological factors involved. This led to the unsuccessful invention of
the anti-genetic theories of Lysenko, whose desire to get practical
results in a hurry unfortunately had a bad efiect on agricultural
production in the Soviet Union as well as infuriating the scientists
of the West and playing into the hands of the Cold Warriors.
Finally, the advance of Soviet science has been enormous not
only on the technical but also on the educational side. Education
formerly had largely been a matter of studying the classics; this
tradition has been definitely broken with. The study of natural
science has now become part of an almost universal educational
system from the primary schools up to the university and beyond.
The idea of a new scientific education, in which every child, girls
as well as boys, has the right to a secondary scientific educarion,
was born in the Soviet Union and is now copied in practically every
country

in the world.
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The University of Moscow, named after Lomonosov, is a monument to the postwar recovery of the country. An even grander
monument a generation later is the great science city in Siberia,
the town of science, Academgorodok. The Academy is definitely an
important part of the general government of the Union. I remember
hearing someone say that in the old days a General was almost an
obligatory guest at a wedding ceremony; now an academician is
even more desirable.

rIHUS IT can be seen, against a perspective of five decades, that
r the Revolution of l9l7 has fully justified itself by opening up
science,

both theoretically and practically, for the whole world and

thus determining man's development in the years to come-if nuclear
war can be avoided. For basically science, as understood in the Soviet
Union, is devoted to peace. Llnfortunately, because of the persistent
hostility of the capitalist world to socialism, much Soviet science at
present must concern itself with defensive measures. Nevertheless,
the world's people are increasingly coming to realize the relation
between the socialist reorganization of society and their ever-deepening

anxiety for ac-hieving a world without war. The fiftieth milestone
marked this year by the Soviet Union can only brighten their hopes.

J. I). BEBNAI,
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SCIEIITTIST ANI)
TIGHTEN r'OB PDACE
by GORDON SCIIAIT'ER

fOHN

J

Desmond Bernal, who is 66, finished his latest book, The

Origin ol Life, while battling against ill health which has dogged
him for some years and forced him to retire from the presidency of the
World Council of Peace. He still keeps closely in touch with the activities of the WCP, however, and with the British Peace Committee
of which he is a vice president. Born of an Irish father and an American mother in the little town of Nenagh in Tipperary, in what is now
the Republic of Ireland, he produced two original paPers on mathematics and science when still at school. He won a scholarshiP to Emmanuel College, Cambridge; in his last year there he wrote a PaPer
on the theory of crystallography which led to his appointment to a
post under Sir William Bragg, the discoverer of crystal analysis.
In 1927, he was appointed lecturer in structural crystallography at
Cambridge University and worked at the Cavendish Laboratory where
the splitting of the atom and the discovery of the neutron were
achieved. It was here too that Blackett discovered the positive elecC,onooN Scr*erran ts hesident of the British Peace Committee.
evarded an Intennational Lenin Peace hize tn 1964.

He
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tron and Cockroft did pioneer work on atomic energ'y. Bernal worked

on the structure of matter, studying the amino acifu out of which
proteins, the essential compounds of living matter, are made.
In 1932, he worked out the chemical structure of the group of
organic compounds called.the sterenes which are the basis of Vitamin
B and the sex hormones. With J. B. S. Haldane and Joseph Needham, he helped to lay the foundation of the biochemical and biological

revolution of which his new book is the latest chapter. This was
followed by studies of the structure of viruses.
In 1937, he was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society and the following year was appointed Professor of Physics at Birkbeck College,
London, a position he still holds.
Significantly, most of those with whom Bernal worked, like himself, refused to live in an ivory castle and played their part in the
struggle against fascism and the threat of war. Bernal, who inevitably
as a Southern Irishman was concerned at the beginning of his career
with the Irish independence struggle, soon entered the wider struggle.
He summed up that period in an interview with me as follows:

I took an active part in the skuggles of the British working peoples which
the hunger marches in protest against
led to the General Suike in 1926 and'thirtie.s.

-In 1981, I mad6 my ffrsf visit
the poverty and unemployment of the
to die Soviet Union and this showed me in practice how science should be
used in an effective, organized way for human welfare. I visited it again in
1982, and again in 1934 when I stayed for some months doing scientific
research. This experience made an indelible impression on me anil gavo me
much of the theme for my ffrst major bmik, The Social Fulcttan of Scierwer
which appeared in (988 and -analyzed the ill effects on science of monopoly
capitalism and preparations for war. It was at this time that I starteil
seriously studying Marxist works.

During that period Bernal met Frederic Joliet-Curie and Professor
Longevin who were leading the sffuggle of the intellectuals in France

against fascism and the imminent threat of war. In Britain he took
the initiative in forming a similar movement which denounced the infamous Munich agreemeut and the British Government's appeasement
of the fascist dictators.
During the war against fascism, Bernal was part of a scientific
team which studied operational research, "a way of learning fiom the
lessons of military operations how to choose stiategy and t-actics in a
scientific way."
When the war ended, his laboratory had been destroyed by Nazi
bombs and it wa$ not until 1950 that he was again able to take up his
scientific research. Continuing his studies of the structure of liquids,
he discovered what he called the "order of disorder" and developed
a new branch of mathematics, "statistical geometry." In 1954, he

published Science in History, which showed the efiects of the develop
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ment of science on the major phases of history and which supplemented a smaller work, Marx and Science.
And inevitably Bernal was one of the founders of the World Council of Peace, playing an active part in all its work and succeeding
Joliot-Curie as president.

QUMMING up, Bernal said, "As a boy I grew up in a world domi)J
nated by the great capitalist empires. Now it is the remaining
colonies that can be pinpointed as the last islands

in the sea of the'vast

and unjust domination of the world by imperialist rulers, industrial
old and new who succeeded not because of any innate superiority but because they had the luck to be in at rhe starr of the industrial revolution. Since l9l7 in Russia, since 1945 in many coun.
trieS of Eastern Europe and since 1949 in China, Socialist govern.
ments have produced a new pattern of living which despite all the attacks of the capitalist powers have proved technically and morally
superior. At the same time, as the result of the influence of the socialist revolution, colony after colony has liberated itself or has been
reluctantly accorded independence. The next stage is for them to consolidate their new found freedom and to make it real by adding popowers

litical independence."

It is this integration of the discoveries of science with the struggles
for the betterment of mankind that is Bernal's most significant achievement. As he put it to me, "The expansion of man's knowledge and
control of the world he lives in depends on the advance of science, both
natural and social. This can be realized only in a world of liberty and
peace."
.EMOIil,E IDARING

IEAJU AIITY OTEDB T.il ET TOItY''

NO ONE CONTENDS that the Bolshevil$ are angels. I only ask that men
shall look through the fog of libel that surrounds them and see that the
ideal for which they are stuggling, in the only way in whieh thoy can
struggle, is among those lights which every man of young and honest hoart
."o"t"foru him imewherE on the road 6nd not aironflthose other lights
from which he resolutely turns av/ay. These men who have made the Soviet Government in RusJia, if they riust fail, will fail with clean shields and
clean hearts, having striven for an ideal which will live beyond them. Even
tf they fail, th€y will none the less have written a page od history more
darinf than auy other which I can remember in tho history of huinanity.
Thev"are writine it amid showers of mud from all the meanei spirits in their
in youis and in my own, But, when the thing is ovlr, and their
"o*ltry, havo hiumphed, tLe mud will vanish like blick magic at noon,
enemi#
and that page will bb as white as the snows of Russia, glittering in the sun
when I t<iok"ed from my windows in Petrograd.
And when, in after years, men read that page, they will iudge your
counky and mine, your race and mine, by the help or hindrance they gave
to the writiug of it.
Arthur Ranlotne, Brirteh Daily Newe corre,aponden .
Tlte oorchtsion ol a ponplila wrttten ln Moaoa, Mag, 1918,
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MODERN SCIENCE is international in character and advances
I'vr
through the efforts of scientists in many countries. It is difficult,

therefore, to distinguish between the most important achievemenB
of the scientists of the USSR, the United States, or some other particular country. We can point only, with reservations, to scientists
of certain countries to whom we are mainly in debt for specific

significant scientific results in various fields.
What then are the most interesting scientific achievements of

recent years?

First of all, I would mention the investigation
means of space rockets conducted by Soviet and
American scientists. These investigations led to the appearance of
a new scientific discipline: the geography of the solar system's planets.
The greatest achievement in this field has been the implementation
by Soviet scientists and engineers of a soft landing on the moon of
automatic stations, making it possible to relay directly actual pictures
of the surface of the moon. The surface turned out to be firrn and
rocky, disproving the earlier conception that it was covered with
a thick layer of dust. It is my firm conviction that new discoveries
will soon follow, which will lead to manned exploration of the moon
Space exploration.

of the moon by

and its use for practical purposes.
The question arises: what is attractive in this desert devoid of
water and air? It is precisely these properties which make rhe moon
an ideal place for utilizing solar energy. Large power-generating
stations for converting solar energy into electricity can be built there.
Giving free rein to our {antasy a bit, we can visualize the moon
as a huge power station for the Earth.
Of course, in this case we shall have to tackle the fantastic task
of sending this energy to the Earth. The idea cannot be ruled out,
however, that contemporary masers, giving exceptionally narrow
beams of radio waves, can, with time, be improved to such a degree
as to make a practical reality the transmission of energ.y from the
moon to the Earth.
There is also another space discovery that I regard as significant.
The study of radio and X-rays emitted by the univerie provides

Acaopnncrarq Nrror-ey Sprr.mNov is a Nobel Prize winner and a ViePresident
q! tlg, U99E Acade-my of Sciences. This articlo was prepared especially for
Neu> Woilil Beoteao thiough Norosd kess Ageocy.
lE
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additional information on the universe itself, including stars and
nebulae farthest from the Earth. This information gives iise to ideas
of extraordinary importance.
And the other is the detection of peculiar radio emissions from
the most remote stars or nebulae. soviet and American scientists are
coming to the conclusion that this type of radiation is associated. with
some new collective emission by the plasma of individual star

formations.

, In the field of physics, chemistry and biology we see the intensive
development of the major discoveries made over the past decade, and
many supremely important and interesting results have been obtained
in this direction.

From the vast number of scientific works I would
like to indicate the following.
Nuclear Physics.In the field of nuclear physics, the discovery by
Soviet scientists of the heaviesr, l04th element in 1964 and the study
in 1966 of its radiochemical properties. Also very interesting.was
the discovery in the USSR of the fast division of some isotop6s ol
heavy elements, which according to previous observations had con.
siderably longer decay periods. The reason for this evidently lies
in the existence of some nuclear isomers of a new type.
Masers and Lasers, Masers and lasers deserve special mention.
Eight years or so ago Soviet scientists Nikolay Basov and Alexander
Prokhorov and an American scientist, Charles Townes, discovered
a new type of radio wave and light emission (so-called coherent
radiation) as well as ways of transforming electrical energy and the
energy of ordinary light into this type of emission. The new type
of generators that were then developed came to be widely known
as masers and lasers. A remarkable feature of the beam of light
emitted by such a generator is its negligible divergence the rays
remain practically parallel even when transmitted over very long
distances. The same property enables the beam to be focussed into
a pencil-thin ray, with tremendous power concentrated in the focus.
With the aid of a laser beam it is possible to cut and weld highmelting metals and to drill through the hardest materials. The laser
also provides the surgeon with a unique-"bloodless" knife with which
operitions can be performed on the moit delicate internal'brgdnC.-' '
' LEsErS anff'lhasers
'ivill no doubt bring about in the near future
a veritable revolution in radio broadcasting and electronics, as tvell
as in the principles of computing.
From the great variety of works connected with this discovery I
would like to mention one. American scientists noticed that the light
emitted by a laser beam is scattered in a peculiar fashion when
passing through various substances. A study of the spectrum of this
scattering provided a powerful tool for determining the structure
of molecules and atoms of the substance under observation. This
method holds much promise in chemistry. It is conceivable that

I,6T
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the existing spectrum devices will to a large extent be
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instruments using coherent emission.
Supercond,ucti.aity. A few words about the remarkable Plo
oo*.noo of superconductivity which I hope will free us in the
furure from heit losses in tiansmission linis and in all electrical
power apparatus and machines. In spite of the fact that super'
ionductivity was discovered at the turn of the century, understand'
ing of this'phenomenon came much later. Its- the-ory-was cteveloped
3oviet and American scientists in the 'forties and 'sixties.
b/British,
' The theory
suggested that the material of, a superconductor in
a magnetic field of in the presence of current is divided into two
phasel-normal and superconducting. The first experimental proof

existence of the macroscopic laminated structule in a superconductor was given by the Soviet physicist Alexander Shalnikov
in 1944. A new step in this direction has been made in the last
two years by Soviet-scientist Yury Sharvin. He showed that beginning with some current values, layers of the normal and super'
ionducting phases begin to move together without being mixed'
It should be noted that superconducting ProPerties in superconductors disappear already at relatively low currents. Thus, for all
its fundamenial importance, the discovery of superconductivity -offered no practical piospects. Yet while studying the_ superconducting
propertiei of various new alloys in 1960, a remarkable discovery.was
ilude. It turned. out that in some of these alloys superconductivity
is retained at very large currents and voltages of the magnetic field.
This discovery opened up vast technical possibilities., , Of the lasi year's discoveries in this field, I would like also to
mention the works of Soviet scientists who demonstrated the possi'
bility of doubling and tripling the laser lig-ht frequ-ency through
adding together two or thiee quanta, and also the discovery of a
very sirorr[ interaction between light quanta and crystalline- lattices
,rd the fossible development of powerful generators of ultrasonic
emission of unusually high frequencies.
Chemistry, In chemistry, recent years have seen the use of new
and more perfect physical methods and instruments for studying
the fine stxucture of molecules and elementary reactions. The re'
sults stemming from these studies modify and sometimes even alter
fundamental ihemical concepts; for instance, our views on the
nature o[ chemical forces, of valence, and of spacial arrangement
of molecules. We are now in a sort of pre-revolutionary period
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and kinetics, would like to mention the rechemical
search started recently, mainly in the USSR, on chemical reactions of
molecular nitrogen.

It

was shown

in 1966 that, as distinct from
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the earlier views, molecular nitrogen is easily attached to some organic and complex compounds even in the presence of oxygen and
water. These works are very far from solving the question of obtaining
nitrogenous fertilizers at normal temperatures and pressures, but
still these may be first steps in this direction.
Also of interest is the discovery of semiconducting properties in
crystals and polymers.
purely
- Untilorganic
recently only inorganic substances were considered to be
semiconductors, while metals were thought to be electric conductors.
In the past couple of years, however, many new organic compounds
with fairly good semiconducting properties have been synthesized,
particulariy in the USSR. In the United States, scie-ntists have also
developed'electric conductors with a conductivity close-to that of
metallic mercury. What is more, American and Soviet theoreticians
have considered the possibility of making specially-structured organic polymers likely 1o possess semiconducting properties' It has
iot yet been corroborated experimentally, but there is intensive
search going on along these lines in both countries.
Nei Cinstructi.on Materials. Physical and chemical research is
being carried out on a large scale to develop new matelials for solving lroblems of new technology and for improving materials in
coirsiruction and engineering. They include new consffuction materials, among them unusual new heat-resisting grades of steel and
alloys with spicial strength, electrical, radio-technical, semiconducting,
superconduciing and other properties,-new heat-resisting- glasses and
sitils lpyrocerims), rhe production of artificial diamonds and other
super-haid substances, as- well as new polymers for household and
technical needs.

of
in
producing
succeeded
methods,Jrave
physical
and
chemical
by
glass
of obtaining and
;lass stronger than today's best _steels. Techniques
irsing s.rcli glass on a large scale have r]ot ye! been developed, but
theri is no doubt that the discovery itself is of great importance.
Biology. I have noticed that even people with only a primitive
of science display an intense interest when it comes to
knowled[i
biology. we know already the topography oj the brain centers re,porr'i6ta for various emotions, such as fear, joy, etc. It is conceivable that here, too, certain changes in the molecular structure are
the acting principle. If we are able to establish_-it, vast possibilifor treating psychic -and nerve diseases'
ties will 6pi,
"p
Impressive udrun..r have been made-by the scrence dealing with
complix molecules-biopolymers -underlying_ vital processes_ -(pro.
teins and nucleic acidsf. They have the ability to form definite
molecular structures on'a Pre-set architectural pattern. This manifests itself already in viruseJ which are borderline cases between living
and non-living things.

In the last two years Soviet scientists, by treating the surface

'
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The first thing with which this study begins is ro learn the seggence and mutual arrangement of structural elements that make up
biopolymers (amino acids in proteins and nucleotides in nucleii
acids). For proteins this was done more than ten years ago when
the structure of insulin was decoded, and the substance itielf synthesized three years ago. The nucleic acid proved a harder nut to
crack. Ilowever, the past two years have biought triumph to thar
field as well. True, so far only low-moleculai nucleic icids have
been deciphered, one in the United States in 1965, three more there

this year, and one this year in the Soviet Union.
The very first observations provided information on the general
structure of such acids and enabled researchers to understand relationships between the structure of such acids and their functions
in protein syntJresis. Through the elucidation of the structure of
uucleic acids and their fragments, it will be possible to synrhesize
protein substances of a structure not found in nature, with the most
unusual properties, which may be of particular value for medicine
and agriculture.
Genetics. In the field of genetics, main attention has recently
been concentrated on artificially changing hereditary traits (mutations) and in particular producing mutations by exposure to X-rays
and chemicals.
In the Soviet LInion, t}re mutation method has produced some
surprising strains of silkworm, which by themselves can breed normally from generation to generation. When these strains are used
to obtain ofispring for industrial purposes, they contain no females
at all, a great advantage, since female cocoons contain 25 to 30 per
cent less silk than male ones.
Everybody knows the tremendous practical results obtained thanks
to the development of polyploid forms of agricultural plants. The
development of polyploid forms in animals capable of breeding
has so far been unsuccessful. V"ry recently, however, Soviet scientist Boris Astaurov has obtained a polyploid-breeding type of silkworrn.
Cancer rasearch,

In the middle o{ this year an interesting report
by three Soviet investigators about the prophylactic
action of cornplexes of ribonucleic acid and protein. Two mouse
strains were taken: the first strain always suffered from hereditary
cancer and died from it; the second was entirely free from it. It
turned out that if the ribonucleic acid and protein complexes were

was published

taken from healthy mice and periodically administered to mice of the
cancer strain, in most cases no cancer developed.
Of course, this is a first report and it must be more carefully
chec.ked, but I have singled it o,ut beicause this may take us a step
forward in the struggle against this still mysterious disease.
Translated Dy Souov
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infusions of revolutionary ardor into the nation's bloodstream. And
above all their voices sounded Mayakovsky's exultant call:

FIFIIETH

The Fiftieth Suntnoer

Beat on

by JESSICA SMITII
iHE land I first knew in 1922 was still old Russia in many ways,
still ridden with poverty and ignorance, barely emerging from
its age-old backwardness.
TYhe infant Soviet state had to spend its first five years battling
to save the Revolution against enemies inside and out who fought
with desperare fury to cruiir the new socialist society. _ Only-by 1922
was it finally possible to start rebuilding what had been destroyed
lntervention, civil war, blockade. The year before an
in war,
"r*"d famine had swept the-rich farming lands of the Volga
unprecedenred
..gio". Industrial production was down to 1-5--per-cent of-.prewar'
All these disasteri had taken a toll of 28 million human lives, be"
ginning in 1914 with the W9rt9 War in which th-e .youngest and
it orrg."rt perished. Many of the brightest and best of the revolution'
urv f6r.er, always in the forefront, gave their lives in the struggles
thlt followed. Lenin, disabled by an assassin's bullet, died in 1924
when his guidance was still sorely needed.
The ltioscow I first saw in those early days was a shabby place of
gutted streets, without shops or lestaurants. There was a shortage of
iood, housing, fuel, clothing-all life's essentials. Houses stood in
disrepair, wiiir peeling pain{ glping or boarded windows. Tens of
thouiands of horneless-rifugeeifiorr the famine area were encamped
at the railroad stations. Doctors labored in grim hospitals lacking
equipment, medicine and linen, trying to save those strick-en_by typhus
o, oih." epidemics. Ilomeless, ragged children roamed the streets.
What L,* in Moscow and in the iinger-swept villages where I lived
as a famine relief worker with the American Friends Service Committee was still the wasteland created by tsarism and the enemies of so'
cialism, although within it the seeds of the new society were already
germinating.
' It *", igainst such odds as no pegple on earth have ever faced
that the Sovlet people began to build the new socialist order, learning
to build as the Uuitt. et the same time the Soviet leaders set in
motion a vast cimpaign to wipe out illiteracy, to train-specialists and
engineers in an educalional piogram that lifted a whole people from
darkness into light.
It should n&er be forgotten that all through the hardest days 1
sreat cultural revolution was playing its part in the cataclysmic social
Zhurg", preserving the best of the cultural wealth of the past while
.re"tirrg a new people's culture. Theaters, -op€ras, concerts never
stopped. Writeri, poets, artists, musicians, brimming with new creativity, taking sometimes crude, sometimes glorious forms, poured new
I5'f

tlp

stre6t'

the march of rebellion,

Sweeping ooer the heads of the

prutil;

We, the flood of a second, d.eluge,
Slwll wash the oorld. like a bursting cloud,'

Wlwt is richer thnn our colors?
Can ue be catrght by the bulla's

sting?

For dfl.es and boyonets ue hatse ballads;

Our gold is our oolces' ri,ng!

f HAVE watched the growth of this new society during six more
I trips in the forty-five years since 1922. In the period before World

II, I saw the beginnings of collective farming when I lived with an
American group of farm experts who took over modern farm ma'
chinery and operatgd a large-scale model farm and training school
in the North Caucasus. I watched the turbulent growth of industry
and education and culture. After the war I saw the immense devas'
tation wreaked by Hitler's armies, which laid waste the farm lands
of Western and Southern Russia and savagely destroyed a third of
the industries built with such effort. I read in the people's faces and
heard from their lips the cruel human- cost of the war against fascism
in which over twenty million of their countrymen perished. For the
sacrifices and heroism that led to victory over the common fascist
enemy, the Soviet Union was rewarded by US withdrawal of tend
Lease aid and promised loans, and by years of blighting cold war.
Without help frorn its wartime allies, the Soviet people rebuilt anew
their devastated land. Then came the new era of sputniks, giant hydroelectric stations, comPuters, the march of mechanization, automation,
cybernetics . . . an industrial outPut today 70 times greater than before
the Revolutionl
This summer of 1967, as the Soviet people prepared to celebrate
their fiftieth anniversary, I saw a mature and flourishing socialist so'
ciety. The old Russia is gone. Nothing remains of its capitalists and
landlords. No man exploits another. In the whole land no one is
starving or homeless .and there is work for all' The earth and all its
resources and all that has been built upon it belong to the people
who live there. Soviet cities are calm and busy, with fewer and fewer
police, no ghettos; the many Soviet nationalities, dark skinned and
iight, live at peace with one another. No Soviet soldiers are killing
in any foreign land.
people
- i think
any honest person visiting the Soviet Union today would
agree with these comments, though perhaps finding other thingp_not
to his liking. Of course there are many problems, many complaints,
many struggles ahead. But people in the United States who shrug
ofi the achievements of a socialist society today, especially young
people, people who say "It's an establishment, like all the rest," and
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"What can we learn from them" would do well to ponder a bit about
these things*or better still, go see for themselves how socialism works.
With each successive visit in the postwar years I have seen great
material advances in both city and countryside-more and better housing, food, clothing, household appliances, cars and so on. But this
year what struck me the most was the new Clan in the mood of the
people. In the summer of 1964 I found many people still deeply
troubled by the revelations about Stalin, some of the young people
especially wondering who now could be trusted. The wounds of that
period seem to be largely healed. The people are looking forward,
not backward, with a new sense of security, a solid confidence in their
leadership and in their way of life. I do not mean complacency. People speak plainly of things they feel are wrong, but with a sense of
assurance that wrong things can be set right and of their own responsibility in this.
Frequently I heard such remarks as: "We can no longer blame
everything wrong in our society on hangovers from the past. We have
to find out where we ourselves are to blame, and do something about
it." Numerous public opinion polls and sociological surveys are used
in this process, covering such questions as work relations, marriage
and divorce, use of leisure time, goals of young people.
Many things have contributed to this growing feeling of responsibility. There is a lessening of tutelage from above at all levels. The
economic reform in industry and agriculture, requiring greater participation of workers and management both in planning at the local
level and in the distribution of income, has resulted in greater selfreliance and initiative than were possible when there was so much
dependence on orders from above. Even in enterprises where the
reform has not yet been fully introduced, its influence is felt. The same
process is taking place in all fields, in greater cultural freedom, in
greater emphasis on independent thinking in all branches of education. Especially important is the extension of democracy through the
Soviets, drawing more and more people into participation in govern"
mental functions and

in the decision making

process.

hear a great deal today about the training and development
\fOU
r of "the new Soviet man," recognized as the most important and

difficult task of all in the transition to communism. "What is this new

Soviet man? What are his qualities, his aspirations?" I asked every.
where. There were many answers. "A person of great moral purity,"
"a seeker of knowledge, of many sided attainments, advancing side
by side with others, never at their expense," "man to man must be a
friend, comrade and brother," "a person of boundless romanticism,
striving for heroic deeds," "what we seek is to learn everything we can,
to face any hardship, to be ready for any sacrifice, to work for better
lives for ourselves and the whole collective."
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Do these sound like empty r,yords, clichds-sentimental drivel per'
haps? I wrote of things like this over forty years ago and believed
them to be true. In those days when "it was bliss to be alive and to be
young was very heaven" I wore rose-colored glasses and through them
I saw many things that I thought the Revolution had already accomplished. Building socialism turned out to be a bigger and longer task
than any of us dreamed of. I don't wear rose-colored glasses any more.
But please believe me, my friends, when I tell you that through my ordin?ry glasses today I see in actuality many of the things I thought I
saw then. And to see them today, to know that they are happening
somewhere in the world, makes it still bliss to be alive.
And so I say of this new socialist person they told me about, these
are not empty words. There are all kinds of people in the Soviet
Union. Good people and bad people, bureaucrats and dogmatists,
careerists and self-seekers as well as heroes. But everywhere, you see
this new Soviet man emerging. No one claims he has achieved all
these qualities as yet, but they are already discernible.
In this new type of human being, the socialist precept that work is
not only a duty, but "a matter of honor and joy" is coming true. It
was wonderfully exhilarating to see people doing the thing they most
wanted to do, to feel their tremendous enthusiasm for their work,
whether it was creating a poem or painting or building a hydroelectric
station; and combined with their personal satisfaction in their work
is their satisfaction in being part of a collective effort.
The first part of my trip was with Arnerican Dialogjs cultural
tour, led by its editor, Joseph North. We had extraordinary opportunities to talk with people in various fields of art and literature in
Moscow, Leningrad, Azerbaidzhan and Uzbekistan. I stayed on for
another three weeks, and in Moscow and on a trip to Siberia my husband and I saw many other phases of Soviet life. And everywhere
we found people in love with what'they were doing. I heard quite
a lot in the Soviet Union about a beloved poet who died in 1964,
Mikhail Svetlov. Reading his "Notes on My Life" in Soaiet Literature, No. 8, I come upon. this paragraph defining the main characteristics of the youth of his generation, back in the '20s and '30s:
We were in love. In love with everything, d& battle when our country
was in danger, with labor when we were building the new world with the
girl we cho"se to be our parkrer in life, and, lastly, with poetry and art to
which we had plighted our bothl

And this too is true today. The poet in Moscow told us excitedly
what a joy it was to write poetry for a whole nation of poetry lovers.
"Yes," he said, "my books of verse are sold out the moment they appear. I can't even find a copy for myselfl You can say that everyone
in ihe country reads poetry, and half of them are writing it. . ."
The bricklayer in Bratsk, nineteen-year-old Liuba, whose plain face
grew radiant as she talked about her job, exclaimed:
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"My profession is building I'm a bricklayer. I enjoy my work,

love itl It's wonderful to see the walls I help to build rising around
me, to know that I'm building not only for myself but for others.
To be a bricklayer is the most noble, the most creative kind of workl"
"No, no," from Olga, the pretty little music teacher in a Bratsk
kindergarten, "Everyone knows that bringing up children is more
important, the most creative work of alll"
But Liuba insists: "I won't give up-you'd have no place to bring
up the children if not for those who lay the brickst"

DISCUSSIONS with writers, questions were raised about difierIfN ences reported in the American press, about repressions, censorship, how much freedom to write as they pleased? Of course, they told

us, there are hot arguments, disputes, difierences-how could it be
otherwise? Some dogmatists will try to impose their ideas, sorne disidents and skeptics may cause problems, everything is not smooth and
rosy nor is everyone satisfied. The writers, too, obviously loved their
work and their opportunities for publishing. Despite some resistance
from the more rigid, there is apparent a healthy trend of insistence on
honesty and truth, that the reality of history must be recorded, that
things must never again be glossed over or hushed up. There are
some who may still feel a lack of freedom to write as they wish. BUt
it seemed to me that most of the inhibitions and repressions of the past
are being lifted. Many new and gifted voices are heard in Soviet
literature, many voices not heard for a long time are heard again. In
general, the writers tell you that Soviet literature today is developing
at a tempestuous rate, that there are infinite opportunities for every
creative writer, that a new era has opened which allows all sorts df
difierences and endless experimentation.
One of the young writers on Yunost (Youth) magazine said, "Our
socialist society gives each member of society the most unprecedented
opportunities to be true to one's self, to express one's self fuily nrithout stepping on the throat of the person next to you. We no longer
need to pin our faith on a single personality as in the past. It's the
ideas by which we live that are important. We need analysis and exact
knowledge of all sides of our life. We can't remake history, but we can
make the future. That's why it is so exciting to be a writer in the
Soviet Union today."
The editors of Yunost were especially enthusiastic about their work
of discovering fresh, exciting new talents and opening their pages to
them, especially the many new, gifted writers of the various national
republics and minority groups.
In Baku, city of oil and culture, we learned that the Writers'Union
}lras 270 members-poets, critics, novelists, playwrights. Azerbaidzhan
has four literary journals, a youth magazine, a weekly literary newspaper. "Our works are translated into Russian and many other lan-
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comPoserc,
guages of the USSR," they tell us. "We have outstanding
a wonderful group of Azerbaidzhan painters, becoming known not
only all over the Soviet Union but the world. Music and poetry are
in the very blood and bones of the Azerbaidzhan people."
FIFTTETH

ffiASHKENT was a mirade. I expected to find a stricken town after
I last ytar's series of major earihquakes and hundreds of minor
shocks. It was a new thriving city, brighter, more built up, more
modern than three years beforel Writers and poets in a group we met
in Friendship House told us:
"All nationalities find expression here in our city-like a raindrop,
reflecting every color. We have never had any kind of a racist inci'
dent on ittitude in Tashkent. Today we have more nationalities here
than ever. Within the first 24 hours after the earthquake people from
all the republics started pouring in to help us."
We saw a vivid demonstration of this as we drove around the city.
Workers had come from every part of the Soviet lJnion, from all the
main cities of great Russia, the Baltic states, the Ukraine, from all the
national republics, each taking upon themselves the rebuilding of a
whole section of the old Tashkent that had been destroyed. Groups
of completed new buildings had great signs before them identifying
their builders-"Moscow," "KieY," "Leningrad," "Kra$nodar," "Kias^
noyarsk," "Vladivostok." Alt had broughl with them complete equip

ment, machinery, materials, as well as their own labor, only the power
and water were supplied locally. These workers had postponed urgent
construction jobs ii home and worked with energy and zest, finishing
the new aPartment houses in less than a year.
This wis an extraordinary outpouring of fraternal help, of white'
skinned people working with enthusiasm and love for their dark'
skinned Lroihers. The Tashkent people were deeply moved by it.
They were also very grateful to the poet Voznesensky for his role. He
had hown to Tashkent without fanfare as soon as he heard of the disaster, slept overnight on a bare office desk, talked to the earthq_uake
victims riext day and then issued at once his appeal in verse to l'Help
Tashkentt" (NWR, August-September, 1966). We saw another example of the joyous mingling of many nationali'
ties at a Pioneer Camp, "Little Morning Star," in a cool green grove
of trees on Tashkent's outskirts. The beautiful violet-eyed director
was obviously in love with her 400 young charges, aged se-ven to fifteen.
as were ail Lhe other personnel, creating that wonderful, warm' re'
laxed atmosphere you always find in children's camPs and ple-school
institutions,-where love of children (and what Soviet Person lacks itl)
a
is the first essential in choosing the staff. FoIk dances and songs of
'the
number of the nationalities rePresented there were included in
program the children gave for us. After that the youngsters invited
the"American visirors to dance with them on their outdoor platform
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and what an irresistible sight the dark little seven-year-old Uzbek boy
was-rolling sideways until he almost touched the floor as he danced
the twist with a tall blonde Americanl

NLY a week after seeing the breathtaking blue domes of Samarkand, the tomb of Tamerlane, the remains of the remarkable observatory built by his grandson, UIug Bek, I am whisked through some
six thousand miles of space (North to Moscow, East to Siberia) and
over five hundred years of time to that very epitome of modern progress, Akademgorodok, the Science Center of the Siberian Branch of the
USSR Academy of Sciences, outside of Novosibirsk.

It

was a rare privilege

to hear the story of this unique project

from Mikhail Aleieyevich Lavrentiev himself, the Sreat scientist and
organizer who conceived and carried out the idea, with the help of
a devoted group of colleagues. flere, where ten years ago was only
dense taiga, has arisen a town of 35,000 with twenty scientific insti'
tutes, a computer center, a university, aPartments, shopping center,

movies, clubi, schools. In extraordinarily beautiful surrounding's
matched by airy, imaginative architecture, on the shore of the new
Ob Sea, the scientists, teachers, students and construction and service
workers live and work under the most ideal, utopian-like conditions.
Scientists in related fields work in close collaboration. University stud.ents aie taught by leading scientists and work under their tutelage
in superbly equipped laboratories. Gifted youngsters in m_ath and
physiis are'choien by competitive methods to come here to study under
ihe guidance of outstanding teachers.
Livrentiev, tall and grayhaired, clothes hanging loosely on his spare
frame, is the most simple, direct, dedicated, pure-hearted Person you
could imagine. He has a long, deeply grooved face with high cheek
bones, a jutting mouth, all-seeing eyes with wrinkles of kindness at the
corners.. The eyes light up with an electric charge as he tells you of
his insistence that the beauty of forest and sea be kept close and untrammeled for the scientists to do their best work, that the young
people who come here are not just students-but people in love with
icience and as he says without boasting that the original plan of building the Science City has now been successfully accomplished. - TheI
arE ,ro* planning a further steP of building a new settlement of small
factories io make prototypes of the more advanced types of machinery
now needed for industry and to train highly qualified personnel.
It would be hard to imagine greater satisfaction in work well done
than must be felt by the creator of this project, now renowned through'
out the world and the mecca of visiting scientists from all over, and by
those who are a part of this brilliant cooperative effort to develop
modern science to the highest possible point and to train those who
will insure its use in the service of economic Srowth and the wellbeing of the whole PeoPle.

trr
In Irkutsk, capital of East Siberia, a much older city, we found
another science center growing up, another group of scientists dedicated to the idea of the fullest possible development of science and
technology to open up the as yet barely touched riches of East Siberia
and the Far East, determined to make its once icy wastes livable, to
double its population by the century's end.
FIFTIETH SUilMEN

fN IRKUTSK we enjoyed the warm hospitality of dear friends alrready
known to NWR readers, Tatiana Ogorodnikova, Victor
Demin and other friends, old and new. I'll have more to tell of them

later. They too were all in love with their work, with their beloved
Siberia and the joy of showing it to others, with their precious Baikal
Lake whose pure water they swear to guard against all pollutionl And
Victor, of course, is still in love with his Svietlana (Baikal Loae Story,
NWR, January 1962), now buxom and matronly ("like a Raphael Madonna," says Tatiana), and with the chubby little Zhenya, nine
months and thirty pounds, she carries in her arms. We spent a week'
end with them and other friends at the Demin's new dacha. There I
learned for the first time what transports of joy Russians go through
when they pick mushrooms, as the women spread through the woods
and cried out with ecstacy at each .especially "noble" specimen.
In Bratsk we felt the great new surge of enthusiasm as everyone
rushed to complete the world's greatest hydroelectric station well before the actual date of the Fiftieth Anniversary. The two last turbines
are being installed to bring it to its full capacity of 4,100,000 kwh. Now
all the rough edges are being smoothed out. The fine modern buildingt housing machinery and offices are being painted, flower beds are
being laid out. The railroad embankment carrying the Transsiberian
across the dam is being manicured. A system of paved roads wind
around the river banks and over the top of the dam. They are determined that Bratsk will be beautiful as well as powerful.
The enthusiasm of these last stages is shared equally by the Bratsk
Hydroelectric Station director, Knyazev (we saw him later at a soccer
game, seated among the workers, with his wife), Liuba, the l9-year-old
bricklayer, and Valentina Dobrysheva, an Order-of-Lenin pourer of
concrete. From the tent where she and her husband and sons lived
eight years ago when she started work at Bratsk, Valentina has moved
inio a fine modern apartment with a view of the dam and power station which are her own handiwork, and the great Bratsk Sea formed
by it. Her husband also works at Bratsk, she told us, as we sat around
the tea table she had set for us with wine and fruit and cakes. "IA/e
are both workers," she said. "That's our life. We don't know any'
thing else or want anything else. Just to b9 gogd wo_rkers. That's
the greatest satisfaction." fler husband raised his glass: "To FIis
Majesty the working classl"
New industries are rising around the power station, a new alumi'
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num factory is under construction (the second in Siberia; the first,
at Shelekhov near Irkutsk, is already in operation), a great lumber
combine where cellulose is already being produced, and many others.
New cities are rising along with the industries, ihere are beginning to
be enough apartments for each family to have its own, more day nur'
series and kindergartens for the bumper crop of babies the young workers are raising, well equipped hospitals, clinics, rest homes, children's
camps. There are cultural facilities, amateur circles and professional
enteitainment in fifteen Palaces of Labor and Workers' Clubs where
there were only three before, educational opportunities for everyone
and their very own group of Bratsk writers, and artists who are already
exhibiting in Moscow.
They have won a victory over nature in conquering the great taiga
and taming the mighty Angara, these young people; they've triumphed
over the bitter cold that froze their hands and feet and over the tor'
turing swarms of gnats and mosquitoes, the Sreatest hardship of all.
Now the wild nature that fought them and struggled against them
and resisted their efiorts to tame it, is ready to do their bidding as well
as the river they have dammed. Now the harsh earth embraces them,
yields to cultivation, produces fruits and vegetables and grain where
none grew before, grass and fodder for livestock. Are they ready to
rest on their oars, to take life more easily, to enjoy the more comfortable living they have earned by their labors? Not at all. Many
of the young people we talked to \,vere ready to go on to Ust Ilym,
where another great dam and hydroelectric station is rising, ready to
start all over from the beginning, to endure again the bitter frost and
the gnats, or to go on to one or another of still greater projects still
in the blueprint stage, opening uP endless vistas of future pioneering
work for them and for new generations.

rpHE Soviet people have no illusions that the road ahead will be an
I easy one. They know they still have many problems at home, and

they are deeply concerned about the outside world. They made clear
their sense of shock at the treatment of the Negro people in the
United States and their horror at the shameful US aggression in Vietnam. A Vietnam Month was in progress during our visit and all over
the country the Soviet people were holding meetings to express soli'
darity with their Vietnamese brothers and to add gifts of needed sup
the massive aid being $ent by-tle Soviet Governmen-t.
plies'to
- We are
grateful to all the wonderful people we met in the Soviet
,

Union and the inspiration their joy in their building brought us.
There are many things our two peoples have in common, many things
we can give one another. But further development of AmericanSoviet friendship and all that it could mean to both peoples and to
world peace, depends above all on what we ourselves can do to bring
US aggression in Vietnam to an end.

The Dfiovement
tor

Amerieoln-sooiet Understa,nding
by ruC.HARD MORFORD

DROM the dav the Soviet Union

I

was born

virulent forces in our

country have endeavored to discount its achievements and undermine eftorts to build friendship. But, fortunately, there have been
many organizations and thousands of good people engaged in- telling
the irutli about the Soviet Union throughout the country, mobilizing
support for the proposition that cooperation. and friendship are essentiall-to the welfaie irf tfre peoples of both countries and the peace of
the world. On this 50th inniversary we look at the record of these
constructive efforts, amazed at their cumulative volume. We realize
that truth is winning its way step by steP, understanding and appreciation have been growing.' WL are encouraged to Press forward'
What follows are brief glimpses at the record.

Dotrlg ljlooementt

tor ldenillg

B,elo,tlotr,t

attacks on the newborn state were appearing in the
American press even before the year 1917 ended. It was difficult
to obtain correci information concerning what was taking place in Soviet Russia. But friendly reports were being made by Col. Raymond
Robins, head of the R6d Cross Mission. The favorable stories of
John Reed found their way into the country. Early in 1918 a group of
socialists established the first organization whose specific PurPose was
the dissemination of truth about Soviet Russia, especially in the labor
movement. Incidentally, the founding rally of this organization was
held in Madison Square Garden, New York City, which has been the
scene (on two siteJ) of many meetings dedicated to American-Soviet
friendship.
The labor movement in t9l9 fostered a second organization. Called
the American Labor Alliance for Trade Relations with Russia, it was
supported by some of the most representative leaders of the trade
uniin t, Education for understanding through a host of me,etings and
considerable pamphleteering amons working people was perhap-s as in'
tense in this iarly period as ever since. These efiorts in the early days
led to such importint actions as refusal by longshoremen to lo-a-d thipl
with US armi designed for counter-revolutionaries. (One thinks of
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Monrono has been Executive Director of the Nauonal Council of
Friendship since 1g46. An ordained Presbperian minister, formeclv a hiEh sdrool teaclier anil principal, he has always been aotive in causes
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the last twenty years when positive educational efiorts among working
people have been so feeble while negative forces have continued to sow
distrust of the Soviet Union in the name of anti-communism.)
Immense support to these early educational efiorts was provided
by two classics: Ten Days that Shook the Woild by John Reed and

Through the Russian Reuolution by Albert Rhys Williams. These
two men, together with Colonel Robins and several others, were eyewitnesses of the events of the Revolution.
Educational efiorts were soon coupled with organized action to
provide technical aid and relief to the suffering in the new state:
foodstufis, clothing and medical supplies; and to establish trade relations between the two countries. With gratitude one notes the relief
supplied and administered by the Quakers who from the days in the
early 1920's until the present have been in the forefront of organizations devoted to the promotion of understanding and friendship
through education and personal contact.
Out of the campaign for the collection of relief in the 1920's grew
the organization called Friends of Soviet Russia, later called Friends
of the Soviet lJnion, which established many regional branches and inaugurated an intensive educational program. There is not space to
tell the full story of the initial organizations whose purpose was the
promotion of American-Soviet understanding. Those of us presently
engaged in the movement should be thankful for these early efiorts
conducted in the face of disruptive counter-propaganda and action
quite as devastating as that we faced in the twenty years of the Cold
War. We remember gratefully that the struggle of these early friends
of the Soviet Union was rewarded in the belated recognition of the
Soviet Union by our government under the courageous initiative of
President Franklin D. Roosevelt in November, 1933.
Depending upon voluntary support and facing continued opposition from government circles in the early period, some organizations
dedicated to friendly relations fell by the way. But several organizations established in the early years are alive today. Through the years
they have made substantial contributions to the understanding of the
life of the Soviet lJnion, continuing a persuasive appeal for the improvement of relations befween the two nations.

on the Soolet Unlor
Party, established in 1919, has made

fiilucortlonort I[lorl,rc

rnHE Communist
I the Soviet Union a major campaign

education on
throughout its history. They
tell me today they have not made a count of the number of books and
pamphlets they have published dealing primarily with life and activiiies in the Soviet lJnion, apart from political and polemical pamphlets
on socialism. They would surely number several hundred and their
circulation would be in the millions. Not read by some sections of the
people they would have been pleased to reach, nevertheless the pam.

I't
UNDENSTANDINC
phlets have been widely read by the rank-and-fl1e. The Party may take
considerable pride in its program of education for understanding, almost spanning the 50 years.
ln 1924 a remarkable venture was launched. It was the International Publishers whose major purpose was to print and circulate books
about the life in the Soviet Union as well as to make reproductions
of the political writings of Marx, Engels and Lenin and to publish
many other authors in the field of scientific socialism. Alexander A.
Trachtenberg was one of its founders and through nearly thirty years
its President and Editor. International Publishers still moves forward
vigorously with an extensive publishing program in 1967 under the
leadership of James Allen. Here again titles would number in the
hundreds. In terms of reaching people we are reminded that International Publishers got out three books of the late Dean of Canterbury,
Hewlett Johnson; their titles, The Socialist Sixth of the World, The
Secret of Soai,et Strength and Soaiet Power. Several printings in paperback of Soviet Power produted an unparalleled sale in excess of one
million copies in the United States. Many Americans were introduced
for the first time in these three books to a true and complete story of
the Soviet Union. Thanks to the Red Dean and the publishersl
Continuing glimpses at the record chronologically, we note that
another organlzition was founded in 1926 to increase knowledge of
the Soviet Uriion-the American Society for Cultural Relations with
Russia. Its sponsors were men of big business, finance and law who,
anticipating a steady flow of trade with the Soviet Union, felt it would
be go6d ifi broadir knowledge of the country,was gained by_people
in our country. In 1930 the name was changed to American Russian
Institute for Cultural Relations with the Soviet Union. Slgwly the Institute began a collection of books and papers about the Soviet Union
and the development of a research and information center. Newspnp..r, magazints, business firms and many other- public agencies, as
*eit stuients in the field of Russian studies began an extensive
use of"sthe Institute's services.
The period of intensive build-up of the library- tegll in- 1936,
coupled *itrla major publishing program under the editorship o[
Miss Harriet Moore-. These publications were widely used throughout the country by specialists. In I94l Mr. Bernard Koten became
the curator of ihe'Library and the Institute's Director of Research.
The Institute rilas dissolvid in 1950 and the Library, containing by
that time the largest collection of Soviet materials in the country
was turned over to a new organization, the Library for Intercultural
studies chartered by the N. Y. State Board of_Regent-s. In 1965 New
York University acquired the Library as a gift, a collection of_nearly
100,000 books,'peri6dicals, pamphlets and other materials. With increasing interesi in the Soviet Union, this-outstandinglibrary in the
past thlrty years has met the needs of teadrers and students pursuing
US. USSR
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Soviet studies as well as the wider public and thus has contributed
considerably to the growth of understanding.

The Anerlcqn ftutslan ln$ltute of Sor fronelseo
1931 a group of San Francisco educators and professional people
rfNdiscussed the urgent need of an organization in their area for ex-

changing cultural and scientific information with the Soviet Union.
They organized the American Russian Institute (independent of the
Institute in New York) and set to work to establish the exchange
through cooperation with VOKS, the Society in the Soviet Union for
Foreign Cultural Relations. This Institute still flourishes today. Its
president since 1943 is Dr. Holland Roberts, former professor of Columbia and Stanford Universities. A large part of the success of its
educational program through the years is attributed to the late Mrs.
Rose Isaak, the Institute's secretary. The Institute's library gathered
books and pamphlets on the life of the people of the Soviet Union,
photographs and documentary fikns, exhibitions of Soviet graphic art
and children's art, Soviet music, the fiction and poetry of Soviet writers both in Russian and in English translation. These materials provided the basis for an educational program to reach the people of the
Western states, schools, colleges and universities.
Featured throughout the Institute's history have been exhibitions
made here or sent from the Soviet IJnion, displayed in many cities.
In turn, the Institute has arranged for exhibitions of American art in
the Soviet Union. The Institute has published numerous periodicals,
pamphlets and brochures. In 1934 it was host to a delegation of ten
Soviet citrus-fruit scientists. In the same year Professor Roberts led a
delegation of 100 Americans to the Soviet Union to study its crrlture.
In 1955 a new era of exchange was opened with the visit to the
United States of a twelve-man delegation of farmers from tJre Soviet
Union. The next year Iowa farmers went to visit Soviet farmers.
In the total program of education for understanding and friendship
there is no equal to people meeting people. In 1955 Soviet farmers
spent most of their time on the farms of Iowa and Minnesota but they
wanted to see cities also. They visited Los Angeles and San Francisco. The Institute of San Francisco organized the community's welcome. And this role the Institute has played for many Soviet delegations that have visited the ciry since. We cannot follow the rich
program of this sociery through the years-the numerous meetings and
iorums, the festivals of music and dance, including in IgSl the
premitre in English of Shostakovich's "Song of the Forest" by the Caliiornia Labor School Chorus. Nor can we list all its publications whidr
included in 1953 We Pledge Peace; A Ftimdship Book. But here is
one regional society staunchly pursuing a Program from l93l to the
preseni directed to the goal of friendship between the United States
and the Soviet Union. Hats oft to itl
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WE remain faithful ro chronology we shall here tell of the beginning
of- a magazine dedicated to American-soviet understanding.
"a
Its name Soviet Rassio Today; its birthday the year 1932; its editor
almost from the beginning Jessica Smith. True, in 1951 the maga-

ff

zine's name was changed to New World; Reaiew so articles about the
other socialist countries could be included. But always the magazine
has focused on the Soviet Union and its coverage through the years
has presented to the American people a larger volume of truth-telling
about Soviet society than any other medium for education in our
country. Happily Miss Smith remains in the editor's chair today to
turn out this extraordinary booklet in celebration of the 50th anniver$ar)rr Place these magazines in top rank of those organizations which
have done a splendid job in promoting understanding and appreciation of the Soviet Union.

Frlendlg Alllcr ln World Wan

Il

A NOTHER chapter in the saga of friendshipbuilding begins with
-Cr. World War II. The Sovier Union was joined with the Allied
nations in a military partnership to defeat the Nazis. This was the
most significant relation between the two countries that had ever been

established since diplomatic recognition in 1933. Many millions of
Americans were heartened because they saw the strength of Soviet arms,
the determination and endurance of its soldiers and people. Because
of this there could be hope of victory in the war. It was out of this
strong gratitude to the Soviet Union as a wartime ally that the nationwide organization Russian War Relief came into being. It mobilized
the sympathy of the widest groups of Americans in the war period for
our Soviet ally, and raised substantial sums for relief purposes.
Many of the American people also dared to think of the time of
p€ace. If only the cooperation between these two powers in fighting
the war could be maintained in peace timet How wonderful it would
be for the peoples of both countries; how reassuring to the world if
their cooperation could be counted upon to preserve the peacet
Out of these hopes new friendship organizations grew-two of them

regional and one national. Before telling the story of the National
Council of American-Soviet Friendship, we speak words of praise for
the two regional societies: one the Chicago Council of AmericanSoviet Friendship, the other the Society for Cultural Relations-USAUSSR (originally the American Russian Institute of Los Angeles).
The Chicago Council of American-Soviet Friendship was established
almost simultaneously with the National Council early in 1943; the
Los Angeles group came into being in 1946.
It was Professor Samuel N. Harper of the University of ChicagO
a foremost American authority on Soviet afiairs, who voiced the need
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to establish in Chicago "a center which would expand the efiectiveness
established sources of valid information about a country
whose aims and accomplishments had frequently been distorted." More
than a hundred prominent Chicago citizens were sPonsors of the new
Council which became efiective in February 1943.
From the outset the Chicago Council was affiliated with the Na'
tional Council which also came into being early in 1943. Thousands
in the Chicago metropolitan area have received the pamphlets and
other publicitions of the Council. Scores of meetings have been
arranged by the Council, year after year. Receptions for Soviet dele'
gations and performing artists have been a feature of the Council's
program. They have efiectively assisted Soviet specialists to meet their
iounterparts in Chicago and to be accorded opportunities to lecture.
The Chlcago Council has served the cause especially well in terms of
public relaiions, arranging public luncheon occasions for distinguished
Soviet visitors, interviews by the newsPaPers and outstanding radio
and television appearances. The success in this resPect, as in other
areas of their woik, has been due to the leadership of the man who
has been Chairman of the Chicago Council for many years, Mandel A.
Terman. He has been utterly loyal to the cause of American-Soviet
friendship through thick and thin. It has never been a smooth course
for thoseldenrifiad with the movement for American-Soviet friendship;
it was especially rough for Mr. Terman, owner and director of Chi'
cago business enterpiises. Yet he earned and kept the respect and
ad"miration of businiss friends even when they did not agree with his
of the Soviet Union.
support
The third regional organization was formed in 1946, the American
Russian Institute of Los-Angeles with Judge Stanley Mofiatt its distinguished first Director. A research library was established of books,
parirphlets, journals, photo exhibits which cotld tell -the story of pr-ewar ind poitwrr life in the Soviet Union. These facilities were made
available to both the academic circles and the townspeople of Los
Angeles and other cities in the area. There have followed through
the"years Russian language study courses, lecture series, round-table
discussions, educational conferences'
with the advent of a people-to-people exchange the Institute saw
an increasing role in the cultural field. The name was dranged to Society for Cuitural Relations' So the Los Angeles $ro!P joined the
.orir. of San Francisco and Chicago in its welcome to Soviet visitors
(and in sending the home folk to the soviet Llnion to mee! the people
tir".e ,r did both L.A. and S.F. this past summer). The welcome
is always personalized: sightseeing there is but it is-not prilgY' Rather
the meeting of Americans with soviet visitors for an informal erchange of ideas is stressed and both sides like-it. Lo1 Angeles, like
Chicago, does a good job in securing- radio-and-television oPPortuni'ht this wiiting-the Los Angeles society is ass,uming responsities.

of already
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bility, w-ith the assistance of the Nationar C.ouncil, for the launching
of a nation-wide competition-Quiz on the soviet union as parr of thE
special activities of the 50rh anniversary year in which all oir societies
Ere ParriciPating.

The Notlotml CounLnl

of

Americgln-Soolet r]fiendshlgt

* say "last but not least" as we rake the parting glimpse in
this article at some of the efiorts throughout the years and
throughout our counrry to build understan{ing-and friendjhip. We
appreciate the opportunity to speak of the Nalional Council.- That
AY

the National council is young is clear from these glimpses at the record.
of organizations established long years before 1943. February B, lg4g,
was the day of incorporation of the National Council.
The National Council, it should be noted, came into being as a rerl-lt the Congress of American-Soviet Friendship held in New york
"f
fity-No1eryber 7-8, 1942, on the 25th anniversary of the founding of
the Soviet State. Two days of impressive panel discussions in wfiich
many distinguished Americans and Soviet representatives participated,
were climaxed by a massive "salute to Our Russian Ally" in Midison
Square Garden, a truly epoch-making event. The Honorary Chairman
of the Congress was the late Joseph E.'Davies, former Ambassador to
the Soviet Union. The distinguished list of sponsors was headed by
the then Sgcr9t-ary of State Cordell Hull and included other rop government officials and public figures from every section of the country.
President Franklin D. Roosevelt and General Dwight M. Eisenhower
sent greetings. The main addresses were given by the Vice President
of the United States, Henry A. Wallace, and Soviet Ambassador
Maxim Liwinov. Other notable speakers included Mayor Fiorello La
Guardia, Gorrernor Herbert H. Lehman, Thomas 'W. Lamont, and
Paul Robeson.
Dr. Corliss Lamont became the first National Chairman of the
N.C.A.S.F. He was succeeded in the office by the Reverend William
Howard Melish and the late Dr. John A. Kingsbury. Our Chairman
since 1957 is the distinguiihed artist Rockwell Kent. His consuming
belief that "we can be friends" has been the inspiration of all Council
efforts in the ten years of his chairmanship. We should also like to
mention here the late Theodore Bayer, associated with the movement
for American-Soviet Friendship for many years and Administrative
Secretary of the National Council at the time of his death.
The organiiation in 1943 declared its purpose: " (l) To strengrhen
friendly relations between the USA and the USSR through the promotion of better understanding between them; (2) To educate the
American people to the need for such understanding and friendly relations . . . as essential to victory in the present war . . . and the establishment of world-wide democrary and enduring peace."
A basic conviction of the Council leadership from the outset was
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{ormulated into a public statement of "Our Beliefs" in 1948. This
statement has controtled and directed the Council's operations through'

out its history.

It

is not outdated.

with no governmental
The National Council is a non-partisan organization,
-their political viervs and io thek
or oolitical afiliation. Its memberi di#er in
of soeciffc points in the policies of both th; USA and the USSR. But

"ooi"ir"l
#"'
b"li"u" tiat the'cause of intlrnational amity must rise abovo any shortcomings of either country, and tlat the common- interests of the United States
and t[e Soviet Union kanscend their disagreements, and that a way. can be

found for the two systemt to live together-in peace. We are convinced that
such a course will serve the highest interests of our counEy.
The National Council reiecis the thesis that war is in'evitable and dedicates itself to the reasonable hope that the United States and the Soviet Union
will assume joint leadership in the achievement of a warless world. . . .

The program to implement the Council's beliefs and purPoses has
(1) The circulation to the American PeoPle
of information on life and activities in the Soviet Union; (2) The
promotion of cultural and scientific exchange, and trade relations,
between the two counries; (3) The mobilization of support in our
counffy for a policy, not only of peaceful coexistence, but of cooPera'
tion between the nations to advance the welfare of the peoples in
both countries and to safeguard the peace of the world. Let us
always been three-fold:

illustrate:

The National Council began at once in 1943 the publication of
factual material in a variety of forms. In 1944 a series of pamphlets
were prepared dealing with major phases of Soviet life: The Farmer,
Trade Unions, Mother and Child Care, Religion, etc. Many thousands
of each pamphlet reached people in every section of the cguntry. To
develop exchange, committees were formed, headed b; distinguished
Ameriians: Science, Medicine, Architecture, Art, Music, Theater, etc.
The first pleas of the Council in terms of American-Soviet relations
were in support of the Second Front to aid the Allied armies to defeat

the Nazis.- Directly after the military victory was won in 1945, the
forces of fear moved into action in our country to end cooperation
with the Soviet Union. The Cold War began. The Council was compelled to begin a campaign for peaceful coexistence which early

Lrought it into conflict with the policies of 9u1 government. The
efiorts of the Council for the improvement of American-Soviet relations have continued resolutely through the years.
This three-fold program called for local action and support
throughour the couniry. By 1944 the National Council counted some
32 locat affiliates which were serviced from the headquarters in New
York; touring speakers, providing films and- pictorial e+i!il{, PaEphlets and booki on the Soviet Union. In 1945 and ear\ 1946 hopes
ivere entertained that a national mass membership organization could
be created. An expanded staft undertook the task. But we learned
quickly that the Cold War was already intimidating the American
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an$ t{a1 they could nor be expecred. to join our organizarion.
ryople
r he memb_ership campaign was put aside. The fearful begin to drop
out of local committees so that in late 1946 the remaini.rg-corrrag"o,rs
folk wele finding it difficult ro carry on activiries ,,r...ifrlly. -The
House committee on un-American Activities sought to desiroy the
Council by calling for the names of all contriburori.
A most significant activity in these first years of the council's life
was tlre wide dissemination of a bi-weekly Reporter on ameri,can-soaiet
Relations, later called Report on the News in which the council consistently stood for an end to the cold war and direct negotiations between the united states and the soviet Union to resolve their difierences. These publications were the evid.ence employed against us in
court trial$ made necessary by the attack of the Un-American Committee and in later years as we defended ourselves against'the indictment under the McCarran Act which charged us with being a ..Communist front." Let it be said that, after a prosecution ten years long,
the National Council won a unanimous verdict in the U.S. Court of
Appeals. The Mc0arran Act charges fell for lack of probitive evidence.
We shall not rehearse all the hurts to our early high hopes occasioned by the virulence of the Cold War. The Council survived; it
Bot on with its business although somewhat curtailed for a period.
There grew increasing awareness, especially after the advent of the
atorn bomb, that the task to which the Council had set its hand was
an absolutely essential task. The peace of the world, in large measure,
depends upon relations between the USA and USSR. Then and nowt
The Council's educational work was continued. Pamphlets were
published and distributed. For a time diminished, slowly, the schools,
colleges and universities began their return to the Council to secure
materials for studies of the Soviet Union. Our Educational Services
became a most active day-by-day operation of the Council, expanding
steadily through the last half of the 1950-60 decade and continuing
at a very high level at Present. Information in many forms is provided: a lending library, pamphlets, exhibits, films. A research libiary
run jointly with Neur World Reaiew provides answers to specific questions and ofiers its facilities for personal research.

Soolet SttliilTec 7n Aeo;dentlc Clrcles
should be made here of the significant rise in recent years
PEPORT
ra in Soviet studies in academic institutions throughout the country.
Of course, the Russian language received first attention. Then came
the broadening of study to include literature, history, economy, politics, foreign policy, not only of pre-revolution Russia but of post-revG.
lution Soviet Union. For the increasing atteniton directed positively
toward engagement in these studies and for their broadening, major
credit is due the American Council of Learned Societies. In 1938 it
appointed a Committee on Slavic Studies which lent encouragement
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to the development of "area programs" in the universities in which

the Soviet Union was judged worthy of inclusion for scholarly study.
World War II focused fresh attention on the Soviet Union and
studies have increased rapidly since that time. There are a host of
colleges and universities now where one can specialize in Slavic language$, Russian and Soviet history, Russian and Soviet literature, Soviet political theory and institutions; where it is possible in-a combinationbf courses to fulfill ,a "major" in Russian studies. In 1964 in some
28 universities the "area progtam" in Slavic studies was of such proportions as to be centralized in a separate School or Division or Center
of the university.
One must reikon that negative attitudes may sometimes prompt the
direction of Soviet studies. The American Legion had a hand after
World War II in promoting the teaching about communism in the
secondary schools and a few states Passed laws requiring it. .It was intended tirat the Soviet Union be regarded as the incarnation of the
evil that is communism so boys and girls were to "know-the-enemy"'
Educational administrations prePaled syllabi outlining a teaching of
the Soviet Union bound to present an unfavorable picture and these
were amply supported by prepared-for+he-purpose text books. Nevertheless, there is-much evidence to indicate that many teachers of history or social science assigned by their-superiors to teach the unit of
rt.rdy o, communism, or a unit of study simply on- the Soviet Union,
have chosen to teach objectively and have not feared to make available
material which reports Progress in the Soviet Union in serving- the
needs of its people and does no.t rnake the Soviet Union out to be a
threat to the resl of the world. The National Council has for a long
time received requests in considerable volume from secondary schools
and their teacheis for materials to be used in the class room-books,
pamphlets, photo exhibits, documentary films. Indeed, there are now
i"*t'"rd ,.f'.r"r." books on the Soviet Union for the teenager which
on the whole, tell a truthful story of the Soviet Union'
we may only cite one or two examPles of the council's activity
in preparing and distribu-ting pamphlets. we have-been pleased by
orJ,.ii", tliat began in 1950-when the Council published-u_p1=p_hl.t
on sovier Educati6n by Elizabeth Moos. Between 1950 and 1967 there
have been five others on the same subject also by Mrs. Moos. on
October I this year the seventh in the series by }4rs. Moos made its
,oo""r".r." undlr the title Soaiet Educati.on: Achieaements and Goals,
C'iicol"tion was begun with its placement in some 3,600 public, college
and university libraries. A seiond example from recent history is a
.,Tourney to the Soviet Trade ljnions," a firsthand report
oamphlet. "R.
Atlirr, .|r., which has had special circulation among
t.,, ihurl",
ai well as union officials throughout the counworkers
iink-and-file
trv. Other pamphlets are in PreParation'
' Off and on through the yeirs, the Council has published and cir-
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culated american-soulei FACTS in several forms, a periodical devoted
to news describjng
in soviet fiTe, taking account
Tljor developments
of progress and problems.
In recent trmes American-Soaiii FACTS
has appeared first as a section in this magazine, then the section has

addirions, as a booklet, circulated by direct mail
-reprint99, yith
to a list
of 17,000, largely individuals but including rhe newspapers
a-nd p9{o{jcals, the
N"grg, rrade union, farm and religious preis ind
the 3,600 libraries referred to above.
The Chall,e:tWe of the Future
been

areas of work provide an overriding challenge to us as we face
Two
r the future. One is the work among students, beyond
our extensive educational service to them in soviet studies. wi desire through

exchange to draw the young people of the two countries into cloir
contact. since- upol their shoulders is falling the responsibility of

maintaining friendly relations between the two countries and ol indugrng coop€ration to bring an end to war. Happily we have the services of a student director, Carl W. Grifiler, to mbve on the campuses
torelations-students with students, univ6rsity
-promote.exchange
with
university.
The other area of work with singul4r challenge is among the indusffial workers. For their numbers and influence can be -decisive in
American-Soviet relations and the struggle for peace. Especially if
American workers can be led to appreciate fellow-workers in the'Soviet Union and join forces with them. One of the steps in the pro.
gram is to send rank-and-file workers to visit Soviet workers and to arrange for Soviet workers to visit us in the United States.
'We are confronted by one great barrier in
our work. Our country
wages war against the_people of North and South Vietnam. Friendly
relations between the United States and the Soviet Union cannot exist
while the war continues. For the war is wrong. The initiative to end
it must be the initiative of the United States. Our troope musr be
withdrawn. The Soviet lJniol ri-ghtly calls for this acrion on our part.
It is a prime obligation for all of us to join forces to compel our government to end the war.
Were this terrible conflict ended, it is possible to envision a new
day in which the two countries will cooperate to keep the peace and
will give themselves to helping other nations achieve full freedom and
a decent living for their people. We can envision the new day when
friendship with the Soviet Union will abound, enriching our common
life.
Toward the achievement of this new day the National Council
resolutely sets its face. With gratitude for all those who have labored
to build American-Soviet friendship through the past fifty years, with
the support of thousands of friends in our country, the National Council renews its dedication to a noble task.

GROMYTO

deceive the people, pointing

GNOIIYIIO AT THD UN
TN THE present 22nd Session of the UN General Assembly, dark'
I ened by the barbarous US aggression in Vietnam and the still un'
settled war in the Mideast, the Soviet Union has continued its efiorts

to bring an end to aggression and return to the principles of peace'
disputes proclaimed in the UN Charter
Soviet Foreign Ministei Andrey Gromyko outlined Soviet policy
in his main address on September 22. Speaking of the forthcoming
50th anniversary of the Soviet state, he noted that the Lenin Decree
on Peace, the fiist international action of the young Soviet state, had
laid the foundation for many of the principles embodied in the UN
Charter. The Lenin Decree had established peaceful coexistence
as the cardinal foreign policy aim of the Soviet Government on the
Eround that the new-soviet state required conditions for the peaceful
Ionstruction of socialism and communism rather than war. It also
condemned as annexation and seizure of foreign lands:

ful settlement of

. . . the incorporation into a large or powerful state of a small or feeble
nation without thJ precisely, clearly ind vofunlarrly expressed conse.nt and wish
of the'time such forcible incorp-oration-took place,
of that nation, irresipective
^the
de$ee of dwelopment or backwardness of tJre nation
irrespective also of
fo,rcith annexed to, or foriibly retained-as part of, the given state, and irrespectiJe, ffnalln of whethe.r this nation is in Europe or in distant overs@s
countries.

this, said Gromyko, can be found the ideological sources of the
on Granting Independence to the Colonial Countries
Dedaration
UN
and Peoples. [This UN poliry, initiated and supported from-the beginning by the Soviet IJnion, has led to the independence of nearly
ill former colonial countries since the UN was founded.]
US AggressTon in Yletnqm o;ttd Other Threatc to Peace

In

ROMYKO declared that *re Present most serious threat to Peace
comes from US aggression in Vietnam:
The crudest violation of international agreements, deftance of the funda-

mental norms of international law and of world public opinion-all these manifestations of a policy of international brigandage are coneentrated in what the
United States is PerPebating in Viebram'
Noting that a half-million strong US army is carrying on aggres-

sion in South Vietnam and hundreds of US planes systematically
are bombing the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, Gromyko pointed
out that this is the largest scale war since 1945 and that there is
increasing danger that more areas and countries will be drawn in.
He said the so-called "peace initiatives" of the US were meant only to
t8a
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our rhas the DRV starement of readines$ to start negotiations of last
lanuary had been met only by bar_
barous new bombings in the Norih, and new escalation in tire south.
There was nothing_ new, he said in the starement of the US position
on the preceding day [the Goldberg sraremenr].
H-e spoke of sharp denunciations of US policy throughout the
world and urged that such denunciations also be heard. -from trre
rostrum of the uN General Assembly. He declared that the farcical
ele-ctions staged in south vietnam under US dictation only exposed
still more the criminal designs of those who unleashed the'warl and
that all this must be emphatically condemned.
. Mr. Gr-omyko_em_phas-ized the'increasing aid in repulsing aggression given by the ussR and orher socialist countries to lhe vidtnamese
!f3ple, and declared thar the USSR fully backs the position of the
DRV and the program of the National Liberation Front.
_ On the question of the Israeli-Arab war, Mr. Gromyko said the
first step toward a solution must be the clearing of Arab lands of
the Israeli troops; that the UAR, Syria and Jordan ,,must be compensated for the material damage caused them by the Israeli aggression _and continuing occuparion of part of their territory',; and ihat
Israel must fulfill the UN resolutions on Jerusalem. The Soviet
IJnion, he declared, "is in favor of p"u.e urrl security being insured
for all the states of this area."
of Europe, Mr., Gromyko spoke of the dangers
. pn the que_stion^
arising from West Germany's revanchist efiorts to restore its per-war
borders, its claims to represent "the whole of Germany,, ind its
attempts to gain access to nuclear weapons, all with the support of the
United States.
The Soviet Government on the contrary stands for mutually
profitable cooperation among the European states in various fieldi.
I_t suggests simultaneous disbanding of NATO and the'Warsaw Treaty
Organization,,or that at the very least the military setups of both
organizations be liquidate4 as a first step.
Ileline Aggresslon
ffqn Nuclear W-oin
IHE Soviet efiort, started even before World War II, to elaborate
a precise definition of aggression, with the force of international
law, was renewed by Mr. Gromyko. He introduced a draft resolution stressing the urgency of this quesrion in the light of rhe present
international situation and proposing that a special commiitee be
set up to workout a definition of aggression and submit it to the next
session of the General Assembly.
The Soviet Fgreign Minister next turned to rhe long struggle of
the USSR, ever since the Genoa Conference of. 1922, to securJagreement on general disarmament. fle stressed that the Soviet Union
has no need of weapons except for the defense of itself and its allies

toe
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and friends, and that there are no grouPs in socialist society that might
benefit by an arms race. He declared:
Wo are comoelled to asain raise the quesUon of disannarnent in the UN
General Assembfy by the rL[zation that ii wo ourseltres do not resolutely at-

tack the sphere from which an immense danger arises for the future of humanity-the sihere of the arms race-then all p'tedges of loyalty to the ideals of
p6ace prdclaimed in the UN Charter wrll remain nothing but dead letters. . . .
^tfr" *irla has come up to the line when no state can ev"ade making the choice.

To this end the USSR {avors restriction of the arms race, the
banning of all nuclear tests, the withdrawing of all foreign military
bases from other nations territories and the creation of atom free
zones in various areas. Gromyko welcomed progress toward a treaty
on non-proliferation of nuclear weaPons as an immediately realiz'
able measure.
But the most important steP of all, he said, would be immediate
agreement on comPlete and final prohibition of the use of nuclear
weapons. He expressed deep regret that the UN Declaration on this
subjict adopted six years ago had never been confirmed by a treaty.
Mr. Gromy[.o then ofiered to the UN the draft of a convention on the
banning of the use of nuclear weaPons' The Soviet Government
proposea in this draft that each signatory state would undertake not
io iise nuclear weaPons, not to threaten their use and not to impel
other states to use such weapons. It further proposed that each signatory undertake to work toward earliest discontinuation of pro'
duction of nuclear weaPons and destruction of all stockpiles. The
Soviet Union itself is prepared to agree immediately to comPlete
nuclear disarrnament, but since no such agreement is now pospible,
propooes this substantial step in that direction.
UN lfiem,bershlp lor Chlnll. o;nil GIIB
Dnd All Colonlsllcrn
IHE Soviet Foreign Minister declared that it is necessary for this
t session of the General Assembly to take stePs to implement its
Declaration on the elimination of all vestiges of colonialism and insure the freedom of those countries still remaining under the colonial yoke.
The Soviet Union and other socialist countries submitted to the
General Asembly a resolution for the withdrawal of all US and other
troops still occupying South Korel under the UN flag.
Mr. Gromyko renewed his call for making the United Nations
a genuinely international organizatiol an$--Particularly -urged the
adirision of the German Democratic Republic, with no objection to
admitting the Federal Republic of Germany-as-well. -He-also-urged
that the rights of the People's Republic of China in the UN be
restored.

He summed up the main goals of Soviet foreign poli.y as follows:
Securine. toSether with the other sgcialist countries, favorable internationJ condlions"for tho upbuilding of sooialism and communism. Consolidat-
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the unity and solidarity of the socialist countries, consolidating tleir friendship..and tratenrity. supporting.the.national libera$on *o.r**"ii, and imple_
*:"qi$ all-round cooperation wi$ -the young, developing narions. consisteirtly
uphordrng the prmciple ot peacelul coexistence of states with difierent sociil
systems, resisting aggression, and ridding humanity of a new world war.

In conclusion, Mr. Gromyko appealed to the UN member shtes
to unite efiorts at this Assembly session to find solutions serving the
interests of peace.

SOVIDT ATD TO VIETITADI
NEW and very much expanded aid agreement for
was
rAr signed between soviet Government and party leaders196g
and. an
Economic Delegation from the Democratic Republic of vietnam on
September 23.

The DRV delegarion had talks during its visit with General secretary Brezhnev and Premier Kosygin. The joint communique published in Praada, September 4, expressed the gratitude of tlhe DRV
Government and working People's party for the extensive assistance
received from the soviet Government in repulsing us imperialist
aggression and aiding the DRV economy. The stepped_rp
fro*
the USSR covered a large ,amount of aid without it urgi,, "id
granting
of new credits, new mutual trade arrangements and oth-er flrms of
aid. Responding to requests from the DRV, the soviet Government agreed to furnish during 1968:
Planes, anti-aircraft and rocket equipment, artillery and small arms. arnmu-

nition and other military equipryent, and also complete sets oi equi;ment in

various essential ffelds, means of transportation, oil'productr, r*rrl"-trra oorferrous meJals, foodstu.fis, chemical-fertilizers,'medicin; ;;j ,tffi ilaturiats
in defense capacity and for tU" a"r"i"p**rt of
[":*Sg
lne lJttv !r..l$:i-r""rease
nauonat economy.

A Tass rlispatch from Hanoi of september zz, quoted an editorial from the newspaper Nhan Dan, organ of the vietrru* working People's Party, *hiih spoke warmry "ot trt. .tor" irui"rrrar rerations between the governments and peoples of the ussR and the
DRV, and the continued support and aid reecived from the soviet
union. The editorial said that the signing of the new agreement:
.
shows that_together with
_ . :..
ltre peopras of other socialist co,n_
tries the"loqrgntly
people.of *.re s,oviet union are steadiry incriasing their aidio tire viet_
namese.people.in all spheres in order to defeai the Ameri"can i*f*t"iiJ
sors and to build rTr,{irl,:Tr_"-ty:
"ggr"*
p*pl"-".L."L.1,Lppy
to
fhivi:hamo"
"
receivo
valuable,
sincere and
effective .rrppoit ri,,,aunua-ii,'"#il|.'trr"
Su
communist Party, the Government and tre fraternai peopt" or tt u so"ili uoioo.

lig

__ \ecgunting the numerous official actions and statements of the
ussR Government and Party in support of the DRV and south viet-
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namese struggle against US aggression, the editorial also stressed the
diverse formJ of the aid of the Soviet people and the tens of thou'
sands of rallies and. demonstration$ constantly being staged all over

the territory of the USSR.

It continued:

On Tulv 18, 1966, 6,000 represe,ntatives of the Soviet people met in the
fr"mtio"arid adopted a resolutioi fervently supporting President Ho Chi Minh's
apperl to the eniire Vioboamese nation aid eipressing the readiness of the So#tr o.ool. to send their sons and brothers ai volunteers to Viehram in order

against the American aggressors'
to fis'ht'toeether witl the Vietnamese people
-and
other gifts, and also the voluntary
The"drive"to collect money, medicine
donation of blood for Vieinam, always meet with the most fervent r6PoDse
amons the Soviet people. In &ffance of US bombing and shelling, Soviet sea-"o &.6oo" reg,ih.ly to deliver equipment, relief material and ot]rer essential cargoes to the Vietnamese people.

Such meetings have continued throughout, 1967, with a special
Vietnam Month being held this summer during which large amounts
of aid were collected in money and materials, and factory workers
rushed to complete orders for Vietnam ahead of schedule. Every
organized group of the Soviet people has,carried on its own collections
foi aid and passed strong protest resolutions against- the criminal
aggression of the United States. Many millions of rubles' worth of
sifplies have been shipped by the Soviet tra.dre u1i.ons, the Soviet
for Vietnam Committee, the Soviet Afro-Asian Committee,
Support
-soviet
Peace Committee, the Red Cross and Red Crescent So'
the
cieties, the Soviet Women's Committee, the various branches of the
Societies for Friendship and numerous others.
Last August 23 tha Soviet Government, through a'TASS statecondemned the new barbaric raids on densely PgPulated
ment, angrily
-Hanoi
and other DRV cities and the further escalation of
areas in
the criminal war in the South. The statement declared that the election farce being staged in the South to Preserve the ''totten legrge
of military dictitorsfiip, abhorred by the PeoPle,"-would not help-the
uno."rrorr, who would never break the will of the courageous Viet,riir"r. people. The statement warned that each new steP of escalation "in6vitibly leads to the necessary retaliatory ste!:"'
stated
The DRV Ambassador to the USSR, Nguyen Tho Chan,
at a meeting in Moscow last August:
Everv Vietnamese knows how zubstantial is the support rendered us by the
Soviet linion and other fraternal countries. When US bombers-appear in our
skv and vietnamese ffghter planes take off to intercept them, my fellow-countrydown
is
-6o koo* who mad| thosL planes. When an American plane shot
Uy o* aoti-aircraft crews, tlie Viehamese know who supplies us with those
quns.

o-Th"

Soviet peo,ple and the people of other fraternal countries share their

bre"d, th"ir oif *?l many oth& things with us. 9-* 9or11rtty is advancing
.lorrn'th" nath charted by the Octobei revoluuon' We sball not swerve from
thrt"p"th. ^ My country fias always been and always will be a devoteil friend

of tho Soviet Unim.
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Russian Political Thought.

duction,

An Intro-

by Thornton Anderson.

Cornell University Press, Ithaca,
N.Y., 1967. 444 pp" $g.75.
"From the legendary Riurik to the
regime of Brezhnev and Kosygin,"
the author traces Russian political
philosophy, claiming to maintain "an
objective stance toward events and
intentions, avoiding the antagonism
toward Russian or communist theories

that frequently distorts

Western

discusions."

"totalitarianism" will fade with the
rise of a managerial elite. The author
dou,bts

it.

in the Souiet Llnion, by
Philippe I. Bernard. Translated
from the French by I. Nove. Pergamo-n Press, New York, 1966. 3o9

Planning

PP" $9'5o'
"Unencumbered by vast statistical
material and intermingled with some
glimpses of Soviet life and its every-

day problems."

They An Atlas of Russian History. Elcaen
A_ppel. Litde, Cgyturies of Changing Borders, by
-Yal-e
Brown and Company, Boston, 19166. Allen F. Chew.
University
r.8o p-p., $-4r5o.
Press,_ New Ffaven, r9r6i. Spiral

Why the Russians Are the lVay

lre , by pqjamin

A political history for children. The
author writes: "If I were asked to

bound, rr3 pp, $3.95.

Thirty-four b,lack and white rnaps
a,ll up, I'd say: ]frgy_lor. of Russia at various periods from 878
their land as we love our land. They A.D. to the presenq with historiial
are one of the world's great peoples. commentary.
They believe in the Communist way

slry lt

of life. They-hatg wa1 f9r they have Mcdicaal Russia. A Soarce Boo\,9ou
seer too much of war's horrors. I-ike
r7_oo, dited by Basil Drnytryshyn.
us they want a good future for them- Holt, Rhinehait and Winsion, Nirv
selves and their children and their York, ry57. Paperback, lrz ppo
children's

fildren.'"

$4.95.

The Russian Anarchists, by
Avrich. Princeton University
ry673o3 pp" $7.5o.

A

Paul

Press,

Russian anarchism from the nine-

teenth century bcginnings

to

exile

after the Bolsheviks took power. The
author appears to take their position,
crediting them with having predicted
the "consequcnce$" of the Communist
victory.

selection

of basic

sources

in

the

political, cultural, social and economic
life of medieval Russia.

Thc Pcasants

of Cenral

Rassia, bv

Stephen P. Dunn and Ethcl Dunn.

Holt, Rinehart and rffinston, New
York, ry67. Paperback, r39 pp,
$r.95.

A careful, factual study, with chap
ters on the ftolfthozi, village and
family, education, and folk lostituManagcrial Powq and Soaict Politics, tions. t'The main fact about the
by |eremy R. Azrael. Harvard Uni- Russian peasant is that after nearly
vcrsity Press, Cambridge, r$6.258 6fty years of rerrolution, civil ani
pP" $4.95.
An attempt to test the ttreory that

l8t

international war, shoving and hauling, and superhuman e6or:t and sacri-
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fice, hc remains a man
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